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THE SPEAKER (Mr Michael Barnett) took the Chair at 2.00 pm, and read prayers.

PETITION - SILVER CHAIN NURSING ASSOCIATION (INC), AUGUSTA
Permanent Nursing Sister Appointment

MR OMODEI (Warren) [2.03 pm]: I have a petition couched in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned call on the Minister for Health, Mr. Keith Wilson, to replace the
Silver Chain Sister who retired on the 26th October 1990, with a permanent resident
Silver Chain Sister to service the needs of the elderly in the Augusta area.
The fact that we do not have our own permanent Silver Chain Sister to service our
needs is far from satisfactory. At present this vital service is being me: by several
Silver Chain Sisters who are based in the town of Margaret River, which leads to a
lack of confidence by the elderly citizens who receive this support, old people do not
like change and at present find it extremely difficult adjusting to the continual change
of the nursing sister.
As elderly citizens we feel we should still have a voice in our own affairs.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray zhat you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 200 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 13.]

PETITION.- WAR WIDOWS
Full Pensioner Entitlements

MR TROY (Swan Hills) [2.05 pm]: I have a petition couched in die following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned from the Midland Laurel Club (sponsored by Perth Legacy), feel
that war widows are penalised once we reach the age of 60 and receive part of the old
age pension. We am then penalised as we no longer receive benefits which full
pensioners are entitled to.
This petition is asking that war widows receive the same entitlements as full
pensioners.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 18 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 14.]

PET1TION-"IT'S OK TO SAY NO TO SEX" CAMEPAIGN
Support

MR WIESE (Wagin) [2.07 pm]: I have a petition couched in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
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We the undersigned wish to indicate our strong support for the Health Department's
"It's Ok To Say No To Sex' Campaign. We believe a campaign designed to inform
sixteen to twenty five year olds of the risks and consequences of sexually transmitted
diseases is long over due, and should be supported by all Western Australians.
We also believe that any effort to convince our young people to make sensible and
responsible decisions about their sexual behaviour is fundamental to the building of a
sound community. We support Minister Wilson and the Parliament of Western
Australia's decision which projects a positive message that everyone has the capacity
to control his or her life.
We support the campaign to target sixteen to twenty five year olds with a focus on
peer group influence as part of an extended programme to alert individuals as to the
consequences of sexually transmittable diseases.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 30 signaturs and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 15.]

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.- FIFTH DAY
Motion

Debate resumed from 19 March.
MR FRED TUBBY (Roleystone) [2.09 pm]: In my contribution to the Address-in-Reply
debate I will raise three or four issues, in particular with regard to education. The first
concerns school fies and some of the repercussions schools suffer as a result; the second,
school buses; the third, support services which we are currently providing for disabled
students in primary schools; and the fourth, the amalgamation of Hedland and Karratha
Colleges.
School fires have been occurring more frequently in recent years and a number of schools
have been quite severely damaged. In my electorate alone at the beginning of the year two
schools were burnt, as was one in the electorate of the Leader of the House. In the first two
cases, which occurred at the Kelmscont and Westfield Park Primary Schools, the response
time was very quick, the fires were put out and the damage was contained to one classroom,
because they had electronic security. Although electronic security is not classified as a fire
detector it detects increases in temperatur and sounds the alarm, and the response time is
very quick. The two classrooms I have referred to were back in operation within a week at
one school and within nine days at the other. The third school at which a fir occurred,
Clifton Hills Primary School, did not have electronic surveillance because that school is
classified as a low security risk and it only receives visits about once a month during the
night from security people. When this fire was lit people in the surrounding area saw the
smoke and wandered down to the school to see if the bush was on fire and whether they
should call the fire brigade. When they realised the school was on fire they called the
emergency services, which responded very quickly. However, by the time those services
arrived an entire cluster of six classrooms was gutted. The cost of replacing that cluster will
bein the order of $400 000 and it will take most of this year to bringit back into service. For
an outlay of $ 10 000 to $11 000 the whole of Clifton Hills Primary School could have had
electronic surveillance.
The SPEAKER: Order! The level of background conversation is such that it is very difficult
for me to hear what the member is saying. It is probably very difficult for the Hansard
reporter as well, and I would appreciate it if members could cooperate in reducing that level.
Mr FRED TUBBY: Thank you, Mr Speaker. Possibly that fire could have been contained to
one or two classrooms, which would have been a far better result than what eventuated.
A similar situation occurred in die member for Cottesloe's electorate last year, when North
Cottesloe Primary School was burnt out. It too was a low security risk and did not have
electronic surveillance, and the cost of repairing that damage was $900 000. Those two
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schools alone have incurred between $1.25 million and $1.5 million in replacement costs.
For an oudlay of $10 000 to $11 000 for each of chose schools electronic surveillance could
have been installed and the State could have saved an enormous amount of money. I know
the Government has a program of slowly building up the number of schools with electronic
surveillance, but perhaps we should bring chat program forward and spend some of the
money we would have spent on replacing those completely gutted schools on installing
electronic surveillance in all schools at the earliest opportunity. That would be a very
responsible way to expend taxpayers' money.
Another outcome from the frt at Clifton Hills Primary School was the enormous loss
suffered by the teachers of classes held in the damaged cluster. A couple of the teachers who
had been teaching for over 20 years lost all of the teaching aids, equipment and resources
they had accumulated and made during their teaching careers. Those materials were
completely lost, and for that the Government carries an insurance policy of $1 000 per
teacher, which is grossly inadequate. There is simply no way that $1 000 will replace all of
the hardware, let alone the materials, those teachers made and accumulated over many years.
Those items are almost irreplaceable. I suggest the Government look at protecting teachers'
resources by increasing that insurance cover from $1 000 to a more realistic figure, such as
$3 000 or $4 000. because the loss to those teachers was very substantial.
I commend the Building Management Authority, the fire brigade and the police for their
rapid response times to all of those fires in and near my electorate, but particularly the one at
Clifton Hills. By the time I arrived early on the Monday morning after the fire everything
was pretty well in hand. The BMA had estimated the likely costs and procedures were in
place for cleaning up after the fret. I also commend the P & C association, which
straightaway allocated $9 000 for the replacement of materials lost by students as a result of
the fire. T1he Government does not carry insurance policies for any losses incurred by
students. This fire occurred only two weeks into the school year and as the children affected
were from years 1 and 2 they lost a great many Christmas presents which had been given to
them in order to get them ready for school. That P & C association has contributed over
$100 000 to the school in the last five years. The whole school is air-conditioned, and in the
last financial year it contributed $24 000 from its own resources. The school has about 400
students. It is a very vital P & C association and I commend particularly its president for the
last five or six years, Mr Peter Hickson, who has done a tremendous job for the children at
Clifton Hills Primary School.
The second issue I raise concerns the school bus service, which operates about 800 contract
buses throughout the State. The number of students carried on school buses represents about
10 per cent of the 330 000 students who attend schools, both Government and non-
Government. The expenditure is about $34 million or $35 million each year, so it is a very
substantial part of the Education budget. Up to now the buses have all been privately
operated and in some small country areas they are a very substantial part of the small
business operating in local towns. Much of this was mentioned during the Budget debate last
year, when the Minister at that time proposed axing the five to seven school bus inspectors
and palming off that responsibility to the Police Department. I thank the Minister for
backting down on that proposal, and when I was in Colie the other day I was pleased to see a
school bus inspector inspecting not only the contract buses but also a bus owned by the high
school. Those inspectors do an excellent job. However, I was rather alarmed to learn from
the inspector that perhaps it was only a temporary move and that next year the Government
may follow through with its flagged intention of transferring this responsibility to the Police
Department. Once again I urge the Minister not to do that, because I do not think it would be
in the best interests of the safety and welfare of the children who travel on school buses.
When the Leader of the House was the Minister for Education he was less than kind to the
school bus operators, because in 1986 or 1987 - and the Leader of the House would probably
remember exactly when - he cut their rates for operating by five per cent.
Mr Pearce: In fact it was 1983.
Mr FRED TUBBY: That cut has never been replaced.
Mr Pearce: I know. Here is a lesson for you in case you are ever the Minister for Education.
When I went into that job I was re-presented with a proposal to pay them all on five year
contracts. That proposal had been sitting in the department for years, waiting for a new
Minister. I managed to negotiate a result with which most of them were satisfied.
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Mr FRET) TUBBY: You were going to renew their contracts every 12 months.
Mr Pearce: That was the proposal which the department put to me. They were going to be
advertised every time they collapsed, instead of carrying through. That was a silly proposal
but departments catch new Ministers like that.
Mr FRED TUBBY: We would have finished up with second-hand buses because nobody
would have invested in large, new, modem buses if they knew they had such short-term
contracts. Operating a school bus is a very significant business enterprise in country areas
and I was rather alarmed to learn that, although the Ministry of Education is trying to save
money by having the Minister cut rates by five per cent, in IKununurra it took on a contract
on behalf of the P & C association. They have purchased a bus for between $120 000 and
$150 000 and have given it to the school at Kununurra, and will pay them to operate that bus
service. This is a completely retrograde step. The Minister for Microeconornic Reform,
when he was the Minister for Education, posed the question, "Should the Ministry of
Education, which has been given the job of delivering an education service to our children,
focus on that job or fulfil ancillary tasks?" - such as buying buses for schools, giving them to
schools and paying schools to operate them. Why not allow small business to operate the
buses and use the $120000 to $150000 usually spent on the purchase of buses to be put
cowards some other educational facilities? Thai would also be in line with the Government's
so-called policy of supporting small business. The Ministry of Education does not know
whether it is Arthur or Martha. In one instance the Government is buying a bus and taking
over the private contract, while in the metropolitan area where special schools have buses
they are to be sold and private contractors utilised to carry the disabled children. These
buses are equipped with facilities to handle wheelchairs; they have wide aisles and suitable
space for wheelchairs. They are to be sold off and contractors employed to do the job.
Either we have the policy which was introduced by the former Minister for Education or we
do not have a policy; either the State owns and operates the school buses or it does not.
What one hand of Government is doing in Kununurra, the other hand is doing the opposite in
Perth. It is just one example of how the Ministry of Education or the Government as a whole
does not know what it is doing, or how best to address the situation. I cannot understand
why the Ministry of Education decided to take over the Kununurra bus service. Every time I
inquired the claim was that it was for safety reasons. The bus service apparendly had a bad
maintenance record. I called for the bus reports and examined them, only to discover some
minor complaints and a few major complaints, but that happens with all school buses at some
time. I was a principal for 14 years and had responsibility for the school buses for 10 or 12
years so I know exactly the sorts of things to look at when buses are due for inspection.
Minor and major problems always occur-, that is why it is valuable to have inspectors
travelling around. On inspection, the main recurring issue was dusty tail-light reflectors. On
that type of bus the seals wround the tail-light reflectors are poor. The bus need only be
driven along a gravel road for a short distance to have its reflectors fill up with dust. No
matter how often the contractor cleans the reflectors they will be dusty again after driving
another couple of kilomeres down the road. Complaints occur time and again and as a result
the reputation of the contractor is tarnished and therefore the contract is taken away. That is
an errneous decision; it should not happen. The private contractor should have been
allowed to continue with the bus service. The Ministry of Education should not be involved
with the operations of school bus services. Some of the money saved by not purchasing a
bus for the Kununurra bus service could be spent in another area. I am glad that the Minister
for Health is present because it is largely the result of a health policy decision that problems
have been caused in schools throughout the State. I refer specifically to the support given to
disabled students. For a number of years the Government has pursued a policy of
inainstreamning disabled students into so-called normal schools.
Mr Wilson: How is that connected with health policy?
Mr FRED TUBBY: Because the Health Department provides services in specialist education
areas to address particular problems. I think those services came from the Health budget.
Were they funded through the Health Department?
Mr Wilson: The authority is not with the Health Department
Mr FRED TUJBBY: Whichever is the case, funding has been severely curtailed over recent
years. Students have been mainstreamed into normal primary and secondary schools.
Unfortunately, backup services are not being provided. Any member who spoke to any
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school staff in his or her electorate would discover that the professionals do not refer to this
policy as tmainstreamning; rather, they refer to it as maindumping, because that is precisely
what is happening. Through no fault of their own these children need specialist services but
unfortunately they are being foisted onto schools without any backup resources. If the
children happen to use a wheelchair, the Building Management Authority provides ramps.
That is terrific because the ramps are very necessary. However, these children require a
great deal more than the installation of ramps and other hardware.. They desperately need
backup support services for their disabilities.
I refer now to a set of circumstances which has been reported to me. A school principal has
indicated that in a school comprising about 400 students, the first and second years contain -

1 physically disabled student who has had one visit from a physiotherapist
1 visually impaired student who has had one visit from the Vision Impaired Centre
1 student with severe motor control problems has had no support yet
2 students with severe learning problems yet to be assessed and placed
1 hearing impaired student yet to be admitted to the Education Support Centre but
receiving 4 x 30-45 minute sessions per week.

A number of disabled children are in classes comprising 28 or 29 children. Were those
disabled children in special classes they would receive daily or an appropriate level of
support in physiotherapy, vision, hearing, speech, and so on, but this is not happening in any
schools where disabled children have been mnainstreamned.
Mr Wilson: The children are completely under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education.
Mr FRED TUBBY: I thank the Minister for Health for that remark because now I know that
I am gunning for the Minister for Education. My point is that these children are being sold
short. They deserve and need the support services but they are not receiving them. The
Government's maindumping policy addresses only one aspect of the children's upbringing;
that is, their socialisation. It allows the disabled children to mix with other children, and vice
versa. In that regard it is a good policy, but the children need more than that. Children do
not attend school only to socialise; they are there to be educated to the best of their ability
and that cannot be done unless the Government provides the necessary resources. Classroom
teachers do not have the specialist training. The teachers' aides do not have that training
either. Therefore, both the teachers and the aides are torn between looking after the many
needs of the severely disabled children and the ordinary educational needs of other children
in the classroom. Sooner or later - and I think it will be sooner - the chickens will come
home to roost. When that happens the Government will no longer be governing; the
Opposition will be sitting on the Government benches. It will then be our problem. The
Government should address the situation now; it is abdicating its responsibility. In the
United States of America a number of malpractice suits have been brought against education
authorities. We are leaving the way open for the same situation to arise in this State. in
essence, contracts are already in place between parents and private schools. The schools
advertise for students and the parents apply for places at the schools for their children. For
the child's attendance at the school the parents are required to pay a fee, for which the
parents expect to receive an education for their children. Therefore, either party could most
likely go through legal channels to enforce the fulfilment of that contract.
Expectations are held by parents regarding the education provided in Government schools.
Some recent decisions regarding contract law indicate that if a legitimate expectation is held
that something will be done, that is more or less the equivalent of a contract being in place.
Sooner or later this wiUl be tested in our courts. In America parents have had two avenues by
which to obtain legal redress: Firstly, the average, able bodied child who has not achieved
reasonable levels of numneracy and literacy for a number of reasons has sought legal redress
against the school system; and secondly, disabled students who have not received a level of
backup support required as a result of the disability, and whose local school authorities had
not fulfilled their contracts to provide those resources, have taken legal action against the
schools. In both situations the students have won such actions and substantial payments have
been made. We are creating the same potential situation in this State. We are not addressing
the specialised needs of disabled children who have been dumped into our mainstream
classrooms. These children need specialist support, and legal action could be taken on the
prounds I have mentioned. In this situation teachers must spend an inordinate amount of
time with the disabled children due to the lack of appropriate support; therefore, the teachers
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are unable to satisfactorily meet the needs of the other 28 students in the classroom. This
hampers the opportunities for those students and leaves the State open to litigation. Sooner
or later this will be tested and a great deal of money will change hands. This will open a
Pandora's box and every parent with a disabled child, or a parent of an able bodied child who
shared a classroom with a disabled child, will take action against the Stare. Action will not
be taken against teachers because it is not their fault. This Government is being arrogant in
announcing standard tests throughout the primary and secondary school years while these
problems exist within our schools. The Government is failing teachers in not providing
adequate resources for these problems.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The Chiclow Education Centre does a great job.
Mr FRED TLUBBY: Indeed.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: However, this crowd opposite wants to sell land which will hinder the
future expansion of the facility.
Dr Gallop: That is absolutely incorrect.
Mr FRED TUJBBY: I will butt in at this point and continue my speech.
A teacher who is working under stress and time constraints wrote me a barely readable note.
This teacher has a class of 30 children, of whom one is visually impaired. This child
received three 10 to 15 minute visits from the blind society, and these visits were virtually
unannounced. After brief chars with the child the society said diat he did not need extra help,
such as books with large writig, until reaching year 4. Therefore, no support was provided.
The teacher thought that this child might also have a hearing problem and suggested to the
blind society that this be investigated. Eventually, eight weeks into the term, the school
nurse looked at the child and discovered that he was also hearing impaired. However, no
support was provided. This class also contains a physically impaired child, who suffers from
cerebral palsy and epilepsy, who was visited by a physiotherapist fr-om a local hospital who
observed the child for 20 minutes. The physiotherapist made suggestions to help the child in
the classroom; for example, it was suggested that a foamn pencil grip be provided along with a
desk mar to prevent the child's paper from slipping off the desk. The following week the
material arrived but the piece of mat for the child's desk was only die size of an A4 piece of
paper. That was the only support the teacher received for the child. Another child in the
same class is intellectually impaired, This child has outbursts, throws pencils and other
things at classmates and pretends that he is a motor bike or is drag racing. This child is
incapable of sitting still for more than five minutes. It is intolerable that no support is
provided for this child. Members can imagine how difficult it must be for this reacher who
has 30 children in the classroom, three of whom are disabled. What chance do the three
disabled children, or the other 27 children in the class, have? These children are in the most
important year of their entire schooling; if they do not have a good start in year 1, they will
be lost for their remaining I11 years of schooling. Nevertheless, the Government is talking
about measuring the standards of children in year 3 through a testing program. How does the
teacher to whom I refer feel about this situation? It is a disgrace! It is about time the
Government addressed its policy of dumping disabled students; it should provide resources
so that it can correcdly place these students in the mainstream school system.
Briefly, I refer to the Pilbara 21 plan which proposes the amalgamation of the Port Hedland
and Karratha Colleges. This is the most short-sighted policy I have seen for a long time.
The Stanley report and the local residents say no to this suggestion. These colleges address
separate issues and are between 150 and 200 Idlometres apart - they have separate problems.

Amendment to Motdon
Mr FRED TLUBBY: Therefore, on the subject of the Pilbara, I move -

That the following words be added to the motion -

But regret to inform Your Excellency that after nine years the Government
has failed to present a coherent strategy for the development of the Pilbara,
particularly in relation to -

(a) energy planning;
(b) industrial development; and

(c) taxation;
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in addition to the Government's failure to strengthen the social structure of
existing Pilbara communities.

MR COURT (Nedlands) 12.38 pm]: Last week was a big week in the Pilbara with the
activities involved with the Ashburton by-election campaign. The Kingair aircraft must have
learnt to fly to Kamrtha without a pilot as it seems to be making a daily run to the area!
Last week, after nine years in Government, the Government finally released its draft Pilbara
21 strategy. The question has been asked in the Pilbara: Why has it taken nine years to
finally produce a draft strategy? It was not even a policy paper. The origins of that strategy
can be found in the Premier's dumping of the member for Ashburton, Hon Panm Buchanan,
from Cabinet. We would probably still not have a document from the Government on this
subject if the Premier had not done that Following this action Government members
realised that they had created a problem because they had taken the Pilbara area for granted
for eight years. A big backlash was evident in the area because a Minister representing that
area was dumped from Cabinet; therefore, the Government decided to try to mend the
damage by producing this strategy. People in the Pilbara said that the last thing they wanted
was another committee looking into what could be done; but in good faith and to their credit
they said to the Government that although they were eager for action and not rhetoric they
were prepared to cooperate with the Government in the preparation of the Pilbara 21-
strategy. The document has two good points: The first is that the Government has put
together statistical information which is a very good reference point for anyone wishing to
prepare policies for that area or needing information on that area. The second is that after
nine years the Government has starred listening to a few people in the Pilbara and has asked
them to put forward their ideas about what should be done in that area. Sadly, from the
feedback the Opposition has been getting since the release of the Pilbara 21 strategy
document a number of individuals and organisations who made submissions to this inquiry
believe that their input has been ignored.
After nine years the Government came out with a draft strategy. The results by and large,
particularly the recommendations, have been a major disappointment. The Opposition has
had a copy of the strategy for a week or so- in the Government's usual style the document
has a nice glossy cover. Opposition members are jealous that we do not have the financial
means to present our documents in nice glossy covers. However, the Opposition makes up
for the lack of glossy covers with what is inside its documents. The member for Pilbara has
held up the Liberal Party's Fightback policy, which has been printed on the cheapest printing
medium possible because that is what our resources run to. The Opposition pays for its
documents, but the Pilbara. 21 strategy is paid for by th taxpayers. After nine years of Labor
Government and in the middle of a by-election, all the Government can produce is a draft
strategy. It does not have the courage to stand up and say what it will do. The Government
has not even made up its mind after nine years. The Liberal Party's policy for the Ashburton
region - not a draft strategy - was spelt out two years ago.
The member for Pilbara asked for a critical analysis of the Pilbara 21 strategy, so I hope he
will not take what I am about to say personally. A summary of the Pilbara 21 strategy sets
out four key recommendations. The first recommendation is to set up another Government
department - the Department for the North. If the Government wanted to set up another
Government department the least it could do would be to tell the people of Western Australia
which department it would get rid of. As I understand it, and I have made a few telephone
calls today, the Government has a number of departments responsible for the north and now
it wants to set up a further body. The message that all Western Australians are giving this
Government is that they want less bureaucracy, not more.
Mr Graham: The member for Nedlands has not read the Pilbara. 21 strategy.
Mr COURT: I have read the document.
The moire Government departments that are set up, the greater the brake on development.
What is the Government's response to criticism? The Government reorganises its
departments. The development departments, including the Department of Regional
Development and the North West, have had seven reorganisations and name changes and we
are about to have the eighth reorganisauion and name change.
The second key recommendation of die strategy deals with energy, which is an area the
Opposition believes requires a lot of attention. The strategy's recommendation on energy is
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to establish a new Government energy authority responsible solely for the Plbara t~o replace
the Stare Energy Commission of Western Australia. The interesting thing is that when the
Government produced its discussion paper on energy it made a big fuss about establishing a
separate energy authority for the Pilbara, which is something thar the Opposition went along
with, but it was not too sure whether it should be. a Government authority or a private sector
authority. The final report recommended not a private sector authority but a Goverrnent
authority. The difference between the Liberal Parry and the Labor Party is quite clear: The
Opposition believes that the Pilbara is a unique opportunity for a completely privately
operated energy authority to handle both the generation and the distribution of energy
through an electricity grid and a gas grid. After nine years of deliberation the Labor
Government says it will set up a separate Government energy authority. The Opposition
believes it should be run by the private sector but the Pilbara 21 strategy recommends that a
feasibility study be carried out into a new Government energy authority. The public are
getting a bit sick of feasibility studies. After nine years the Government should have worked
out just what it will do and it should not carry out another feasibility study. With energy as
one of the key driving resources in the region it is an ideal opportunity for the private sector.
Members opposite say that their energy strategy is the crucial requirement to get the Pilbara
into the next stage of downstxrani processing. Yet after nine years the Government cannot
tell us its position. It says there will be another feasibility study.
The third key recommendation relates to education and our shadow Minister for Education,
Mr Tubby, briefly touched upon the Government's announcement that it will establish a
college of the North West and amalgamate the Port Hedland and Karratha Colleges. I
listened to the member for Pilbara mention the need to cut duplication between the two
colleges. The people of the region see that as cutting out the services provided at Port
Hedand and Karratha. The member for Pilbara knows that this announcement has not gone
down too well. When these two colleges were set up the education experts told the
conservative Government that the region did not justify setting up separate colleges, but the
conservative Government wanted to ensure that people working in that area had the
opportunity for tertiary education in the same way as do people in the metropolitan area.
Against the advice of experts those two colleges were set up. The Liberal Party's confidence
in the region is such that it believes Port Hedland and Karratha justify autonomous separate
colleges and it believes that the colleges can continue and should offer an expanded
framework of education.
The fourth key recommendation relates to health delivery in the region. Members opposite
have been in the Pilbara campaigning and know very well that health is a big issue. If people
are to stay in the region they must have a health system comparable with that provided in the
metropolitan area. The Government says the solution to the Pilbara's health problems is to
implement the Health Department's regional plan in the Pilbara. Those are the words of the
mnember for Pilbara. Is that the answer? In fact, there is no regional plan for the Pilbara
because Government members cannot agree on it. How can the Government solve the health
problems by implementing a plan on which its members cannot even agree? The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition will comment more on health because last week he visited all the
hospitals, the health centres and the people providing health care. The message he received
loud and clear was that the Government had failed in that area.
I refer briefly to energy. One thing that makes me angry is a Labor Governument running
around the Pilbara claiming credit for all the terrific things it is doing with the North West
Shelf project. On the one band the Government warnts to take the glory for that project, but
on the other hand it wants to knock it. Its comments in the discussion paper are typical of the
untruths put out by the Labor Party -

SEC WA had entered into contractual arrangements with the NVP for the supply of gas
on a take-or-pay basis which was, as history now shows, well in excess of the actual
requirements to date and possibly well into the future.

That is an example of the untruths Government members are staring. That is totally
unacceptable. If the previous Government contracted for too much gas, how is it that this
Government has contracted with two new parties for more gas and for larger amounts of
additional coal? The Government cannot have it both ways. On the one hand the
Government claims that the Liberal Party contracted for too much gas, and on the other hand
it has bought more. The Government knows only too well that it needed to buy heaps more
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coal, some of it in scandalous circumstances - I refer to the $15 million which never quite
found its way to wherever it was meant to go. The Government knows it was using more
than its contractual commitments allowed for.
Mr Cowan: I think the Government knew precisely where it was meant to go.
Mr COURT: Yes, it did know. The people responsible for the North West Shelf Project are
trig to have two bob each way by saying it was an awful deal and at the seine time saying
it was great that $12 billion was spent in that area.
I refer now to the industria relations area, in which the Labor Party claims to have a head
start because it has the unions under its control. However, it must start learning a little more
about industrial relations. The union hierarhy in the Ashburton electorate is doing the right
thing in assisting the Labor candidate's campaign. However, the reality is that many of the
rank and file union members are quite openly working for our candidate because they have
had enough of what Labor Governments have been presenting. If the Government thinks
union members support only the Labor Party it should think again. It is strange that during
this campaign -

Mr Taylor interjected.
Mr COURT: Listen to the Deputy Premnier! Last week 200 people were laid off from an iron
ore mine in the electorate of the member for Pilbara.
Mr Graham: Where were 200 people laid off?
Mr COURT: At the Shay Gap operation.
Mr Graham: Rubbish!
'Mr COURT: How many does the member for Pilbara think were. laid off?
Mr Graham: The number haid off was not 200.
Mr COURT:' The figures given to me were 160 union people and 30 others, which is a total
of 190. It is interesting that not a whimper was heard because a by-election was to be held
and the Government wanted to keep the matter quiet. Is the union hierarchy genuinely
looking after the interests of its members? What happened last week at the Dampier salt
mine? The Trades and Labor Council wanted to call a stop work meeting. Who addressed
the stop work meeting? Was it the ThC or the inister for Productivity and Labour
Relations? Is the member for Pilbara going to deny that?
Mr Graham: I am not denying anything, you are the person speaking.
'Mr COURT: Is it not terrific that a company trying to produce something has its work force
called out for a couple of hours during an election campaign so the inister for Productivity
and Labour Relations - not the TLC - can address them about what is happening with
industrial relations in New Zealand? Does the Government think that is a proper use of its
position?
Mr Taylor interjected.
Mr COURT: The DeputyPremier can talk. While all that was going on hundreds of people
had stopped work at Kambaida. His track record -

Mr Taylor interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The exchange is understandable, but it takes us off the
track of the amendment to the Address-in-Reply. The member for Nedlands should return to
the matter before the Chair, which I understand is the Pilbara.
Mr COURT: The Opposition strongly supports responsible unionism. The point I made was
that a large number of union members have actively campaigned for the Liberal Party in the
Pilbama. If the Deputy Premier does not watch what is happening in Kambalda many union
people will start worrying about the leadership given to them in the current circumstances.
The Government cannot have it both ways on the industrial relations Front. If it is true that a
stop work meeting was called so that a Minister could campaign prior to the Ashburton by-
election, the Government is not setting a very good example while the member for Pilbara
runs around the State saying he is promoting development. The State's population has
grown considerably in recent year; however the Pilbara's population has remained stagnant.
Nonetheless its production has increased, thanks to the projects established by previous
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Governments. The challenge facing us in the Pilbara is to increase the population by
attracting investment for downstream processing which will bring more people to that regiont
who want to work. The Government has had nine miserable years to do that but has failedl.
A test of any Government is to see whether it has the political will to turn its rhetoric into
reality. This Government will be judged on the fact that it has had nine years to achieve
results; its rhetoric remains hollow.
MR CJ. BARNEIE (Cotteslce) [2.58 pm]: I am pleased to speak in support on the
motion to amend the Address-in-Reply. Of all the areas in this State the Pilbara is highly
dependent on confidence. I am talking about confidence of large businesses to invest in large
projects in the area and particularly the ability of the small business sector to invest. I am
also referring to the confidence of people to build a life for themselves and their families in
that area. With reference to confidence, I want to focus on two aspects of this motion:
Firstly, taxation and secondly, development and the security of contracts.
People in the Pilbara live in an isolated part of the State which has harsh climatic and
geographic conditions. People who work there generally earn higher incomes than those in
the south of the State as compensation for the conditions they endure. They are acutely
aware Of the cost of living and the amount of taxation they pay. That area, of the Stare has
the potential to grow and contribute far more than other areas to the export income of
Western Australia and Australia.
The Labor Party has decided to make taxation an issue in the Ashburton by-election. It has
gone to the lengths of referring to the Hewson Fightback package and its taxation reform
program. The Howson Fightback package is about lower taxation and about shifting the
burden of taxation away from direct tax to indirect taxes. It is also about reducing or
abolishing a range of taxes, including payroll tax, the training guarantee, and so on. It is also
about abolishing the fuel excise and reducing capital gains tax. What has been the
contribution of the Labor Party to taxation in the Pilbara? The Labor Party introduced the
fringe benefits tax, the insidious tax that contributed to the fly in, fly out programs in that
are. Ir is also the tax that has penalised companies for providing conditions to benefit their
employees and has prevented the growth of new communities in that area.
I refer to the goods and services tax. At a function in the Pilbara yesterday the Labor Party
distributed to business people a table which showed the so-called impact of the goods and
services tax on a typical Pilbama household. I seek leave to incorporate this table in Hansard.
[The following material was incorporated by leave of the House.]

*THE IMPACT OF A GOODS & SERVICES TAX
TYPICAL PILBARA HOUSEHOLD COSTS

Curent With GST

Housing

Rent ($375/wk) 19 500 22 425
Shir rates 900 1035
Water 1100 1265
Electricity (L=XM

$ 27500 31625
Other costs

Food ($400/wk) 20 800 22880
Education, clodhe
entetainment, Wle
etc (SlS0wk) 7800 8970
Airfares(2yr Pth) 1500 1725
Health cover I2-= 1437-1

TOTAL $ 58850 66637-50
*Source: Labor Party Document
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Mr C.I. BARNETTl: I now refer to that table which the Labor Party distributed in the
Ashburton electorate and to the media yesterday. The heading of that table is "The Impact of
a Goods & Services Tax - Typical Pilbara Household Costs ". It sets out a current set of
typical expenditures for this typical household which has a total expenditure of $58 850. To
have household expenditure of $58 850, the pre-tax income of that household would need to
be $95 000. So to the Labor Party, a typical household earns $95 000 a year. According to
the Labor Parry's table this household would spend $58 850 in a year. It claims that the
goods and services tax would increase the cost of that expenditure to $66 637.50. In other
words, the Labor Party claims that the goods and services tax would increase household costs
by $7 787.50.
In an article in The West Australian yesterday under the heading "Labor's tax attack a
diversion: M[LC" the Premier is quoted as saying -

So if we're to make comparisons between what we ar proposing and the Liberals, we
are bound to make comparisons with Hewson's Fightbck . ..

The article then states -

Figures released yesterday by the ALP showed that the cost of living for a family of
five in the Pilbara would rise by almost $8 000 a year under the Liberals' OST.

I understand the Premier made similar clams on the radio this morning. In referring to that
table, the first pint is that the Hewson Fightback package includes tax cuts. This typical
household on $95 000 a year - that is a little bit out of touch - would receive a tax cut of
$8 055 under the Hewson package. Even before we start. the tax cut that household would
receive is more than the Labor Parry would have the electors believe they would pay extra in
GST. immediately that household is in front by almost $40 before we start. The table says
rent for this household is currently $19 500 a year and with GST it would increase to
$22 425. In other words, the Labor Party would have people believe that under the GST
their rents would increase by $2 925 a year. At page 77 of the Fighiback package document
it states -

T'herefore, the Coalition has decided to exempt rents.
There is no OST on rents. Therefore, an amount of $3 000 is overstated before we start.
Further down the table it shows that shire rates under GST would increase from $900 to
$1 035. a $135 increase. [ refer to page 75 of the Fightback document which states -

T'herefore, the Goods and Services Tax will nor be imposed on top of local
government rates.

That is another error made by the Labor Party. The table also states under the broad category
of education, clothes, entertainment, fuel etc, that the cost of those items to this typical
household will increase from $7 800 to $8 970, an increase of $1 170. On education, a major
cost item for people in the Pilbara, I refer to page 75 of the Fighrback document which refers
to both education and health and states -

Indeed, the Coalition policy should see a fall in the absolute cost of health and
education services.. The price of services should fall because we will remove
completely any sales tax from both education and health service provision.

-Moreover, both health and education are G.ST exempt; it does nor apply.
Mr Taylor: What does that include?
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The Labor Party table also refers to increases in the price of fuel.
Mr Taylor: Does it include my kids' school shoes and tracksuits?
Mr CiJ. BARNETT: That can be allowed.
Mr Taylor: You do nor know what you are talking about.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I know exactly what I am talkcing about; it is the Deputy Premier who
does not have a clue. Under the Fightback program the Liberal Party will abolish the
petroleum products excise, including the excise on petrol. The Fightback document states -

But industr advice is that the price of petrol will fall by about 19 cents per litre and
the price of diesel will fall by more than 25 cents per litre. On this basis the cost of
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motoring for a family travelling about 20,000km each year will be reduced by $390
per annum. or $11.40 per 60 litre petrol tank.

People in the Pilbara drive their cars much further than people in Perth. I estimate they will
probably save about $1 000 a year on petrol alone under the GST package.
I will summarise this brilliant piece of analysis which has been used by the Premier and
Treasurer. The Government claims that a typical household in the Pilbara earning 595 000 a
year will be $89 000 worse off under the Hewson Fighiback package. The tax cut alone will
deliver a greater tax saving than the so-called Labor Party estimate of the GST price rise.
The Labor Party also claims that there will be increases in rent shire rates, education and
fuel. That is absolutely untrue because they will be exempt under the GST. It also claims
that the price of fuel will increase under the GST. That is not true because the price of fuel
will decrease by 19o per litre and 260 per litre for businesses.
Mr Court: The truck drivers up there claim that is the best news they have ever heard
Mr CJ BARNBTT: Yes. The Labor Party also claims that health costs will increase. They
will not; they will decrease by 1 per cent across the board. On its figures the Labor Party
claims that people will face increased costs of $7 700. This so-called typical household
which gets an $8 055 tax cut will also pay $4 000 less in GST than this Governmnent has
estimated. This so-called typical household under the Labor Party's figures, if it had only
done its sums correctly, will actually be $ 000 better off. This typical household should be
queuing up at the election booth now to vote for Joy West to save $4 000, not to lose $8 000
as the Premier has led the people to believe. Little wonder we have a parlous financial
situation in this State if our Premier and Treasurer cannot do a simple analysis like that. If
the members of the Labor Party had read the executive summary they would have realised
that a: least half of their estimates axe absolutely incorrect. The table provided by the Labor
Party is an appalling piece of analysis.
The second matter I wish to refer to is the issue of business confidence in the area. Any
investment in the Pilbara, whether it be by large business or small business, is a high risk
venture. There is a high cost of construction, it is an isolated area and companies are not
guaranteed a steady supply of workers and must make contributions to economic and social
infrastructure and the like. Not the least of these businesses is the North West Shelf project.
The North West Shelf project is the premier project for private investment, not only in
Western Australia, but also in Ausmtlia and is, by itself, Australia's largest single export
earner. Itris by far the most important industry in the Pilbara and in the Ashburton electorate.
Important as that project is and given its great potential to expand further, the Premier, in a
Press statement relating to the launching of the gas strategy group on 17 February 1992, is
reported as follows -

Premier Carmen Lawrence said the Government acknowledged in 'The WA
Advantage' documcnz released last week that competitive energy pricing held the key
to the State's economic development.
The re-negotiation of the domestic gas contract, entered into in 1980, was vital to the
success of the Government's moves to make the cost of energy to both business and
domestic customers more competitive with charges in the Eastern States.

The report continued -

Under its terms SEC WA has to pay for 95 per cent of contracted volumes of gas even
if it 'cannot sell that volume.
"This means SECWA - through its customers - has to pay for gas which remains in
the ground," Dr Lawrence said.

And, finally -

'This wasteful use of money is a direct result of political interference by the Court
Liberal Government in forcing the State Energy Commission to buy far more gas
than it believed it could sell," Dr Lawrence said.

Let us look at the facts Firstly, the North West Shelf contracts allow for a renegotiation
within specified parameters: There is some scope for renegotiation on price; there is no such
scope for renegotiation on volume. However, the Premier said, "This is our leading project.
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Let's take it to the wall; let's renegotiate." Secondly, if the Government wants to scare off
investors, the first thing it should do is to cast into doubt the sanctity and validity of
contracts. Right now the Government has real problems in getting up the Collie power
station project and, only two weeks after the Premier released her statement, The Australian
of 7 March 1992 pointed out the difficulty of raising funds for that project, as follows -

Armed with that promise of a guarantee, Westpac is understood to have been
dismayed to find a lack of positive response to a package of $1.6 billion in debt and
$400 million in equity.
Some institutions expressed concern about the proposed limited partnership structure,
Others said they would prefer to invest in Victoria's Lay Yang power station.
A third criticism was related to the security of contracts with Western Australia, a
concern fuelled in the past few weeks by the strong words of the Premier,
Dr Lawrence.

I further quote from an address given last week to the Australian Institute of Petroleum by
Mr Charles Allen, the managing director of WoodIside Petroleum Ltd who said -

Government attitudes and actions could easily destabilise our investors and we might
not then be able to pursue these plans. I refer of course co the Government's drive to
lower energy prices and their targeting of our Gas Project in this regard.
We have already publicly rejected the view that our Domestic Gas contracts should
be renegotiated as that would send entirely the wrong message to the investment
community.

Mr Allen continued -

The Government's behaviour and actions in *relation to the handling of these matters
will be watched very closely by an investment community which is already wary of
doing business in Western Australia

There is little wonder, then, that the Government is having trouble getting projects up and
running in the north and there is little wonder that the consortium to build the Collie power
station is having trouble raising finance given this Government's performance on contracts.
The Premier has spoken about political interference in the North West Shelf gas contract.
However, this Government will drag Australia's premier resource development project
through the Royal Commission. How does it ever hope to obtain private investnment in this
State when it drags investors through the Royal Commission? The financiers who backed
the North West Shelf gas project are exactly the same people who will finance any other
decent sized project in this State. They will not be thrilled about being dragged through the
commission. This Government has accused the Court Government of blatant political
interference. Perhaps the Government is not aware that the late Bruce Kirkwood, a very
respected public servant in this State, gave testimony to the Royal Commission that the
contracts in the North West Shelf gas project were based on the estimates by SECWA of the
demand requirements for electricity generation. That was not blatant political interference
and that will come out in the Royal Commission. Another thing that will come out at the
Royal Commission is information on the Government's negotiations with PICL on gas
contracts and the negotiations in relation to the proposed aluminium smelter. The Liberal
Party cannot wait for those items to be dealt with.
Interestingly, those North West Shelf contracts contained a provision which- allowed the
State, through SECWA, to renegotiate if SECWA could not sell the gas volume. There was
a renegotiation in 1984-85. Under political pressure from the then Prime Minister,
Mr Hawke, the Government froze that condition. That was the one bargaining chip that
SECWA had and the Government gave it away. Now it criticises the contracts! Another
provision in that contract also negotiated by the Coalition Government in 1982 allowed for a
lower energy price for gas sold for power generation purposes. The Government gave that
away also and now it complains about energy prices. It is most hypocritical and it wili come
out in the Royal Commission.
Mr Court: You had a lifeboat clause and you gave it away. You didn't have the courage.
Mr C.J. BARNBTT: As the member for Nedlands said, the Government complains about
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excess gas while it buys more from Tubridgi and Hadson and more coal. The Government
has no credibility.
This Government has run the State into the ground. It has built up a massive level of State
debt and is led by a Premier who has presided over a 65 per cent increase in unemployment,
which is the largest and most sustained rise in unemployment in this State's history.
Moody's Investor Services, for the first time in our history, has downgraded this State's
credit rating and what has the Premier done? She has put out a piece of absolute tripe about
the goods and services tax and referred to a typical household which earns $95 000 - that
indicates how out of touch she is - and says that that household will be $8 000 worse off. If
she had got her figures even remotely right she would have realised that that household
would be at least $4 000 better off and that household would do terrifically out of voting for
Joy West and for the Liberal-National Parties.
The Minister for Transport laughs. She does not even know what the impact on fuel will be
and she is the Minister for Transport. It is a farce and if any area is going to gain moss in this
State from the Hewson Fighsback package it will be the north west and the Nibara; yet she
criticises it.
The North West Shelf is the State's biggest project, the biggest export earner and the shining
light of industrial development and value added processing in this State. but what does this
Government do? Is criticises it because is was put in place by the Court Government. The
Government is on weak ground. It is already scaring off investors and wonders why people
will not invest in the Collie power station. Why would they invest when this Government is
suggesting that any contract negotiated with the previous Government Will be renegotiated
and it will taint them politically and drag them through the Royal Commission and do
everything it can to harm them? It is little wonder that development in the Pilbara has
stagnated and that the population has not increased. It is little wonder also that the member
for Pilbara grins because it is he who has let down the people in the Pilbara.
MR GRAHAM (Pilbara) [3.18 pm]: I did not grin; I laughed. Is is funny to hear people
talking about falling investor confidence in the Pilbara when they are confronted with a
report that they have not read properly which shows there is $4 billion worth of pruoects on
the drawing board for the Pilbara. That is not pie in the sky nonsense; that is $4 billion worth
of projects. The funds are committed and it will happen. That does away totally with the
confidence argument pus by the Opposition. Not only do we have $4 billion worth of
projects on the drawing board, bus also $1.5 billion worth of exploration will sake place in
and around the Pilbara in the next five years. That is hardly an indicator of an area that is
suffering from an identity crisis. It comes as no great surprise to me to find that, in the week
before an important by-election, we are debating the Pilbara. Two positives have come out
of the by-election: Firstly, in my three years in this place members opposite have never
shown any great inclination so visit the Pilbara or to debate with me, either in this place or
anywhere else, issues concerning the Pilbara. I welcome their interest; it is great, but it is a
shame is has happened only because a by-election is being held for the seat of Ashburton.
Secondly, I welcome with open anus the member for Cottesloe's finding another
authoritative source. The sources he used previously were himself and the Institute of Public
Affairs, but he has now discovered newspapers. He is getting there and in a very short time
we will have him reading books and quoting authoritatively from them.
I will go through what members opposite have said. Firstly, the Opposition said that the
Pilbara 21 study was a stunt by the Labor Party for the Ashburton by-election. Members
opposite can say that only when their leader is not in this place because he got his nose
mubbed in it last week - he was only a year out. Secondly, I actually debated the Pilbara 21
study on radio in June or July last year with the absentee member from the other place who
represents the Mining and Pastoral Region, Hon Norman Moore. At that time it was not
considered to be a stunt by the Labor Party to win the Ashburton by-election; it was a stunt to
get Panm Buchanan back into the Labor Party. The member insulted the Pilbara 21 because
he said it was stacked with Labor Party people. However, when he found out who was on
the committee, he had to publicly retact that statement. He then said that Pilbara 21 study
was an insult to the Pilbara Regional Development Advisory Committee. That committee
then publicly denied that the Pilbara 21 study was an insult so it and has supported the study
processes. I advise members opposite and those members on this side of the House who take
an interest in the Pilbara that this study is not a Government study; it is a study funded by
GI124-2
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Government and was carried out by a group of dedicated people who are working towards
the development and improvement of the Pilbara.
I will deal with the direct criticisms of the Pilbara 21 study process and the issues raised by
the member for Nedlands. First, I refer to health. I did not think that members opposite
would have the gall to raise health as an issue in front of me again having already made the
$25 million mistake which they perpetuate and which did nothing for the health services in
that region. If members opposite want to debate that issue I will do so at any time and at any
place. The Liberal Parry's convenience document for the Ashburton by-election said that the
health care facilities are first class in the region and that the Pilbara regional health plan does
not exist. The Opposition's informant in Port Hedland, its past divisional president, has
informed it incorrectly. I said to him publicly in Port Hedland last Tuesday that if he could
not find a copy of the regional health plan and he is unable to find his way to the Health
Department he should go to my office and I will provide him with a copy. He has not
fronted.
Mr Court: It is a draft document
Mr GRAHAM: Ir is not. It is a five year strategic plan for the Health Department, which
does the job.
Mr Lewis: Ir is a Labor Party document.
Mr GRAHAM: It is not; it is a Health Department document. The Opposition is prepared to
spend $25 million on health care, but it will not improve the health system in the area. The
Opposition's candidate has said that the money will be used to resire the regional hospital. I
repeat that the Liberal Party's document says that the health care facilities in the region are
first class. The Opposition raised one of the most contentious issues in the Pilbara in its
document; that is, the patients' assisted travel scheme. The scheme was reviewed recently
and the Opposition's elected members for the region chose not to take any part in it. The
Opposition says in its document that it will means test the PAT scheme and that it will make
sure that the scheme is focused on those most in need. Thke Opposition wants to bring in a
means test for the people in the Pilbara who use the PAT scheme if, in the unlikely event, it
is elected to Government at the next election. It is an absolute disgrace on health matters.
Several members interjected.
Mr Taylor: The member for Corrcsloe thinks it is reasonable.
Mr GRAHAM: Does he? I sincerely hope that Hansard will show that the member for
Corresloe said that it is reasonable to introuce means testing for the PAT scheme.
Several members interjected.
Mr GRAHAM: Members opposite ask why it has taken nine years for development in the
Pilbara to reach the stage that it is at today. It is quite obvious they do not always listen to
me with the attention I deserve. In my maiden speech I said -

Members should consider the following statistics: In 1983 the iron ore industry lost
105 000 working days through industrial disputes; in 1987 that figure had decreased
to 22 600. To put that another way, the working hours actually lost by each employee
through industrial disputes in 1983 was 129, and in 1987 that figure dropped to 27.
The 1988 figures are not out yet but I expect even with the recent major dispute in the
industry that the figures will be at most 50 per cent of the 1983 level.

Guess what, they were and I advise members that this year they are the lowest figures on
record and the industry's productivity has doubled in the time that the Labor Party has been
in Government. The reason there has been no development in the Pilbara is that the
Opposition, when it was voted our of Government, left an industrial battlefield in that region.
No-one but a lunatic would have invested in the Pilbara with the industrial relations system
that the Opposition left to the Labor Party when it took office. Now that it has been sorted
out the Pilbara gets a second opportunity.
Mr Pearce: Who is flying around in a Robe River jet this afternoon? Is it anyone we know?
Mr GRAHAM: I do not know.
Mr Pearce: Ir is somebody from this House.
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Mr GRAHAM: We should not be diverted from the argument of who did what in the
Pilbara. Let us look at some of the responses from members opposite about the Pilbara 21
study. They have said that it is most curious. 'The member for Nedlands welcomed it and I
have a copy of his Press release if he wants to argue with me. He said it was great stuff and
that it contained positive initiatives. H-is leader hopped in and said that the Opposition had to
do something about the Pilbara 21 study and that it was a bit of a worry. The Liberal Party
has lost the political football argument because its candidate agreed publicly that the study
was not set up for political purposes. She said that on Golden West Network television. The
Leader of the Opposition said when he was asked what the Liberal Party was going to do for
development -

...what I believe, should be done and that is government encouraging the private
sector, in fact, to get on with the establishment of the infirastructure that will enable us
to take the next step into the economic growth cycle of the Pilbara.

Not years or months but two questions later the Leader of the Liberal Party said that was
something set out in the Liberal Party's action plan for Ashburton that had been released by
him the week before. Therefore, that study has gone down the track I have been indicating.
He then went on to point out the need for the Government to establish the necessary
infrastructure for the area; so, in the space of two questions the Leader of the Opposition
went from the private sector to the Government providing the necessary infrastructure for the
area. It is difficult to know what are the Liberal Party's proposals for the Pilbara. because
even its Leader does not understand what they are.
I turn to the position of the other players from the Liberal Party. This is probably the most
interesting discussion when one comes to its reaction to the Pilbara 21 study. I have
consistently tried to keep politics out of Pilbara 21 activities. I have sought to do that in a
number of ways. Its activities have been at arm's length from Government which has had no
input to that study. No political bias exists on the committee.
Mr Court: When will you issue your policy?
Mr GRAHAM: The committee has kept the leader of the Uberal Party fully informed of its
processes. He has told the committee that he has kept his shadow Ministers well informed of
what was happening during that process. Clearly those members have not read the
documents released, or if they have they have not understood them. Nevertheless, the
Liberal Party was kept informed. The processes gone through by this committee have
probably been the most open and public ever undertaken in the Pilbara. The committee
issued a series of discussion papers eliciting responses from people around the Pilbara. It set
out a clear agenda showing its schedule of events. The committee did not invent an action
for Ashburton plan in the last weeks of the by-election campaign. It invited Uberal Party
representatives to attend various functions. Never once has any member of the Uberal Party
shown any interest in the committee's activities or the inclination to be involved in its
processes.
Mr Court: I have not seen the member for Pilbara at any of our policy meetings on this
matter.
Mr GRAHAM: I have asked publicly to be invited to those meetings so that I could brief
members opposite on Pilbara 21 but the member's leader did not even bother to reply. I turn
now to specific matters related to the Pilbara raised by members opposite. I have dealt
already with education. This is a relatively simple matter, we say that there should be one
independent college in the Pilbara run by a Pilbara person for Pilbara people. Members
opposite had difficulty with that concept except when it suited them to say that it is a
reasonable idea. Their candidate said, "I oppose it", so now all members opposite oppose the
concept.
I have dealt also with the health issue. The approach taken by members opposite to health in
the Pilbara is an absolute disgrace! I have dealt also with the energy issue. When one comes
to the claim made by the member for Nedlands one starts to see what is happening. This is
what gets me! I have not heard this sort of stuff for years. It signals clearly what is going on
with members opposite. In a Press release of 26 March the member for Nedlands is reported
as follows -

The Pilbara 21 Strategy document contains interesting statistical information but the
strategies proposed show great indecision and some good old fashioned socialism.
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What about the reds under the bed! Her I am talking about regional development by the
private sector, and about attracting international investment into the region while getting rid
of some of the inbuilt impediments in the Pilbara. The response of the member for Nedlands
is, "Some good old fashioned socialism." At the very least I expected a higher standard of
debate from that member.
Mr Court: We expected a better report.
Mr GRAHAM: That is not what Liberal people are saying; the Liberal candidate was
reported on GWN television as saying it is well worth having. The member for Nedlands
says that we art about building a huge bureaucracy and putting a new department in place.
He clearly has not read the report. At a personal level, he does not know my views about
bureaucracies and Government departments. We outline in Pilbara 21 how the Pilbara
development commission will be set up to give the Pilbara control over its destiny by
winding back functions and performances of other bureaucracies and departments in the area.
The criticism from the Opposition is not about bureaucracies but about members opposite
seeing the Pilbara as their patch. They see it as their little bit of turf. The Liberal Party has
won only two elections in the Pilbara in 50 years yet it still sees the area as its bit of turf. I
can tell members opposite that they have got it wrong. Their planning is and was wrong;
their agreement Act system has failed totally and absolutely -

Mr Court: Which railway line do you wish to take out?
Mr GRAHAM: Members opposite got that wrong too. Their plan for electrifying railway
lines is about 10 years out of date. The Booth, Connell, Hatch report knocked that on the
head. The mining companies have spent tens of millions of dollars so that they have state of
the art technology in that area. They are not about to turn that around on a promise from
members opposite that they will build a power station. What a load of nonsense. The
Liberal Party got things wrong from a planning point of view as well as from a financial
point of view. The biggest insult of all to members opposite has always been that the Pilbara
people have never voted totally for dhenm. The Liberal Party has returned one member from
the area, Brian Sodeman -

Mr Court: A good member!
Mr aGRAHAM: He was a good member, but he was no sooner elected than he packed up and
moved out of the Pilbara to the metropolitan area. That is the track record of members
opposite. The Liberal Party is dead scared of the Pilbara controlling its destiny. One can
read articles in the Pilbara of how the Liberal Party rode roughshod over every local decision
including every planning decision made in the Pilbama for 20 years. The Liberal Party is now
dead scared of the Pilbara having its say in its future. I can tell members opposite that
regardless of the Pilbara 21 processes or who is in Government the Pilbara will be master of
its own destiny inside 10 years and there is nothing members opposite can do to stop that.
MR MINSON (Greenough - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) (3.38 pm]: Mr Speaker -

Dr Lawrence: Where is the leader?
Mr MINSON: I have no idea. He has taken the day off.
Dr Lawrence: He is up in the Pilbara while Parliament is sitting.
Mr MINSON: I would listen with interest if the Premier would outline how many times she
has been absent from this House when it was sitting and where she was.
Dr Lawrence: I have not been absent at all during the Ashburton by-election campaign; that
is what I was talking about.
Mr MINSON: The Premier should tell us how often she has been absent from this House,
and exactly where she has been.
Several members inteijected.
Mr MINSON: That is complete and utter rubbish! I was listening with some interest to the
member for Pilbara who made some claims about this document which he said was put
together by a group of independent people. He said that it is not a political document, yet in
the foreword which he wrote he states that -

While the catchphrase "PILBARA SOLUTIONS FOR PILBARA PROBLEMS" is a
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good way to sum up the thrust of the recommendations of Pilbara 21 the study group
acknowledges that some decisions for encouraging investment and producing jobs
need State responses. Many of these issues were, I believe, addressed in the
Government's economic development statement The WA Advantage released earlier
this year.

How can he say that it is not a political document? I point out the humbug of that claim.
Members may recall that on the last sitting day of this House I spoke about health issues in
the Pilbara. Since then I have been through the Ashburton electorate and visited every
hospital. I have spoken to as many of the health delivery personnel as I could. I had a most
interesting time and I came away with confirmation that everything I had said when I last
spoke in this House was absolutely true. I said then that most of the hospital buildings
throughout the Pilbara were quite good and I was happy with them. Our policy document
describes them as first class and, in the main, they are, particularly the hospitals at Kanrarha
and Wickhamn. As I pointed out previously, the Government did not have much to do with
that because those hospitals were built by the mining companies.
Mr Graham interjected.
Mr MINSON: They either built them or put substantial funds towards them. The
Government-built hospitals in the area are not of the same standard as those to which I
referred. Generally speaking, the facilities in the Pilbara, particularly in the Ashbwton
electorate, are pretty good but that is not as a result of Government actions. An exception to
the good facilities in the Pilbara is the Onslow Hospital. Although Onslow is not a very big
community and the local people understand that they cannot expect a multistorey regional
hospital in the town, nevertheless the hospital has some shortcomings to which I want to
draw the attention of the House. I refer specifically to one room which is used for a number
of purposes.
Mr Graham: Prior to this election when was the last time one of your upper House members
visited Ons low?
MrM~INSQN: I have no idea.
Mr Graham: If they had done their jobs they could have brought this to notice a long time
ago. What have the Liberals been doing all this time?
Mr MINSON: I have certainly visited the area before. The member for Pilbara knows of my
background in this area and that I was probably in the area before he was. I was born in a
hospital in the Pilbara, which has long since been pulled down.
One room in the Onslow Hospital is being used as a radiography room, and for the storage of
radiography records. That is highly unsatisfactory because the radiography equipment will
eventually cause some destruction of the films stored in the room. The room is also used as a
delivery room and as an anteroom to the staff toilet. Some capital works are required at the
Onslow Hospital and the member for Pilbara should take note of the need for additional
space at the hospital, particularly for the storage of records and as a delivery area.
Mr Graham: That place has had political representation and I am sure Pam Buchanan had a
grip on the problem. You also have two members who represent the area.
Mr MINSON: Where is it mentioned in the member's document? I cannot find any
reference to it.
Mr Graham: We say that the Pilbara health plan accommodates all these things. Have you
read the health plan?
Mr MINSON: I received a copy of it only three days ago and I believe it is still in draft
form.
Mr Graham: No it is not. It is a very good regional plan and the director is a very good
regional director. He has an adequate budget to be able to deliver the goods.
Mr MJNSON: When I was knocking on doors in the Ashburton electorate I asked people
about the issues that they thought were causing problems. Two items were always
mentioned: The first was jobs and the second was health. I found it quite surprising that on
a number of occasions people referred to the Liberal member who brought to light the scam
about the Government taking credit for two additional doctors. I told them I was proud of
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being responsible for bringing that to light. They said they were glad that somebody had
exposed the humbug. I was a little disappointed that I did not have sufficient time to produce
the evidence and to talk to Independent members of Parliament before that previous
proposed amendment was voted on. Two Independent members chose to vote against that
amendment, but it is interesting to note that they did so not because they thought I was telling
lies but because they thought I was joking. One member said he could almost see my tongue
in my cheek as I spoke. I made inquiries while I was in the Pilbara and I found that
everything I had said checked out. There is silence from members opposite. When they do
not want to answer a question they either keep quiet or leave the Chamber to have a cup of
tea. I ask the member for Pilbara to tell me about the two doctors.
Mr Graham: What do you want to know?
Mr MINSON: How the Government can claim credit for getting two new doctors into the
Pilbara. In case anyone missed this point earlier, I will repeat the truth about the matter.
Mir Graham: Are there two doctors?
Mir MINSON: Of course there are two doctors in the Pilbara, but I will explain the situation.
One doctor came to the area as a result of a private doctor advertising for a partner for a year.
He finally was able to appoint one and fortuitously he arrived -

Mr Graham interjected.
Mir MINSON: The member for Pilbara will not sidetrack me on that issue. I want to tell the
truth in this place. The Labor Party tried to take the credit for attracting two doctors to the
Pilbara. The first doctor for which it claimed credit came in response to a private practitioner
pulling out all the stops and advertising all around Australia. The Government claimed it
found that doctor. The other claim relates to a longstanding arrangement -

Mr Graham: Who made the claim?
Mr MINSON: I am not sure whether it was the Premier or the Minister for Health. The
Government tried to take the credit and it is no goad its trying to weasel out of it now.
Mr Graham: That is nonsense.
Mr MINSON: It is not nonsense. The second doctor came to the Pilbara to fill in while
another doctor was on holiday. He is a regular visitor to the Pilbara.
Mir Graham: Are you talking about the Pilbara or Ashburton?
Mr MINSON: I am talking about Ashburton.
Mir Graham: In your action for Ashburton plan are you suggesting you will wave a magic
wand and additional doctors will appear?
Mir MINSON: If the member cares to read my eariier speech in this place on that subject, he
will note that I have pointed out some of the positive things the Government could do
because there are positive disincentives for medical practitioners in that area at the moment.
Mr Graham: I spoke after you and explained it.
Mr MINSON: No, the member did not explain at all.
Mr Graham: Those things in fact happen; it is just that you do not recognise they happen.
Mr MINSON: The more the member for Pilbara talks, the more I like it.
Mr Graham: I do not have the transcript in front of me, but you said things like, "We need to
do something about the fringe benefits tax."
Mr MINSON: flat is right.
Mr Graham: I spoke after you and said, "Is it not interesting that in a by-election you are
interested in that?'
Mr MINSON: We have been interested in that all along.
Mr Graham: I was never knocked down by support from your side of the House when I was
a rank and file union representative who spoke against the fringe benefits tax. Your upper
House colleagues condemned and criticised me.
Mr MINSON: The member for Pilbara says that he did all those things when he was a union
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representative, but now that be is in a position to send a message to Canberra he sits there
and says absolutely nothing about it.
Mr Graham: That is nonsense.
Mr MINSON: I do nor have much time left I set out here very clearly some of the positive
things the Government could do to attract these people to the Pilbara.
Mr Graham: And then you attacked me for doing them.
Mr MINSON: No, not at all. I have never been awnr of the member's attacking the fringe
benefits tax from chat position.
Mr Graham: What a load of rubbish!
Mr MINSON: I will tell the Rouse the truth in summary about the two new doctors,
Mr Graham interjected.
Mr MINSON: Mr Acting Speaker, I must ask you to pull this member into line, because he
is taking up my time.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kobelke): Order! It is difficult for me when the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition has the right to seek protection from the Chair but earlier, when I
thought people were not giving him a fair go, he suggested that other members should
interject. It is very difficult to give protection in that situation. I would ask members to
listen to the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, but I would ask the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition to direct all of his remarks to the Chair and not solicit intrjections and then seek
my protection. That puts me in a difficult situation to judge when he wants people to
interject and when he does not.
Mr MINSON: Thiank you, Mr Acting Speaker. I welcomed the interjections until I started to
run out of time.
I will tell the House the truth about the two new doctors -

THE FACTS ARE:
- One new doctor arrived recently after a local doctor advertised for eight

months for a partner. He is a relief doctor who has not made a decision on
whether to stay in Karratha on a permanent basis.

- Nobody in the Labor party had anything to do with his arrival.
- The second new doctor does not exist. There is a locum relieving a doctor

who is taking holidays.
- Again, neither the government or the Labor Party had anything to do with

that.
I want that to be firmly on the record. Interestingly, after I made my speech in the House
10 days ago, The West Australian reporter who wrote the article the next day went to the
Minister for Health and asked his point of view on the matter, but he decided he would not
address it at all. He said as follows -

-*the shortage of rural G.Ps was a national problem.
That was his answer to the whole thing. He went on -

The Government had established training centres for final-year medical students in
the Pilbara and in Northampton.

However, it has not done anything about the root problem of why medical practitioners will
not go there and stay there. The newspaper article continues -

The department had just secured a doctor for Newman, one locum in Karratha, which
included the Wickhanm area, and expected another in Karratha in the next few weeks.

There it is. Even the day after I made that speech in Pariamnent and exposed the whole scam,
the Mlinister said it again and it is simply not good enough.
When I was doorknocking in the Pilbara, and in Wickhamn in particular, I found a change
which I was not aware had been happening there, and which has happened rather rapidly. I
refer to the growing number of unemployed people and single parents in that area. At the
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time of the last election there would have been virtually no people in either of those
categories in the Ashburton, but during my doorknocking I found unemployed people who
were particularly concerned about what was happening. I also found quite a number of
single mothers, who were very concerned about the situation in the Pilbara, especially the
medical facilities available to them and the fact that if something really went wrong with
their young children they might have problems. This is a growing problem which has snuck
up on the Government and it must be addressed. The Pilbara 21 Draft Strategy Report,
which the Government says is the be-all and end-all for the Asbburton-Pilbara region, says
something about the Government's health strategy. It says nebulous things like -

Improve the standard and availability of medical facilities and skills; provide
additional pama-medical services

This sort of humbug statement does not add up to anything. I want to know what the
Government will do about it. The report goes on -

Monitor and further evaluate the Patient Assisted Travel Scheme to determine the
optimum efficiency the Scheme can provide

That means nothing, either. Another issue that was raised when I talked to many people in
the area was the need for psychiatric services. The Pilbara 21 Draft Strategy Report
recognises this and says under the heading "Health Department Psychiatric Services" -

This agency is not represented in the region, which is considered to be a serious
oversight. A regional presence is an urgent priority.

I ask one of the speakers who will follow me to say exactly what the Government will do
about that problem.
I want to make it very clear that I made many inquiries about the medical situation when I
was in the Ashburton a week or so ago, and all of the statements I made in my speech before
I went are absolutely hrue. For the Government to claim that it attracted those two doctors to
the Pilbara, when it is quite clear that it had absolutely nothing to do with it, is an example of
the deplorable type of misinformation of which this Government is capable. In fact, two of
its ex-members refuse to believe that the party to which they previously belonged could
stoop to these depths. I tell them both that that is true, and that the party to which they
belonged is the sort of party which indulges in that sort of humbug. It is high time we had a
change in that direction.
MR KIDERATH (Riverton) [3.58 pm]: I support the amendment. Firstly, I want to make it
plain that one of the reasons we are fighting a by-election in Ashburton is that a person who
was a member of the Australian Labor Party became so disillusioned and so convinced that
the party had lost its way that she resigned her membership of that party. The Pilbara 21
study was set up when the Government was faced with the knowledge that that person would
resign and it had to do something to try to recover lost ground. The study was set up for.
purely political reasons and we should not be fooled by any other excuses.
I refer to some comments made by the ALP candidate for Ashburton, Fred Dribbling - I
mean Fred Riebeling - and in particular to an article in The Karratha Guardian headlined
"Libs industrial disaster: Riebeling". This claims that our policy would be a disaster. The
ALP candidate for Ashburton, Mr Riebeling, is out of touch with his own party and with
what happens in the Pilbara. He does not understand that enterprise agreements are already
in place in many mining operations in the Pilbara and also that the Minister for Productivity
and Labour Relations believes that enterprise bargaining is the way to go. The comments in
the article to which I refer are nothing short of cheap political tricks; they are wrong and they
indicate a misunderstanding about industrial relations. That article in The Karratha
Guardian of 25 March reads -

Ashburton Labor candidate Fred Riebeling has labelled the Liberal Party's
deregulation approach to industrial relations as 'disastrous' for the Pilbara iron ore
industry.

Mr Riebeling goes on to say that industrial relations could be wrecked by the Liberal Party's
primitive approach to employer-employee relationships. He then refers to our policy being
aimed at grinding the work force to the ground. These are hardly the claims of a responsible
person in the field of industrial relations. He then claims that the Liberal Party's approach is
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to remove trade unions from the consultative process, which will provoke another outbreak
of hostilities which will cost everyone income and job security. He further claims that this
will cause permanent damage to the overseas iron ore markets. None of those points is part
of our policy! He is fabricating them on the spot. I referred back to 1988 to see whether the
candidate had been studying previous Liberal Party documents; however. I could find no
such references within those documents. The terminology he used such as "disastrous",
"primitive ", "grinding the worker", and "removing unions", is provocative and
confrontationist. They are not the words of somebody trying to pour oil on the troubled
waters in a responsible manner.
The tone of that article reminds me of a pamphlet released by none other than Clive Brown,
another pretender as the ALP Morley candidate. The pamphlet suggests that "You Could
Soon Be At War! ", it contains a cartoon of somebody in a bunker. It uses outrageous jargon
which is very provocative and confrontationist; however, when it boils down, this pamphlet
is simply a plea for money. It makes incorrect claims such as -

On the other side of the fence, the Liberal and National Parties are infested with New
Right activists who support cutting award wages and conditions.

Nothing could be further from the truth. All the policies I have seen from the Liberal and
National Parties involve the retention of the Industrial Relations Commission and the award
system. I have not found a single policy document which involves the removal of the award
and the cutting of conditions. Is that not amazing?
Mrs Henderson: I have one of your policy statements which says just that!
Mr KIERATH: I will come to the Minister in a moment. The pamphlet to which I refer
indicates that trade union officials should set an example by contributing $5 a week for a
20 week period to the cause, and that workers across the State am asked to help. The
pamphlet was authorised by Clive Brown, the Secretary of the Trades and Labor Council of
Western Australia, and carries the slogan, "Unite to beat the New Right." This pamphlet is
based on false accusations and untruths. It uses emotive rhetoric in a pamphlet which is
really seeking money.
To correct the situation I will remind the House of our policy. This is very important. We
say that a choice should be available between the existing system and enterprise agreements.
We could argue about the proportion of current enterprise bargaining arrangements, but these
are certainly in the minority. This is due to a number of inhibiting factors. The Liberal Party
policy will attempt to encourage a change and allow an enterprise bargaining system to
develop. Even some members opposite agree with this proposition. This is a matter of
freedom of choice; it is not about compulsion.
Mrs Henderson: That is nonsense!
Mr KIERATH4: The Minister cannot say that it is nonsense; it is our policy, not hers. The
Minister is the strongest proponent of enterprise agreements ever to have set foot in this
State. All of a sudden she has agreed that enterprise agreements are the best method of
achieving certain improvements for women in the workplace. Strangely, she does not refer
to enterprise bargaining being used to exploit women but she is making claims about it
improving the lot of women in life. We agree with the Minister in this instance; enterprise
bargaining will improve the lot of working men and women.
Mr Clarko interjected.
Mr KIERATH: That is right. She has certainly changed her mind as she has recognised the
worth of the system, even though she used to denigrate the idea. The Minister always tries to
shift the debate to the New Zealand simuation where the pin has been pulled on the previous
system and the award has been terminated, however, the Liberal Party has never suggested
that for Western Australia and this suggestion comes only from members opposite who are
rnning scared. Under our system workers can improve their pay packets and obtain greater
benefits. In that case people will not be so dependent on their trade unions, and more people
might opt out of the trade union movement because they do not need the unions any more.
That is a great fear for members opposite because they will lose their membership and
financial base, which comes from the trade union movement. The biggest source of funding
for the ALP - apart from defunct entrepreneurs - is through trade union affiliation fees.
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Mr C.J. Barnett The Minister found out that she supported enterprise bargaining only when
she read about it in the Premier's document.
Mr KIERATH: That is right. We hear rumours to that effect. The Minister has done a
complete about face and is now championing enterprise agreements.
The Liberal Party will provide a choice for people. We offer no compulsion and those who
want to stay within the award system with specific conditions and pay are welcome to do so.
However, the Liberal Party is putting its beliefs and ideals to the ultimate test; it is not
forcing people to change but is offering a new alternative. People may find that they gain
greater benefits within this new system, which will contain the correct controls so that people
are not compelled to become a part of it. It is a matter of people determining which system
suits them. The mob sitting opposite are worried that the new system will produce greater
benefits for the worker.
Previously workers had to stay within the accord, which delivered lower Teal wages. People
art wordied because the existing system has eroded wages. The liberal Party alternative
provides a mechanism which allows workers to catch up and to go ahead. That improved
situation is feared by members opposite. We make no bones about it; we will provide
freedom of choice and we will put this ideal to the test. The member for Pilbara cannot
contain himself at the back of the Chamber because his career might come to an end under
our system. Rumour has it that trade unions get rid of their dead wood by sending them to
Parliament! The Liberal Party is offering the workers a chance to earn a larger, rather than a
smaller pay packet which is what the Government is offering. The Liberal Party is offering a
system which can deliver better benefits while providing a safety net; it will resolve the
problems. It faces the ultimate test because it has everything to gain and nothing to lose. On
that basis, the Government is frightened. The Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations
spent taxpayers' money flying her cronies, and a few other people to make the mission look
half respectable, to New Zealand on a fact finding expedition. 1 hope that one day she will
give us an opportunity to debate that in this House. We will then find out that some of the
people on that mission had ideas different from hers.
I refer now to the Minister's comments on enterprise agreements and bargaining. I always
pay compliments when they are due; the WA Advantage proposal put enterprise agreements
on the industrial relations agenda even though the Minister did not want that. She has
plucked words fromt the Liberal Party policy and says in her media statement of 16 March.-

... a safety net for workers unable to gain benefits from enterprise bargaining .. .

Unions and employers have made substantial progress to improve productivity
through award restructuring.

We all acknowledge that improvements have been made. That is what this debate is about; it
is about removing restrictive work practices which have been put in place by many people on
the Government side. When restrictive work practices have been removed people can earn
more money. The statement continues -

Enterprise bargaining takes this one step further, enabling changes in work practices
and the organisation or work at the enterprise level.

I could not have said that better myself. I wholeheartedly agree with every single word of
that clause. To continue -

Thene are already examples of where enterprise bargaining has been successful here
and in other States.

We did not hear the Government talk about the Cockburn Cement award for which a number
of unions signed an enterprise agreement. The Australian Workers Union, the Construction,
Mining and Energy Workers Union of Australia and others which have indulged in the New
Right claptrap illustrated in this document titled, "You Could Soon be at War!" have signed
enterprise agreements. They discovered that those agreements arc not the big threat the
Government is describing with the use of provocative words. Some of the workers'
colleagues have found that out and they are rushing to sign agreements if they are prepared in
the proper manner. The Minster further stated -

... 35 enterprise bargaining agreements had been processed by the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission -
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She did not talk about the agreements in Western Australia, supposedly because her
statement was released two days before the case went to the commission. To continue -

Nobody thought this process would be easy, and unions would be the last to see it as
a quick and easy way to gain increases.
Nevertheless, the State Government believes the go-ahead for enterprise bargaining
announced in the State wage case decision in January heralds a break from the past -

Too right it does -
- and an opportunity for employers and unions to take up the challenge of enterprise
bargaining.
The decision opens the door to a new way of conducting industrial relations at the
work place.

Exactly! That is what the Opposition has been saying for several years. It opens up a new
practice in the workplace. We are glad the Minister has suddenly seen the light and found
her way at last; we welcome her on board. She goes on to say exactly the things the
Opposition has said -

The enterprise bargaining process will hopefully lead to a new emphasis on co-
operation between workers and employers in the work place.

That is not what Mr Riebeling said. He thinks enterprise bargaining is a confrontational,
provocative and primitive approach. This intellectual giant in industrial relations is on top of
the situation; he is the Australian Labor Party candidate for Ashburton, for goodness' sake.
The first thing the Minister should do is take him aside and tell him the facts of life
concerning industrial relations. The Minister's statement continues -

Benefits will include greater productivity, competitive industry and more satisfying
jobs.

Again the Liberal Party agrees with that phrase wholeheartedly. That is what it has been
saying for the past six years on enterprise agreements. To continue -

Introduction of enterprise bargaining agreements indicates the fundamental
importance which the Government places on the role of employers and unions
working together at enterprise level.

That is important because the current system often causes employers and unions to work
apart. It entrenches the adversarial approach. Enterprise agreement is about bringing people
together. As I said, I anm glad the Minister has at last seen the light and I welcome her on
board. However, she should put fearful Fred in Ashburton straight because he is hammering
the provocative line. The Minister released another Press statement the next day. I am
tempted to say that she had just attended a seminar on enterprise agreements. Perhaps sbe
saw the light when she went to New Zealand; who knows? The statement reads -

Enterprise bargaining presents good opportunities for improving the relative position
of women in the work foce...

We are not talking now about people being exploited; we are talking about improving their
position.

Fairness in enterprise bargaining is an essential criterion for the success of the new
system.

I agree with the Minister. To continue -

This is the very area where enterprise bargaining can assist in changing entrenched
practices at the work place which had disadvantaged women.

The Opposition agrees with that. Work practices have been entrenched in many cases in a
nineteenth century mentality. It is almost as though some of our people in the industrial
relations field have been stuck in a time warp since then. I believe the ALP candidate has
resorted to fear tactics with a scare campaign in a desperate attempt to gain some political
mileage for his campaign. As I pointed out, he is at odds with the Minister and Premier. I
support the amendment.
MRS HENDERSON (Thcrnlie - Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations)
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[4.18 pm]: Those are the most extraordinary words I have beand since I have been in this
House. They are extraordinary because of some of the debates we had last year, particularly
when the Western Australian Government supported enterprise bargaining before the
national wage bench. The member for Riverton, who was just on his feet, criticised die
Western Australian Government for flat accepting the decision of the national wage bench
when it rejected enterprise bargaining. Ihe bench said the parties involved were not mature
enough. However, the Western Australian Government did not give up; it went back to the
bench in October with a very substantial submission seeking enterprise bargaining which
would allow individual enterprises to negotiate their own agreements. When that decision
came down in October, five months ago, this Government applauded it. What happened
when the decision went to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in
January? This Government supported enterprise bargaining and applauded the commission's
decision in favour of enterprise bargaining.
It is a joke for the member to say that the Western Australian Government has somehow just
discovered enterprise bargaining. Far from it; it has been supporting it in all the forums
where it counts, including the Federal and State Industrial Relations Commissions, to which
it has put substantive submissions.
Mr Kierath: What have they been saying at the Trades and Labor Council?
Mrs HENDERSON: I am talking about the Government, which I represent here. Far from
the Government being behind the eight ball, the Government was in the forefront of
supporting enterprise bargaining. However, the Leader of the Opposition has not even
worked out that enterprise bargaining has been delivered in a national and a State wage
hearing. Last week in his long awaited statement on industrial relations the Leader of the
Opposition said -

What we propose is the introduction of an enterprise bargaining system which will
provide for workers who want the opportunity to negotiate better pay packets for
themselves.

Somebody should tell Mr MacKinnon that enterprise bargaining has been introduced already.
Fifty-seven companies, including Rheem Australia Ltd, ICI Australia, BP Oil, CSBP and
Farmers Ltd, have had their agreements ratified.
Mr Kierath: Most of them are under Federal awards. What percentage have been done
under State awards?
Mrs HENDERSON: Because a decision came down on 31 January and the companies have
not drawn up their agreements. However, I am not surprised that you are a bit embarrassed.
It must be embarrassing for members opposite when their leader puts out a major Press
statement saying that a coalition Government will introduce enterprise bargaining. What a
joke that is when it has been well and truly established already.
The next thing the member opposite needs to think about is that the national Fightback
package and the State Fightback document are in direct contradiction to the statement put out
last week. The State Fightback package states on page 33 -

The opponents to deregulation have usually stated that it is necessary ffist to have
labour market deregulation. The Liberal reforms in terms of enterprise bargaining
and legislative minimum conditions of employment will deliver that long awaited
reform.

That "long awaited reform' is labour market deregulation. Enterprise bargaining is not
labour market deregulation. It is an opportunity at the enterprise level to negotiate
agreements according to the principles passed down in the national-State wage decisions and
for those agreements to be registered in the Industrial Relations Commission. It is not a
deregulated labour market, free for all, law of the jungle where the strongest get what they
want and the weak get nothing. The Opposition's policy says "total deregulation of the
labour market".
Mr Kieradi: It does not say "total deregulation".
Mrs HENDERSON: Yes, it does. I will read it again. It states -

The opponents to deregulation have usually stated that it is necessary first to have
labour market deregulation.
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Mr Kierath: It does not say "total". You have to be careful.
Mrs HENDERSON: It does not say "partial deregulation", either. It says "labour market
deregulation". Is the member suggesting that that does not mean labour market
deregulation?
Mr Clarko: You have been caught out.
Mrs HENDERSON: I have not been caught out. What has happened is that, following the
announcement of the by-election, die Opposition suddenly realised that its industrial relations
policy might be a little unpalatable to the people in Ashburton it is asking to vote for it.
Therefore, it has had to tear around and put out a statement which contradicts its Fightback
WA package and which says -

There will be no compulsion in this radical change.
What is the radical change? Labour market deregulation. It continues -

Workers who want to will have the option of staying with their awards and the pay
rate and conditions they currently enjoy.

If the workers are going to have a choice either to stay with their awards or go to some other
system, what will happen when the workers sit across from the management and the
management says, "I want the new system" and the workers say, "We want the award"?
Who gets what they want? Where is the choice? Who will have the final say? How is there
a choice when the two parties do not agree? The member knows as well as I know that in
places where the so-called choice has been put in place - such as New Zealand - there is no
choice at all.
Mr Kierath: Here we go again - New Zealand.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am not surprised that it makes members opposite uncomfortable
because exactly the same words - free choice and people will have a choice between staying
with the award system and going to some other system - were used in New Zealand. That
was the rhetoric in New Zealand. The reality is that workers there do not have any choice at
all. What has happened about the so-called choice in New Zealand? People have had no
choice at all about retaining award conditions and it is time the Opposition understood that
enterprise bargaining is not about throwing the award out the window or no minimum
standards; it is about negotiating on changes at the workplace level, If the Opposition reads
the national wage decision on enterprise bargaining, it will see that it says that the conditions
of the award are expressed in the -

Mr Kierath: Tell us about the Western Australian system.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am trying to finish one sentence without interruption.
Mr Kierath: Does the Western Australian legislation allow for full implementation of the
national wage case?
Mrs HENDERSON: Yes, it does; the State bench says so. Enterprise bargaining allows for
the award to be expressed in the agreement. Any variations from the award according to the
national and State wage decisions must be expressed alongside the award. It is not a matter
of throwing out the window all of those conditions that have been negotiated over many
years and which form part of the award. That is what the New Zealand system is all about.
It is about throwing away all the national wage awards that were established -

Mr Kierath: Did New Zealand have awards?
Mrs HENDERSON: Yes, it did, but they have all gone and that is what this Opposition is on
sbout,
:nterprise bargaining is already here, it is nothing new. Mr Macinnon cannot introduce it

1.ecause it has been introdluced already. The Leader of the Opposition issued a major
statement saying that he would introdluce enterprise bargaining because he does not know
that it is already here, People are registering agreements and the State wage bench has had
no difficulty registering agreements under section 41 and other sections of the State Act.
However, the Government has given an undertaking that it will amend legislation to make
any change as smooth as possible. The bench brought down a decision in which it said there
would be no impediment to the registration of enterprise agreements under the current Acts.
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However, we have undertaken to change the Act to facilitate them as far as possible. The
member opposite knew that and knows that we are negotiating with all the tripartite partners
to put those changes in the Act and they will come to the House in due course. I hope we
will get the support of the Opposition for those amendments. In the meantime the
Opposition has a real problem in industrial relations and it knows that.
Mr Kierach: You are addicted to the money they pay the ALP, that is your problem.
Mrs HENDERSON: The Opposition has a Fightback package that commits it to total labour
market deregulation, and a statement has been made by its leader which does not commit it
to that but instead retreats from it at 100 mites an hour. He has said that the Liberal Parry
will not introduce the New Zealand system or the New South Wales system, but will
introduce enterprise bargaining - this wonderful new thing that no-one has ever heard of
before. What a joke. It is time chat the Leader of the Opposition caught up with current
events in industrial relations, and it is the member for Riverton's responsibility as his party's
spokesman on industrial relations to keep his leader informed of what is going on. He should
have told his leader about enterprise bargaining.
Mr Kierath: IMid.
Mrs HENDERSON: He did not take any notice of the member for Riverton. This statement
is a joke in its reference to introducing enterprise bargaining. Opposition members should
talk to the companies which axe already engaged in enterprise bargaining. The Opposition
should be honest about its industrial relations policy. If it intends, as Dr Hewson and the
Fighiback document indicate, to deregulate the labour market, it is time it told the people of
Western Australia of its plans. It should tell people that it plans to deregulate, to take away
the rules, to close down the commission, and to abolish the awards.
Mr Kierath: We did not say that.
Mrs HENDERSON: Deregulation is all about doing those things.
Mr Kierath: You are having difficulty grasping the concept.
Mrs HENDERSON: I do not have any difficulty, it is only necessary for me to read
Dr Hewson's statement chat there will be choice, not compulsion, about opting out of the
present award system into an enterprise-based agreement. The enterprise-based agreement
system in place at the moment does not involve opting out of the award system; it involves
worthwhile negotiations at the enterprise level to change work practices, and to improve the
productivity and efficiency of the people working at a plant. It is a major step forward which
has been adopted by all State industria relations commissions, and it presents a major
predicament for Dr Hewson and the Liberals in this State because they have well and truly
tied themselves to the albatross of the Eighzback package which commits them to total
deregulation. What a problem it is for them.
Mr Court: Do you think the current system is working? Do you think that one million
people out of work signifies a system in good shape?
Mrs HENDERSON: If the member for Nedlands cannot see the relationship between the
current levels of unemployment, the economy and the recession suffered by many countries
throughout the world, I suggest he has a problem. We are talkting today about industrial
relations and ways of improving efficiency and productivity. The Opposition's poor old
spokesman on industrial relations does not seem to understand that people in the work force
are getting on with it. They axe not waiting for the Opposition to announce its new policy.
They ame getting on with the job. They have made their enterprise agreements and registered
them with the commission, and they have not thrown their awards out of the window. They
have not thrown away the safety net or sacrificed the wages of the lowest paid workers. Thbe
Opposition's policy is all about those things, and the Opposition is well aware of that- I am
not surprised that the Leader of the Opposition is retreating from the policies in the
Pightback document.
Mr Kieradi: He is not retreating.
Mrs HENDERSON: If he is nor retreating, why did he not state in his Press release on
industrial relations those things contained in Fightback, such as deregulation of the labour
market?
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Mr Kierath: Whatever is in the Fightback package is also in our industrial relations policy.
They were taken from the same place.
Mrs HENDERSON: Why is reference made in the Fightback document to deregulation of
dhe labour market, while the Press release talks about people having a choice? The
Opposition must make up its mind before the next election about which of those two policies
it will run on. I know that will present a problem because Dr Hewsan has already decided on
his policy. Mr Howard has already agreed that that is the national policy.
Mr Kierath: Have you read the Federal policy?
Mrs HENDERSON: Yes, I have.
Mr Kierath: It was stated in June 1988 that there will be an alternative and a choice.
Mrs HENDERSON: It stated there would be a choice of staying within the award system.
Mr Kierath: You only read part of the document.
Mrs HENDERSON: I have read the lot, and the national policy is that there will be a choice
between staying in the award system and going outside the award system. If the Opposition
considers that to be a choice, it is a cruel hoax. Those exact words were used in New
Zealand and in New South Wales, and at the end of the day it means a choice for one of the
two parties and not a choice for both sides of the fence. The Opposition cannot answer my
question, which I will put again: If the employees want to stay inside the award system and
the employer wants a totally deregulated system, what will happen?
Mr Kierath: The workers will stay within the award system. If agreement cannot be reached
the award system is followed. In many cases employers and employees can agree and third
parties, such as people with hidden agendas, might not be able to agree.
Mrs HENDERSON: Is the member for Riverton saying that if an employer wants a new
system and the employees want to stay with the award system, then automatically they will
stay with the award system?
Mr Kierath: Yes.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am pleased that has been placed on the record, because that has not
been the case in either New South Wales or in New Zealand.
Mr Court: Do you read Press releases?
Mrs HENDERSON: I read the Press release in which it was said that the Opposition would
introduce enterprise bargaining. The Opposition has discovered this wonderful thing that has
been going on for six months, and it plans to introduce it. Somebody should inform the
Opposition of what is going on in the real world. I will undertake to send the Opposition
copies of some of the enterprise agreements already made, which have been endorsed by the
commission and ratified, and are already in place.
Mr Icierath: I have copies of them.
Mrs HENDERSON: Why did the member not offer advice to his leader not to make a fool
of himself by stating he would introduce the system?
Mr Kierath: There are some enterprise agreements in place, but do you know how difficult it
is to get them going?
Mrs HENDERSON: Those people who have reached enterprise agreements have done so
over a period of consultation, and not one has said that there have been impediments. Those
employers engaged in enterprise bargaining know it is a consultative process, and the
agreements are useful only to the extent that they are part of a consultative process. It is time
Opposition members were honest about their industrial relations policy, and that they
resolved the discrepancy between the Fightback package and the statements by the Leader of
the Opposition last week. Until it does that, people will continue to suspect the Opposition
of dishonesty in industrial relations.
MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [4.38 pm]: I am a little
disappointed that this proposed amendment to the Address-in-Reply does not embrace the
whole of Western Australia, but I understand the circumstances with regard to the
by-election in Ashburton. However, one could appropriate the theme expressed in the
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proposed amendment to the whole of Western Australia. I listened with interest to the
comments made by the member for Pilbara in his promotion of the Pilbara 21 Draft Strategy
Report. I read with some dismay that the major thrust of the Pilbara 21 strategy plan is the
establishment of a Pilbara development commission. Although you, Madam Acting Speaker
(Dr Edwards), have no: been in this place for as long as some other members, I am sure you
will have heard my comments about the way in which the Government manipulated regional
development authorities of this State. If this is merely a refinement of those regional
development authorities, very clearly it will not make a significant contribution to the
development of any part of the State. If the development authority proposals are followed
through in this new development commission, it will give the Government an opportunity to
make a political response to the development needs as seen by a region. Rather than do that,
the Government has decided that it can make decisions which are politically driven from
Perth and then allocate taxpayers' funds with some legitimacy not under the old adage of
pork barrelling but under the chosen term used by the Government of "focused
development". That is just not on any more; people have seen through that. I will be very
disappointed if the Government thinks it can introduce a new word for what in the past have
been called regional development authorities and expect political decisions in Perth to be
passed through those particular bodies. Even though local identities may be elected to the
boards of those bodies, the fact remains that historically statutory or Government authorities
of that nature have been highly susceptible when it comes to decision making processes, and
the people who bold the purse strings have invariably made the final decisions about what
happens. That has happened with the regional development authorities, and I suggest to the
member for Pilbara that that is exactly what will happen with the Pilbara development
commission. That body may be known by another name, but the end result will be the same:
We will have a body that will appear to be localised, but because the State holds the purse
strings, if the State thinks that something will be good for development, that is the decision
that will be made, irrespective of what recommendations may come from the Pilbara
development commission.
One of the key functions of the Pilbara development commission will be to establish a
Pilbara electricity and gas authority - as if the establishment of that authority is likely to
create one of the most important requirements for further development of the Pilbara;
namely, cheap energy costs. I defy anyone to tell me precisely how the establishment of an
authority of that nature will drive down energy costs. Perhaps the Premier can tell me, in the
absence of other Ministers.
Dr Lawrence: I will speak in a while.
Mr COWAN: I will be pleased to hear that, and so too will a lot of other people because
there is no doubt that that is the key to changing the direction of development in the Pilbara
away from primary resources such as the exploitation of iron ore reserves or, if we want to
include the western desert, some of the base and precious metal ore bodies that exist in that
part of the State. There are also hydrocarbons and oil and gas reserves, and salt. We can
take two directions when it comes to the Pilbara: First, we can build future development on
the vast iron ore reserves which exist. I think I heard the member for Pilbara. say with some
pride that projects to the tune of $5 billion are in the pipeline. How much of that is for the
development of the Goodwyn A platform?
Mr Graham: About 40 per cent
Mr COWAN: I suggest that the remaining 60 per cent - the bulk of it - would be the
development of the additional iron ore reserves that exist in the Pilbara.
Mr Graham: Mining generally.
Mr COWAN: Can the member for Pilbara tell me the others?
Mr Graham: There is a proposal for some platinum exploration and mining. There is also
magnesium and tin mining, base metal mining, and extensive gold mining.
Mr COWAN: It is essentially iron ore. It is accepted by everyone that a number of deposits
outside the Marandoo and Yambi deposits can be developed. There is Wittenoomn and the
Rhodes Ridge-Giles mini region in which Hamnersley Iron seems to have a fairly significant
interesL If it does not, I am at a loss to understand the reason that it wants to drive a corridor
through the Karijini National Park. It must be accepted that if we want to get away from the
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development of just those vast iron ore reserves - and!I have no objection to that; it is a good
idea, and if people want to develop them, that is fine - and if we want to adhere to some of
the provisions contained in the many agreements that 1 have seen come to this place, where
there is always a requirement for value added or down stream processing, instead of bringing
before the Parliament a variation to that part of the agreement which requires that value
adding be done, we must drive down energy costs. I suggest to the member for Pilbara that
the establishment of a statutory authority will not achieve that end, and I would be delighted
to hear him - I am sure I will in future months - tell us how the establishment of this statutory
authority will drive down energy costs.
Mr Gordon Hill: There is no doubt that energy costs are an inhibiting factor. However, they
are only one factor.
Mr COWAN: Of course they are, and while the Pilbara 21 document acknowledges that and
states that those costs must be reduced, it states also that that will be addressed by
establishing a statutory authority. Madam Acting Speaker (Dr Edwards), you and I know
that while the Government is saying that, it is also saying that it wants to deal with energy
production in other parts of the State through private power production. In this case, we
already have power produced privately, and all the Government wants to do is develop an
authority for the purpose of purchasing that power system and putting it trough a grid. I
would be delighted to have someone tell me in detail how energy prices will drop as a
consequence of the establishment of that authority.
In respect of taxation, once again the Government has been pretty long on rhetoric. The
member for Pilbara has put some clear ideas before this Parliament. He recommended, for
example, that fringe benefits tax should apply in certain parts of the nation but not in more
remote and underdeveloped areas; and the Pilbara would have to be put into that category.
Once again, the Government has identified the problem and even suggested a solution, but
that is where it ends; yet what could be more appropriate than for this Government to put to
the Prime Minister a package that gave Western Australia a distinct return to some balance
when it comes to the tax burden that is imposed upon developing companies? However,
nothing has happened. We see very little tax adjustment in the One Nation and WA
Advantage packages. The Pilbara 21 study is yet another strategy which states, "We have
this problem, and this is how we need to address it, but we cannot quite fall over the line and
get a result." That is the difficulty.
There is no doubt that State and Federal Governments of all political persuasions need to
give serious recognition to the need for decentralisation of the population of this nation. In
historical terms, decentralisation was once based almost totally upon the movement of the
military. Decentralisation is now dependent wholly and solely upon the development of
resources - not only their extraction but also their processing. This will not occur until
Governments, whether Federal or State, give recognition to that need. I give the member for
Pilbara his due. His document gives recognition to that need. However, there is a difference
between rhetoric and actually doing something about it. At this moment the last thing this
State needs during this economic recession is another document full of rhetoric. The
document tells us what we already know, and at the same time promises so little.
Mr Graham: Your colleagues in the Liberal Party do not know that because they have not
read the document.
Mr COWAN: I have spent the last hour speed reading the document, I must confess, because
I did not have access to it earlier. No-one thought to send me a copy.
Mr Graham: It is in the mail, with the cheque.
Mr COWAN: Is that from the Government or from the Government backbench?
I refer now to another matter. I ask members to indulge me if I proceed with a little
conjecture. In relation to the development of the Pilbara, what would have happened in the
Pilbama had we followed a different plan? What if we had followed the plan recommended
by the late Lang Hancock? He suggested greater integration of some of the infrastructur
and facilities necessary to develop resources where huge costs were involved and large
investments made in the establishment of four or five separate towns. He suggested that we
should concentrate our energies on a plan to bring the railways together, to establish a single
port at Ronsard. He questioned whether we would have had additional funds to provide
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cheaper energy and the necessary infrastructure for downstream processing rather than
having towns dotted ali over the Pilbara. History may one day record that the suggestions
made by the late Lang Hancock and put to Kaiser Steel and taken up. perhaps half-heartedly,
and rejected by Governments may have been much better for the Pilbara in the long term in
that we would now have the much sought after downstream processing which does not exist
today.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Premier) (4.55 pm]: I will start by addressing the
comments early in debate about the patients' assisted travel scheme. I was interested to nowe
the comments by the member for Pilbara who read out the Liberal Party's policy on that
.scheme. The Liberal Party's view is that people should have access to the scheme only
according to their means. As far as the Ashburton by-election campaign goes, the Liberal
Party wI greatly regret that debate. The member for Contesloc will be aware that the Liberal
Party view is one that encourages the Government to approach its policy on the basis of
means. The member for Cottesloe supports the PATS scheme as outlined in the Liberal
Party document. The suggestion in that document is that access to the scheme for people in
the Pilbara, Kalgoorlie, and Northern Rivers electorates should be based on income. That
approach to life and to these issues will be regretted by the Liberal Party.
Mr Bradshaw interjected.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for Wellington says that that is not what the Opposition policy
contains. The member should read the policy document. He should move further along the
Opposition backbench and have a chat to the member for Cottesloe. who most certainly is of
the view that this is how the PATS scheme should be put together. A few Opposition
members might hurriedly whisper in his ear about that attitude.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I would be interested to hear the Deputy Premier quote my comments from
Mansard. I did not say anything about that scheme.
Mr TAYLOR: My point is that while the Deputy Leader of the Opposition was hurriedly
denying the comments made by the member for Pilbara about the Opposition policy on the
PATS scheme, the member for Coutesloe sat behind the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
disagreeing with him. The member's view of these sorts of schemes, economics, indeed of
the world, is that people will have access to them according to their means. On that basis he
would deny the majority of people who live ink the isolated areas of Western Australia access
to travel for medical attention. That debate will have caused immense damage to the Liberal
Party campaign in the electorate of Ashburton. I assure members that that part of the Liberal
Party policy will cause immense damage for many people throughout regional Western
Australia.
Although he is not present, the member for Morley would admit that when he stood in the
electorate of Murchison-Eyre it was essential that people had access to such schemes to
receive medical attention, be that at a regional hospital or in the metropolitan area.
Mr Clarko: The people in Ashburton feel that the Government has let them down totally as
far as medical attention goes.
Mr TAYLOR: The member is not right: One critical issue in Ashburton is health and the
addressing of it. I see that the member for Cotteslue is receiving a quick briefing on PATS
and how it works. I hope that briefing sets him straight on this issue.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: The only problem with your argument is that I cannot remember speaking
about it.
Mr TAYLOR: The member can remember agreeing with the policy read out by the member
for Pilbara in relation to these schemes.
Mr Court: You weren't here!
Mr TAYLOR: I was here, listening to all aspects of debate and watching. Members of the

nI, ition can run for cover.
Several members interjected.
Mr TAYLOR: The members for Pilbara and Northern Rivers had great influence on
bringing about changes.
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Mr Court: Don't talk about Hon Torn Stephens like that!
Mr Graham: The Liberal Party member refuses to get involved.
Several members interjected.
Mr TAYLOR: I have no problem with that. I pay a great deal of attention to my electorate,
just as the Liberal Party candidate for Kalgoorlie acknowledged publicly the other day.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! The Deputy Premier is trying to speak.
Mr TAYLOR: In deference to the member for Floreat I will not raise my voice above the din
across the Chamber. I amn trying to keep a promise. As to the other points raised by the
Opposition, something else will return to haunt it during the election campaign. I refer to the
approach and attitude taken by the member for Nedlands on industrial relations issues - not
to mention the approach and attitude of the Opposition as a whole to industrial relations
issues.
Mr Court: You can't hack people supporting us.
Mr TAYLOR: I will come to that. The member for Riverton and the Leader of the
Opposition did a half about-turn the other day on enterprise agreements and so on. I noted in
the latest business journal that the policy of the Federal Opposition and, therefore, I take it
the Opposition in Western Australia, is to take an even harsher line in the industrial relations
field. The result of that will be this sort of situation over and over again: I refer to the draft
strategy report for Pilbara 21; it points clearly to industrial disputes in the iron ore industry.
The graph shows the number of disputes, mid the days lost for 1 000 days worked, and
unquestionably things were never worse than during the reign of a Liberal Government. The
Opposition is seeking to get back into Government and if it does that would happen all over
again.
Mr Graham: Good solid industrial relations, Liberal Party style, meant deregulation
proceedings against every union in the iron ore industry and section 54B prosecutions.
The SPEAKER: Order! I am not quite sure what has been going on while I have been at a
number of important meetings but members should know very well that the person who has
the floor is the person who should be speaking and that inwaijections to the person on his feet,
although disorderly, are allowed as far as I am concerned, but I certainly do not allow
exchanges backwards and forwards with other people in the Chamber. I ask members to
remind themselves of that.
Mr TAYLOR: Mr Speaker, I find it difficult that my politeness mid consideration has
allowed that level of interjection, but nevertheless I will continue with my contribution to the
debate.
Before the Labor Party came into Government the record of industrial disputes in the iron ore
industry had never been worse. That will happen all over again. The old divide and rule
mentality that certainly gave no benefit to the Pilbara will be resurrected as a result of the
industrial relations policy of the Uberal Party, led by the hard line attitude of people like the
member for Riverton. The Pilbara 21 draft strategy contains a graph showing the results of
the policies the Government has adopted in industrial relations matters. The member for
Pilbara has played a significant role in the Western Australian Iron Ore Industry Consultative
Council and we have seen a rapid decline in the number of disputes and days lost through
industrial action.
Mr Court interjected.
Mr TAYLOR: That is the key to some of these issues.
Mr Court: Do you support that policy?
Mr TAYLOR: No, I do not support their policies. It is not the right approach to take. The
right approach is a caring attitude on the part of both employer and those who work for that
person. The approach that should not be taken is one of intimidation of the work force.
The other important issue relates to the comments by the member for Nedlands and the
Leader of the Opposition about development in the Pilbara. In the space of a week they have
done more to damage the psychology of people who live in that area than they could have
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done in all those years die Liberal Government sought to damage the region through its
industrial relations policy. Their approach is to say to the people in Karratha, Wickham,
Danmpier and places like that that their approach to development of the Pilbara. has not been
up to scratch. That is very wrong. As other members have pointed out, today the Pilbara has
something like $4 billion worth of projects either under way or about to commence in die
next couple of months.
Mr Court: All are extensions of existing projects put in place by a coalition Government.
Mr TAYLOR: I will deal with that issue.
Mr Graham: The member for Nedlands should read the report; that is exactly what it says.
The SPEAKER: Order, member for Pilbara!
Mr TAYLOR: I will run through some of the projects that got under way in the Pilbara
during the Labor Party's reign: MeCamey's is on track. It has gone from being a scree
mining operation to a fully fledged iron ore operation and will continue to go from strength
to strength; the Channar operations are under way due to the cooperation between the Federal
and State Governments, Robe River and the Chinese Government. That is a very successful
project by any standards. The member for Nedlands seems to very conveniently ignore the
critical export phase of the North West Shelf gas project.
Mr Court: It was locked away in the 197Os, not the 1990s.
Mr CJ. Barnett interjected.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for Nedlands should not tell me it was locked away in the
l970s. The member for Cottesloc should not talk about contracts being broken. I suggest
that the member for Coutesloe read the contract particularly about prices. We cannot all duck
our heads on those issues.
Mr Court: No-one will be ducking their heads when it comes to that issue. There won't be a
memory loss when that comes up.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for Cottesloe can talk about contracts being broken.
Mdr Court There won't be any missing files when this one comes up.
Mr TAYLOR: Is the member for Nedlands sure about that?
The SPEAKER: Order! I will not tolerate that sort of bad behaviour. It is disgraceful that
members of Parliament should perform in that way. Members would not contemplate
behaving like that in the public arena and should not contemplate doing it here. This is a
place for debate, not shout ing over people who are trying to speak to the Parliament. If
members want to contribute they must wait until the member pauses for breath and then
make an inte~ction, but not in that rude ill-mannered way.
Mr TAYLOR: I feel diffident when members take advantage of my mild manner.
In relation to the contract that the member for Contesloe mentioned it is interesting to note
that the Woodside joint venturers have decided to undertake a major seismic survey. That
industry is looking to the future. The industry has confidence to work closely with the
Government knowing what the contract does and does not allow as far as renegotiation is
concerned.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Have you read Charles Allen's address?
Mr TAYLOR: I have. The Government has no intention of stepping outside the boundaries
of that contract. The Government has every intention, as the company would, of ensuring
that Western Australia gets the best possible results. Another project that should be
mentioned is a $240 million redevelopment of BHP Iron Ore's Port Hedland facility. BHP
had no hesitation in deciding to spend that money with our support. In recent days BHP has
announced that the Marilna Creek and Yandicoogina project will be increased frm
$5 million to $10 million. That is also a very positive development for the Pilbara. I could
talk about Marandoo and Robe River'sMesa l. extension; the recent expansion of Damnpier
and Leslie Salt; outside the Pilbara but nevertheless important are the Argyle diamond
project and in relation to other aspects of the gas industry the Tubridgi and Hadson projects.
Despite what the member for Nedlands and the Leader of the Opposition have stated all
those projects have occurred during this Government's term. They are essential issues as far
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as this by-election is concerned. The Opposition has sought to make some cheap political
capital but its silly statements have done a great deal of damage to the morale and the attitude
of those people who live in Karrarha. Another point raised by the member for Nedlands was
the attitude of trade unionists in the Pilbara I have never had any doubt that some trade
unionists vote for the Liberal Party, some vote for die Labor Party and, God forbid, some
even vote for the National Party. The Government does not discourage that; it is a fact of
life.
Mr Court: You would probably rake their names.
Mr TAYLOR: I probably could as there would be that few of them. To enlighten the
member for Nedlands, during my trips to the Pilbara and during discussions with business
people there I have been told that they believe the Government has done the right thing by
the Pilbara and that it is supporting the people of the region in die expansion phase in the
Pilbara. The Opposition is very much off track with this amendment with its attempt to
tackle the travel assistance scheme on the basis of needs, and with its industrial relations
policy in the Pilbara.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Premier) [5.10 pm]: It is very important, as the Leader
of the National Party said, that we address this question regardless of whether there is a by-
election in Ashburton, because there are implications for Western Australia in the State
Liberal Party's having endorsed, apparently without qualification, the goods and services tax
package and associated recommendations of Dr Hewson. With very good reason is the
Opposition sensitive to this issue. Yesterday, members of the Liberal Party were running
around Karrarha complaining that the Government, the member for Pilbara and the Labor
candidate for Ashburton had dhe temerity to raise the issue of the GST and the impact it
would have on the Pilbara and to raise the question of industrial relations policies in the
Pilbara. I can think of no two more important issues, given that members opposite have
locked themselves into Dr Hewson's Fightback package - together with a few spelling
mistakes in their own document. At least Dr Hewson did not have them in his package.
Mr Lewis interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: They did not get it right. Members opposite are very sensitive about the
issue and so they should be, because the Leader of the Opposition and members opposite
have sold the people of Western Australia down the line on this issue. They have betrayed
the people of Western Australia in accepting the GST.
That is not empty rhetoric. If one examines the detail of the GST, Dr Hewson's Fighrback
package and 'Tighitback junior" in this State one could only conclude that it is a betrayal of
the people of Western Austalia. It is a betrayal without apology because while members
opposite were complaining that the Government dared to raise this issue in the by-election
campaign at Ashburton - as if it had nothing to do with the people there - they were busily
trying to sell the benefits of the G ST. People were ringing up and saying that it was not fair
to talk about the GST and its effects on the people of the Pilbara. They also said that the
Government should not have drawn attention to it, but the Government will draw attention to
it because it is in stark contrast to the Government's own policies and programs which
emphasise the need for decentralisation and development in the Pilbara region and the need
to reduce the cost of living for the people in the Pilbara and Ashburton. What will the OST
do for the people in that region? It unashamnedly will increase the cost of living in that region
and for everyone living in this State. In fact, 70 per cent of households will be worse off
under the GST. People in the country are particularly ikely to fall foul of the GST.
I was interested to hear from someone I know, who is a public sector employee, that upon
receiving her pamphlet on the Fighrback package from a Liberal Senator - it is being sent to
all and sundry - she, like a good voter, sat down and read it. She earns about $35 000 a year.
She rang the phone number which was quoted on the pamphlet and asked a few searching
questions of the person who was supposed to know what the GST was all about. She asked
what trade-offs there would be and what benefits she would receive. It is true that she will
receive a tax reduction in the first year. but in the second year she will receive nothing.
When she asked questions about famnily allowance she learnt that she would not receive it
any more under the GST. When she asked questions about Medicare she was told that she
would have to take out private insurance.
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Mr Bradshaw: That is not true.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is the answer given by one of the Senators from this State. if the
member for Wellington does not believe me he should ring the number and ask the same
question. She also asked about the exemption for education services, a very pertinent
question. According to the Fightback package, education services allegedly will be exempt.
It says they are zero rated. What is an education service? Where is that properly defined in
the document? Is it just private school fees or is it the amenities charges that people who
send students to Government schools must pay? Does it apply to books and pencils? Who
will check that? Who wilt check whether a pencil was bought for school or work? Who will
check whether a pad is bought for household use or for a child in a classroom? The
Opposition should not kid us. Those education expenses will attract OST. She also asked
about the more critical question of school uniforms. The answer was, 'Do you mean kids
still wear uniforms?" Thai was the reply from one of the officers of the Senate who was
trying to sell this package. My friend advised that person that at her child's school they still
wore uniforms. The person at the other end of the phone said he did not know the answer to
that question. Not only is it clear from what is printed that people will be worse off but also
there is a lot of hidden "maybes" and "do not knows" in the package.
Mr Court: That is totally untrue. You don't even understand the existing sales tax system.
Dr LAWRENCE: The member for Nedlands should examine the pamphlet that has been
sent to the people of Western Australia. He should call the number provided in that
pamphlet. Of course, he would have to disguise his voice and that would be difficult. He
should ask the same questions and see what the reply is. He would receive replies like,
'Well, we reckon you'll be better off' or "Maybe on balance you will be better off."
However, the Federal Treasury clearly indicates in its analysis that 70 per cent of households
will be worse off and that 60 per cent of self-employed people and farmers will be worse off
under the GST and its trade-offs. In fact, I expected to hear more on this matter from the
National Party.
There is said to be a trade-off on payroll tax. Farmers do not pay payroll tax and most
businesses in the Pilbara do not pay payroll tax; so, that means there will be no exemptions
for them.
Mr Court: That is placed under input.
Dr LAWRENCE: It does not matter if it is inputs or outputs. The payroll tax now falls on
10 per cent of businesses in Western Australia. Western Australia, because of the nature of
its industry, pays proportionately less payroll tax per capita than any other State. Western
Australia also has higher exemption thresholds and does not tax fringe benefits. What would
happen if we had compensation from the Federal Government - if it were ever to be a Liberal
Federal Government - on payroll tax? We would immediately lose $40 million just like that,
because we do not tax at such a high rate and we do not have many businesses that pay
payroll tax.
Mr Lewis: Is it not a good thing to get rid of payroll tax?
Dr LAWRENCE: That is neither here nor there. We can subsidise the businesses in the
Eastern States and we are quite happy to do that. When you add to that Dr Hewson's five per
cent reduction in grants to the States the Opposition is asking the people of Western
Australia to accept that this package is good for them individually and collectively. It is not
and it is not taking people long to wake up to that.
The Government has had a careful look at the GST precisely because the Leader of the
Opposition is prepared to betray the people of Western Australia because his own leadership
is under threat. Dr Hewson had been saying that he would get rid of any Leader of the
Opposition who did not toe the line; look at what happened in South Australia. The Leader
of the Opposition is prepared to say that his own futur is more important than the fuiture of
Western Australia.
Today, in the Pilbara they axe saying. "Dear, dear, the Labor Party has said that rents will
attract GST. They won't" I heard the member for Cotesloe say earlier that that was wrong
and that they would be exempt He also said that local government rates would also be
exempt from OST. I defy the Opposition to deny that the effect of the GST will flow
through to rentals and local government charges.
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Mr C.J. Barnett: You are covering your tracks.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am not backing down. I amn saying this for the benefit of the House
because a journalist, who may be listening, was beard to say of local government taxes and
charges and rents. "We've got them on the run, we've got them cold." I wonder whose
campaign be is running? It is correct that rents will attract GST. However, it depends on the
type of rent.
Mr CJ. Barnent interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: The member for Cottesloe should examine his party's package. Short
term rents are clearly included in the GST. Can any member of the Opposition deny that?
Mr C.J. Barnett: Residential rents are exempt.
Dr. LAWRENCE: Short trn rents are included and tenancies, as far as one can cell fronm
the package, of an indefinite period are also likely to attact GST.
Several members interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: It depends on how clear the document is. It is not clear on education
expenses. Our analyses shows that indefinite rents will attract a GST.
Mr CiJ. Darner?: Rents are tax exempt.
Dr LAWRENCE: Only one category is left; that is, fixed tenancy. All the analyses that have
been conducted of the C1ST certainly agree that by and large business gains and consumers
lose. Members of the Opposition have been heard to say that. Do memnbers opposite want to
know the one industry group that does not gain? It is the housing and construci industry
and that is the reason it jumped up and down when the package was released.
Mr Lewis: It did not.
Dr LAWRENCE: It did and rightly so because there is no doubt that under the Opposition's
package housing and construction costs will rise. The industry cannot pass on chose costs in
the form of a (3ST. If members opposite want to tell me that the taxes it will have to pay on
all its inputs - and it will - will not flow trough to the price of the good, whether it is a
house, bridge or rental paid, they are reading a very different document from the one I ant
reading. in other words rents will increase. Short term rents and indefinite rents will
definitely attract (1ST and fixed term rents will attract it probably to the extent chat the cost
must be passed on. That is one of the hidden lies in the Hewson package and that is one of
the reasons the housing industry is upset with the Opposition, and the member for Coutesloe
knows that. It is also the reason that the Opposition spokesperson at the Federal level is
saying that the Opposition might exempt housing from a C1ST and it is having another look at
it. If that were not a problem, why would be make those statements? If Opposition members
jump up and down because we are saying that rents will attract a (1ST, either directly or
indirectly, they axe wrong. Their policy statement shows they are wrong. It will increase the
cost of living not only for the people in the Pilbara, but also for the people in the
metropolitan area and in other country areas. There is absolutely no doubt about that. It has
also been said that local government and other Government charges will not attract a GST.
Several members interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: I suggest members opposite read their paper because it clearly states that
Government business units and trading enterprises will attract a (1ST. What status do
rubbish collection charges have?
Mr CJ. Barnett: Service charges will attract a (1ST, but rates will not.
Dr LAWRENCE: What is a charge for the collection of rubbish, water supply, sewerage and
electricity? They all attract a (1ST under the package Opposition members have endorsed.
Again, the effect of that is an increase in the cost of living, If people are already paying
more for goods and services, what will be the effect of a 15 per cent increase? In absolute
terms they will have to pay a greater amount of money than someone who is paying a lower
price. I hope members opposite have figured chat out! Ten per cent of 100 is less than
10 per cent of 200 and that is exactly what will happen to the people in the Pilbara They are
the two items members opposite have challenged, leaving open the fair conclusion that they
do not challenge any of the others, and they accept there will be a significant increase in the
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price of fresh fruit, vegetables, meat, fish and everything that the people of the Pilbara buy
across the counter at the supermarket. There will be an increase in the price of everything
they buy, including some items which they have been led to believe will not be subject to a
GST. What about school uniforms and books and pens? How will the Opposition arrange to
exempt chose items from a csr? Will it apply only to the parents of the children who go to
private schools who can identify with neat school uniforms - the tie, blazer and straw hat?
What about the parents of those children who wear ordinary T-shirts and shorts to school?
Those are hidden costs to the people not only in Ashburton, but throughout this Stare.
Members should have a good hard look at Dr Hewson's package because he is no: an orphan.
We know that similar packages were introduced most recently in New Zealand and before
that in Canada.
Mr Court: Nothing is hidden.
Dr LAWRENCE: I would like to use a good old Australian expletive to answer that
interjection. A lot is hidden in Hewson's package and what angers me on behalf of the
people of Western Australia is that members opposite sit in this place and talk about
Fightback. They are selling people down the drain. They have no concern for the
consumers. Certainly, there will be benefits to business.
What happened in Canada and New Zealand when some of those taxes were reduced and
wholesale taxes and payroll tax were removed? Do members opposite think that chose
businesses passed on that reduction to the consumers? Do they think that that will happen in
places like Pannawonica and Wickham where there is a monopoly, there being only one shop
in each town? Where is the competition in those towns that will force the price down? It is
not there. Members opposite will have to create a monstrous bureaucracy in the form of a
prices surveillance authority which will be trebled or quadrupled in size to keep track of the
reduced costs. Business did not pass on those reduced costs in Canada or New Zealand and
it will not do it here. There is no reason for businesses to do it in places where there is a
monopoly as is the case in the smaller country towns.
Members opposite are selling the people of the Pilbara and Perth down the line. They have
not examined carefully even something as obvious as the fuel excise tax. The Opposition's
package states that the fuel excise will be reduced by 190, but it omitted to say that it wili
attract a 15 per cent OST and, therefore, it takes it back to the starting point.
Several members interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: Even Dr Hewson acknowledges chat it will not be the full 190. It will
affct the cost of fuel in this State and even in the Pilbara where we rake into account all
those so-called trade offs. There is no doubt that the families in the Pilbara and the country
generally will be worse off to the tune $7 000 or more a year.
Mr Court: It was $8 000 this morning.
Dr LAWRENCE: We must look at the Opposition's figures. Approximately 70 per cent of
households will be down the tube.
The Leader of the Opposition, who has not graced us with his presence today and who is
critical of me when I am not in this place, has gone to the electorate of Ashburton to worry
about the nasty Labor Party talking about a (1ST. He is there with a former Premier of this
State, Sir Charles Court, who thinks he can still kid the people in the Pilbara that he had
something to do with the hard work they have put in since the development of the Pilbara. I
arc not about to denigrate the work he and others have done in that region and I am not about
to overestimate it. I am not prepared to denigrate, as Sir Charles Court did, the work of the
lace Lang Hancock. I am prepared to give tribute to all those people who played a part -
Several members inteiJected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I hesitate to go back to using the gavel because it is a bit harsh and I
really think members should have an ear for when I jump up and say, "Order" and, if they
would be so kind as to take a modicum of notice of chat, it would be very helpful.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am not about to denigrate their contribution.
Mr Court: Don't say he denigrated Lang Hancock.
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Dr LAWRENCE: I know the member is sensitive about his father.
Mr Court: I an allowed to be. Tell the truth.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Leader of the Opposition said in the Pilbana last week - it was
reported in the local media, but nowhere else - and said to the good people of the electorate
of Ashburton when launching the Opposition candidate's campaign, that if a person in the
Pilbara earned more than $70 000 he would be better off under the Figbtback package. We
agree that is true, but how many people in the electorate of Ashburron earn that sort of wage?
The people there were astounded at that remark and said, "Who does he think we are? Does
he think we earn that sort of money?"
I do not think that, and never have. As I understand it, two per cent of the people in that
region earn more than $70 000 a year. To that two per cent of the people there I say,
"Terrific, vote for the package, it is good for you.t' To the rest of the people of the Pilbara
and this Stare I say, "Do not believe a word Of it. If you live in Ashburton you will pay
between $7 000 and $8 000 a year more and if you live in the metropolitan area it may not be
quite as bad because prices are not quite so high." However, 70 per cent of people will be
sold down the line and will certainly be worse off with the endorsement of the Leader of the
Opposition and the enthusiastic support of members opposite. 1, for one, will nor support
that even if people are only $5 worse off when at the same imie the effect of the package will
be to reduce spending by State Governments thereby reducing funds for such things as
schools and hospitals. People will cop it both ways under that package; individuals will lose,
consumers will lose and the people will lose services generally. If members opposite think
that is a good idea, they are welcome to it. If they think they can sell that idea, I am sorry for
them because they cannot do so.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Dr Turnbull.

PARLIAMENT HOUSE - GUESTS
Masdare, Mr, Office of the Governor of East Java

THE SPEAKER (Mr Michael Barnett): I draw to the attention of members that our guest
in the Speaker's Gallery is Mr Sjahrazad Masdar who is from the office of the Governor of
East Java. Currently, he is in Western Australia studying at the Curtin University of
Technology in an effort to further advance Western Australia's sister State relationship with
East Java. I welcome him to the Parliament.

[Questions without notice taken.]
Sitting swspended from 5539 to 730 pm

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY - FIFTH DAY
Amendment to Motion

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
DR TURNBULL (Collie) [7.32 pm]: This afternoon I have been listening tothe debate.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ant trying to listen to the member for Collie.
Dr TURNBULL: I do not want to canvass all the issues, but I want to bring to the attention
of the House that, from both sides of the House, particularly from the Government,
statements have been presented as fact. One of the issues raised by the member for
Kalgoorlie and the member for Pilbara was that the Uberal Party intended to introduce a
means test on the patients' assisted, travel scheme. That is very interesting. As far as I can
ascertain, nowhere has the Liberal Parry said it would introduce a means test on PATS. It
has said it will focus the direction of PATS into the areas it is most needed. The member for
Kalgoorlie and the member for Pilbara both gave the impression that they knew their
electorates and subjects, however, they do nor. The fact is that the Government has a means
test on PATS. How can members say that they know what is going on? If the rest of the
statements they make about other subjects this afternoon are as woolly, clouded and
uninformed as the one about PATS we do not need to pay much attention to what they say.
As the member for Corresloe pointed out, they have been beating up the subject of the costs
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which the average householder in the Ashburton area would incur as a result of the
introduction of a goods and services tax.
Mr Graham: The information is on page 9 of the Ashburton advantage document of the
Liberal Parry where it talks about targeting the assistance for PATS to the most needy
people.
Dr TURNBULL: The document says, "focus the assistance to those most in need". The
member's comments were a beatup, just as is the subject of the goods and services tax.
Mr Graham: Currently, anybody referred by a medical practitioner can use PATS. There is
no economic precondition for acceptance; it does not matter whether one earns $1 million or
$1. It is a medical scheme, but it will not be when the Liberal Party policy is.introduce&-
Dr TURNBUJLL: I am very pleased to hear the member for Pilbara say that. In Collie where
I come from when one takes a PATS yellow form to the hospital one is asked whether one is
a health came card holder. If one is a health care card holder one receives an allocation of
money sufficient to cover transport to Perth and return based on a formula. If one is not a
card holder one receives $10.60 for the trip. That allowance is available for seven trips in
one year. Although the member for Pilbara does not come from Karratha, he seems to know
everything that goes on there. Does he know that at the Karratha hospital one will be asked
whether one is a health care card holder? If one is, one will receive some money sufficient to
cover return travelling expenses. If one is not a health care card holder one will receive $50.
That money is also available for seven nips. I am not debating the rights or wrongs of this
issue, I am arguing that PATS is a means tested allowance.
Mr Graham interjected.
Dr TUJRNBULL: How does one receive a health care card?
Mr Graham: There is no connection between a health care card and PATS.
Dr TURNBULL: There is.
Mr Wilson: The member for Collie's information is wrong.
Dr TURNBULL: The patients collect the money; the Mfinister for Health can check with the
Collie and Karratha hospitals.
Mr Wilson: I know the situation; the member for Collie is wrong.
Dr TURNBULL: Would the Minister like to explain the system?
Mr Wilson: I know that there is no means test such as the member for Collie is suggesting.
Dr TURNBULL: How is it that the situation I described occurs when a person approaches
those hospitals for assistance?
Mr Wilson: That is not the situation; I do not know how you got that informnation, but you
are not quoting the situation as it applies under the PATS guidelines.
Dr TURNBULL: A health care card is issued under a means test and it is used as a guideline
for how many trips one can have under PATS. This is a very good example of how a scheme
such as PATS can be twisted and used in a political context.
Mr Graham: The Liberal Party is going to introduce a means test and there is not one
currently.
Dr TURNBULL: It is not introducing a means test. I cannot see anything in this document
which says it is.
Mr Graham: Their policy says they will. They will bring in controls wheat currently there
are none.
Dr TURNBULL: The Government, through PATS, is already focusing on those in most
need. PATS travel for mamnmograms does not apply to the people in Esperance or many
other areas. There is no problem in Collie, because fortunately there is a mammography
machine in Bunbury.
Mr Wilson: Thanks to the Government.
Dr TURNBULL: The Government assisted and the members of the south west -
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Mr Wilson: The Government paid the whole amount.
Dr TURNBULL: That is not true. Contributions were made by all of the women of the
south west to the machine at the St John of God Hospital. They held morning teas and the
like to contribute to its purchase.
Mr Wilson: That has nothing to do with the mobile mammography service in the south west.
That is the one that the Government provided.
Dr TURNBULL: I am talking about the one at St John of God.
Mr Wilson: The Government provided the mobile service which is available to everybody in
the south west.
Dr TURNBULL: Okay. However, I was referring to thar which is available in Esperance. I
said that I was not referring to Collie because the people of Collie have access to a machine
in Bunbury.
Mr Wilson: They have access to the mobile machine.
Dr TURNBULL: They have access also to the machine at the St John of God Hospital in
Bunbury to which all of the women of the south west contributed-. Now we are getting our
facts straight. This is a classic example of what has been going on today - obfuscation and
beat ups. The Government determines who has the greatest need for PATS to travel for
mammograms.
Mr [U. Smith: Is this from what your constituents have told you or from what your patients
have told you?
Dr TUJRNBULL: From knowing what happens in Esperance and by reading the PATS
guidelines because if one does not fall within the guidelines laid down by the Health
Department, one does not receive PATS for travel for a mamnmogramn. Women under 45
years of age, women who do not have a family history of breast cancer, and women about
whom their doctors have concerns will not get PATS for travelling from Esperance to
Kalgoorlie or Esperance to Perth for a mammograrn. The reason is that, correctly, the
Government is targeting PATS to the people with the greatest need. I do not argue with that.
However, I am presenting the facts, which are that PATS is means tested on the basis of a
health care card and it targets those in need and excludes those who are not in need.
Mr Wilson: Mammograms are not targeted on the basis of the health care card.
Dr TURNBULL: That is right. I anm using two separate examples relating to the beat-up that
the member for Pilbara will present in the electorate of Ashburton. This is similar to the
beat-up referred to by the member for Cottesloe about the average weekly wage earner in
Ashburton.
Mr Graham: T'here is a Liberal Party policy to means test PATS and the member for
Coutesloe said by way of interjection, "What is wrong with that?"
Dr TURNBULL: The member should go to the Karraxha Hospital with his yellow PATS
form and see whether he can get the whole allowance for travel from Karratha to Perth if he
does not have a health care card for the first seven trips a year.
I thank you. Mr Speaker, for allowing me to clear up the facts which have been clouded
today. Elections tend to ensure that facts go out the window. That certainly happened wit
the facts in the debate on industrial development, energy planning and many other issues this
afternoon. The facts were obfuscated.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Minister for Fuel and Energy) [7.46 pm]: I want to respond
to the points made in this debate about energy planning in the Pilbara and the attitude of the
State Government to the North West Shelf project. The Opposition said that the Labor
Government has a contradictory attitude towards the North West Shelf development. The
claim was made that, on the one hand, the Government points to this project as a major one
for the State and applauds the effort made by the management and the workes to create a
great export industry and a new industry in Western Australia. On the other hand the
Opposition says that the Government knocks the project on occasions, It is important for
members to know that we do not have a contradictory attitude to this project We fully
support it and see it as maldng a major contribution to this State's development However,
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there is an aspect of the whole gas business in Western Australia which poses a problem for
those people interested in energy planning and that has to be addressed. I will go through
some of those issues.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Why is this matter going to the Royal Commission?
Dr GALLOP: That is a different matter. That relates to certain claims made about the
original decisions, not only about that project but also about the pipeline and related matters
which were martens of public controversy and, as is the case with all matters of public
controversy at that rime, they need to be dealt with by the Royal Commission.
Mr Court Such as?
Dr GALLOP: Claims were made in the Press at the time about the pipeline contract and
about the role the Government played in influencing SECWA's decision in relation to the
project. Both of those points were matters of public conjecture and should be addressed by
the Royal Commission.
The member for Nedlands referred to the Pilbara 21 document and the surplus gas that had
been contracted on a take or pay basis from the joint venture partners. That document was
prepared by the committee involved in the Pilbara 21 study with advice from the consultants.
In the life of the project so far there has been only one occasion on which demand and supply
started to come together in respect of SEOWA's contract. That was in late 1989 and early
1990 when the full take or pay contract was taken up. If we look at the total process
involved since the contract was entered into and include the years that followed we see there
has been a surplus. In most of the years since the initiation of the project there has been a
surplus.
Mr Court: There did not have to be a surplus in the last five years.
Dr GALLOP: I will come to that. The second point that was not addressed by the member
for Nedlands and which is a central point for Government decision making in the energy area
is that, even if all of the gas were taken up and sold, there would still be losses in SECWA's
gas business. One of the first things I asked SECWA officers to do when I became Minister
for Fuel and Energy was to present an analysis of the books with the gas business on one side
and the electricity business on the other side. It is now a matter of public knowledge that
there is a significant loss in SECWA's gas business. It is contracted to buy at a certain price
and it must go to the marketplace and sell the gas. In that process significant losses are made
and, as is widely acknowledged, this means that within SECWA the price for electricity is
increased because the gas business is subsidised to the tune of that loss.
Mr Lewis: By how much?
Dr GALLOP: By between 10 and 15 per cent on electricity tariffs in this State as a result of
that loss.
Mr Lewis: Do you reckon you could reduce the price of electricity by that much?
Dr GALLOP: No, I said that it contributes between 10 and 15 per cent to electricity tariffs
because of the losses involved. Under the terms of that contract SECWA has every right to
enter into negotiations about price with the joint venturers. That would allow a price
renegotiation for July 1993. Thbe Premier, I and the Government generally have made it clear
that we will work within the contract in relation to renegotiation. Two sides are involved -
the joint venturers and SECWA. This Government will not in any way undermine the
contract and create a sovereign risk with respect to investment in that project.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The comments by the Premier could have been interpreted in a different
way.
Dr GALL-OP: It should have been understood that the action we were taking was perfecdly
acceptable within the toerns of the contract, and had been taken on previous occasions. That
price renegotiation is pennittedc. We have set up an interdepartmental committee which will
provide general advice to SEC WA on the renegotiation. It reports to me, as Minister for Fuel
and Energy, and to the Minister for State Development. The committee is chaired by the
Attorney General, Joe Berinson. We need to lay to rest any notion that the Government of
Western Australia would act outside the framework of the contracts it enters into.
The member for Nedlands said that the demand and supply equation was coming together in
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the lawe 1980s, but since then SECWA has entered into the new projects at Harriet and
Tubridgi and that is the reason for the surplus.
Mr Court: I was referring to coal. I said that if the surplus was so bad, why was the
Government contracting for more.
Dr GALLOP: The question of coal came up before the question of gas. Going back to the
1980s, before the new gas supplies were in the equation and SECWA kniew of them, it is true
that SECWA entered into new contracts for coal. It did so because advice from within
SECWA - this was a decision made by SECWA - as to the future requirements of the
electricity generating industry was such, and the growth in the economy was such, that it was
felt necessary to get the extra coal That happened before the new gas contracts were entered
into. The new gas contracts were also entered into at a time of rapid growth in the economy.
I was under the clear impression that the member for Nedlands; said we would have had no
surplus of gas had we not entered into those new contracts.
Mr Court: It is quite true to say that if you kept burning gas at a certain percentage. You
have gone from the figure of 38 per cent burning to 18 per cent burning because you entered
into new coal contracts, and it looks worse to have a big mountain of coal than it does to
store gas underground.
Dr GALLOP: Technical decisions were made within the SECWA system about the way it
would use fuels to generate electricity.
Mr Lewis: Why buy the extra gas?
Dr GALLOP: Because of the growth forecasts at the time. Also, new projects were coming
on stream that would require the gas. If SECWA had not entered into new projects at Harriet
and Tubridgi, and had relied on the joint venturers for supplies of gas, the whole system of
energy in this State would not be as well served as it is. I would be surprised if Opposition
members did not agree that we have a better system of energy supply now that we have new
gas producers in the marketplace alongside joint venturers selling their gas.
Mr Court: Why are you complaining about the oversupply of energy?
Dr GALLOP: I am complaining about the price.
Mr Lewis: You negotiated the price.
Dr GALLOP: The price was negotiated by the Liberal Government. If these new gas
suppliers had not gone to SECWA, they may have gone to the marketplace under the new
deregulated environment created by the Government and taken away some of that market.
Mr Lewis:- What is wrong with that?
Dr GALLOP: I am not saying there is anything wrong with it.

Mr Lewis: Did you want a cartel?
Dr GALLOP: Quite the opposite, the Government has opened up the market The point I
make is that the surplus problem would have been exactly the same if Harriet and Tubridgi
had not been allowed into the SEC WA equation, as implied by the member for Nedlands. As
it turned out, they were allowed into the equation and SEC WA has been able to purchase that
gas at a good price. It has put an element of competition into the system.
Mr Court: Do you think that the price SEC WA pays for the gas from the Rankin platform is
competitive in international terms?
Dr GALLOP: We lose money on the gas business.
Mr Court: That does not answer my question.
Dr GALLO)P: It does. We purchase the gas and we are unable to sell it at a price that
produces a return for the assets owned by SECWA. That is of concern to this State, and it
means that electricity prices are higher than they should be.
Mr Court: Is the pipeline the main asset for gas?
Dr GALLOP: It is a major asset to which is attached a significant debt which feeds into the
price of electricity in this State.
Mr Court: If it worked at capacity, could you make it pay?
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Dr GALLOP: I cannot answer that question. Obviously, the Government wants the pipeline
working on behalf of this State; that is1 providing access for people to get into the
marketplace to sell gas. That is an important innovation we introduced in 1988, and we want
to take it further with our decision to form a separate pipeline authority to run the system. It
is easy to criticise the new gas purchases from the Harrier and Tubridgi projects but I ask
members opposite to imagine the nature of our energy market if those new producers were
not in the system. I ask them also to imagine the impact of not having those producers on the
prospects for future development of our industry. It is easy to criticise.
Mr Lewis interjected.
Dr GALLOP: Members opposite must consider the rapid growth in 1988. With the benefit
of hindsight it is very easy to criticise those decisions.
Mr Lewis: They were shady deals done for political reasons.
Dr GALLOP: Is the member suggesting that the new gas contracts were entered into for
political reasons?
Mr Lewis: No. The deals with the coal were dodgy.
Dr GALLOP: That is absolutely wrong; they were commercial decisions made by the
SEC WA board.
Mr Court: One was not; it was a ministerial direction to buy that $15 million worth.
Dr GALLOP: The decision to take the pipeline outside the context of SECWA and to
confirm and extend our open access policies will be very beneficial to the Pilbara.
Mr Lewis interjected.
Dr GALLOP: The member for Applecross does not know what he is talking about. His use
of the word "cartel" was very appropriate. It was our Government that deregulated the gas
market, not the member's party. If we are to bring about a reduction in the price of gas to the
Pilbara, which is a precondition not simply for the possibility of further industry in that area
but also for lower electricity prices in the Pilbara, as gas is the major fuel used by the
electricity generating industry in that region, the great aim of the people in the Pilbara will be
to get into the system some of the gas that is currently in the north of the State. That aim
ought to be shared by all members of this Parliamient. To make that possible, we need to
have more open access to our pipeline. The decision that we have made in respect of the
pipeline authority is perhaps one of the most significant decisions that has been made by a
Government in this State to encourage further development in the Pilbara, and its impact in
the long term will be very significant for the development of the Pilbara.
Mr Lewis: Are you the Minister responsible for energy?
Dr GALLOP: Indeed. What is the member's problem?
Mr Court: What is Hon Joe Berinson doing?
Dr GALLOP: He is the chairman of a committee that reports to me and to the Minister for
State Development about gas strategy in this State.
Mr C.J. Barnett: In the light of the problems you pointed out that SECWA had in marketing
gas, can you tell us who handled the negotiations for SECWA on gas prices for the proposed
petrochemical project? Was it the SECWA board?
Dr GALLOP: I was not the Minister responsible at the time, and all those matters have been
discussed in the Royal Commission.
Several Opposition members interjected.
Dr GALLOP: Members opposite are asking me to comment about a matter for which I was
not responsible.
The SPEAKER: Order! They are also asking you to comment on things that have nothing to
do with this debate.
Dr GALLOP: The decision to create a pipeline authority is a major decision which will have
a beneficial impact not only on the State of Western Australia generally but also on the
development of the Pilbara. It is without question the most significant decision made by
Government to bring about an improvement in the economic performance of the Pilbara
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region, and will make it possible for the first tim to imagine new developments in the
Pilbara.
Mr Lewis: What is the decision?
Dr GALLOP: The decision is in the WA Advantage package: To separate the pipeline
authority from the State Energy Commission of Western Australia and to provide for open
access to that pipeline. The reason that members opposite chatter, chirp, nitpick and
complain is chat they know we have made a significant decision. They do not like to face up
to the fact that it was our Government that allowed new gas producers to come into the
equation, and that made a decision about the pipeline authority which will be the most
significant decision for the Pilbara int the 1990s and beyond.
MR DONOVAN (Morley) [8.03 pmn]: I and the other kndependents in this place will be
abstaining from the vote on this question. Some of us have declared a moratorium on by-
election bulletins; and this debate falls clearly into that category. Technically I suppose one
would have to say there is some merit in this debate insofar as Governments in this State,
both of the Left and of the Right, have never developed what is described here as a coherent
strategy for the development of the Pilbara.
Mr Graham interjected.
Mr DONOVAN: I apologist. Until the member for Pilbara presented me this afternoon with
a copy of Pilbara 21, Governments of neither the left nor the right in this State have never
developed a coherent strategy for the development of the Pilbara. Therefore, this motion
would be pretty difficult to defeat, but by my calculations some three and a half hours of
parliamentary time this afternoon have been devoted to a most unsuccessful by-election
bulletin. It is clear that one could not possibly support seriously an amendment of this type
to the Address-in-Reply.
Dr Gallop: Is that an opting out of responsibility?
Mr DONOVAN: No. It is a statement that would be well supported by the majority of
people in this State if they knew what was going on in this place. I suggest to members of
the Liberal Parry in particular that when they moved the amendment to the Address-in-Reply
at 2.30 pm. they should have checked the Press Gallery because there was only one reporter
in the gallery this afternoon until about 10 minutes before question time. Members opposite
should also have checked the number of days to go before voting day and worked out what
was the likelihood of getting even one per cent of the many points that they made or did not
make this afternoon registered through the length and breadth of Ashburton by Saturday.
That may appear to be a somewhat casual and flippant comment to make about this debate
but it betrays a mome serious corruption of the processes of this Parliament. To spend an
entire Tuesday afternoon and the first part of the evening on a by-election campaign that will
not even register in the electorate for which it is intended is, in my view, a corruption of what
this Parliament is supposed to be about. I and the other Independents, who trear this place far
more seriously than do others, will nor join in a debate which trivialises the proper role of the
Parliament of this State.

Division

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (17)
Mr Ainsworth Mr House Mr Omodei Mr Wiese
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr Lewis Mr Strickland Mr Bradshaw (Teller)
Mr Court Mr Mdte Mr Fred Tubby
Mrs Edwardes Mr Minson Dr Turabull
Mr Omyden Mr Nicholls Mr Want

Noes (20)
Mr Catania Mr Grill Mr Marlborough Mr Taylor
Mr Cunningham Mrs Henderson Mr McGinty Mr Thomas
Dr Edwards Mr Gordon Hill Mr Pearm Dr Watson
Dr Gallop Mr Kobelke Mr D.L. Smith Mr Wilson
Mr Grahamn Mr Leahy Mr PJ. Smith Mrs Watkins (Teller)
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Pairs
Mr Macnnon Mrs Beggs
Mr Bloffwiich Mr Bridge
Mr Clarko Mr Tray
Mr Blaike Dr Lawrence
Mr Shave Mr Read
Mr Kierath Mr Ripper

Amendment thus negatived.
Debate, on Motion, Resumed

MR GRAYDEN (South Perth) 18.13 pm]: Mr Speaker -

Mr Pearce: Spare us the dugongs!
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for South Perth has not even spoken a word yet.
Mr GRAYDEN: The matter I want to touch on in the Address-in-Reply debate relates to the
escalation in the breaches of Human Rights Conventions in respect of Aboriginal women and
children which has resulted from a massive and irresponsible expansion of Commonwealth
funds on the Aboriginal so-called homeland or the back to the Stone Age movement in
Western Australia currently.
The SPEAKER: Order! There appears to be a secondary Parliament on my right. I do not
know what sort of takeover bid it is.
A member We have the numbers.
The SPEAKER: I am very worried because it appears that you do have the numbers.
Perhaps you could do it quietly.
Mr GRAYDEN: Across Western Australia, particularly in inland areas, in the Kim berley
and in other parts of the north, we have what is known as the homeland movement. It is one
.which has the full support of the Government, and it places particular emphasis on the
revival of Aboriginal culture. The movement places emphasis on the expansion of
Aboriginal sovereignty and influence. It is called the homeland movement but of course it
should be called the regression or reversion movement because it is reverting to an age of
customs and practices that contravene the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as well as
other human rights and conventions in Western Australia. I emphasise that all this is being
done with the full suppont of the Government. It is also made possible by the massive
expenditure of funds by the Commonwealth Government.
Currently in Australia there are approximately 230 000 Aboriginal people and the
Commonwealth Government spends no less than $1.3 billion on those 230 000 Aboriginal
people. As the Prime Minister said the other day, that is in the vicinity of $5 000 for each of
the 230 000 Aboriginal men, women and children. For a family of 10 - the parents and eight
children - that represents direct expenditure of $50 000. There is also a great deal of indirect
expenditure, for instance, on hospital services, on the penal system and so on. If the money
currently being spent on 230 000 Aboriginal people in Australia were spent through World
Vision which sponsors individuals overseas for $29 a month it would mean that the amount
spent directly on Aboriginal people in Australia would serve to sponsor 3 220 000 deserving
people overseas, If we went further and talked about people who are actually starving, the
amount spent on the 230 000 Aboriginal people in Australia would be sufficient to aid
11.5 million people and to prevent starvation among that large group. Much of the money is
spent on social security payments and on community development employment programs or
11sit down money" - because no work is done for the money received. Much of the money is
used to perpetuate or to revive the Aboriginal customs to which I referred and which of
course, in many instances, are clear breaches of the various human rights conventions that
exist in the world.
In Western Australia we have approximately 120 Aboriginal communities. Many of them
are reviving their age old customs and practices which include, of course, initiation
ceremonies. Most of us are familiar with the initiation ceremonies which are being revived
throughout at least half of Western Australia. We are talking about children here, and these
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ceremonies include circumcision, sub-incision - die mutilation of children's sexual organs;
cicarrisation, which is the cutting of welts on children; piercing of the nasal septum; tooth
evulsion, which is putting a piece of quartz against the child's incisor tooth and knocking it
out; depilation, the removal of hair blood-letting; and, of course, they still have infanticide.
These are only some of the ceremonies inflicted on certain children in Western Australia,
with the full support of the Government.
On 14 May last year I asked the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs the following question -

(1) Has any attempt been made to define those aspects of the traditional
Aboriginal way of life which could be termed "Aboriginal culture"?

(2) If so -
(a) what aspects are thus defined;
(b) which of those aspects are considered worthy of preservation;
(c) which aspects because of their harmful or otherwise undesirable nature

have or should be discontinued and merely recorded for posterity?
I will not read the Minister's answer but the crux of it was that all aspects of the traditional
way of life are an integral part of Aboriginal culture. Circumcision, sub-incision,
cicatrisation, nasal septum piercing, tooth evulsion, depilation, blood letting and infanticide
will be perpetuated and where they have fallen into disuse they will be revived. Nobody can
deny that there is a revival movement throughout Western Austraa and that the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs has made it clear that it is quite acceptable and that mutilation of
Aboriginal children in Western Australia, which is clearly a breach of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, is acceptable.
Dr Watson: Totally ignorant!
Mr GRAYDEN: We have an interjection from the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. Those
practices are absolutely unacceptable in a democracy and are unpardonable in the extreme.
Balgo mission is just one of the 120 Aboriginal communities - not all are in this category but
a great many are - where Aboriginal boys who have had a western type education until the
age of 11I are taken out of school. They roamn the Balgo area like packs of wolves discarded
by their parents and undergo initiation ceremonies. We have the situation where an
Aboriginal elder at Balgo mission will go to the store and buy not less than five cartons of
razor blades in order to mutilate children. He buys razor blades with some of that $5 000
which is made available to every Aboriginal man, woman and child in Australia by the
Commonwealth Government. Could members imagine a child coming from overseas going
into an orphanage and separated from its parents suddenly being seized and mutilated along
the lines I have spoken about? Many of these practices died out 100 years ago. Most
disappeared completely from the Pilbara 100 years ago and from the central areas of Western
Australia 30 years ago, but now t homeland movement is reviving these practices. We
have the situation where an individual can go to a communal settlement and buy not one
packet of razor blades but five cartons at a time in order to mutilate children who happen to
live at the community.
The Minister did not want to talk about human rights. I will read article 37 of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Dr Watson: That is a convention that the Liberal Party opposed, as I remember.
Mr GRAYDEN: But the Minister supports the convention. I will read out the relevant
convention, which I support -

No child shall be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment.

That also appears as article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Is the Minister
going to tell us that those practices are not degrading and inhuman treatment? I am not
talking about one or two children but thousands of children across the north west and centre
of Australia. It is inhuman to take a child of 11I years of age, who has gone through a
western type education, and circumcise that child, or mutilate that child by cicairisation or
tooth evulsion so that the child is disfigured for the rest of his life. We are talking about
children who have not only had years of western education but also have television, even in
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the remote homeland areas. The Stare Energy Commission rakes generators out to the
communities in the homelands, so they are supplied with television sets and videos and are
accustomed to the western way of life. They are taken out of that environment for six
months and separated from their parents; they must fend for themselves, and during that six
months they are mutilated. It is a clear breach of human rights and it is being done because
huge sums of money are being made available by the State and Federal Governments. Most
of these rituals of which I am speaking were discarded last century but they are now being
revived at Balgo and elsewhere.
Another development which is of great interest -

Dr Watson: Microwave ovens?
Mr GRAYDEN: Yes, they have plenty of those. Recently law men from the Kimberley
travelled to the Northern Territory and back by vehicle - at the expense of the State and
Federal Governments - to a meeting on Aboriginal law. Throughout the Kimberley they are
called the red ocbre law men because they are painted with red ochre. They are the hit men,
the equivalent of the old kadaicha men who wore shoes woven from plaited hair soaked with
blood, so that the emu feathers would stick. They conduct the revenge killings. The modem
counterpart of the kadaicha men are the red ochre law men who are coming down from the
Northern Territory to administer law in many parts of the Kimberley. They inflict extreme
penalties. I will read from a list of penalties which are typical of Aboriginal tribes
throughout Australia and which are being revived. The penalties for unauthorised homicide -
that is, not decreed as a punishment for another offence - are illness, death caused by human
sorcery or physical attack. That will be done either by pointing the bone, carrying out the
death penalty or inflicting illness by act or attack. The penalties for sacrilege - that is
unauthorised possession of sacred knowledge and objects and the unauthorised observation
of sacred rituals - are insanity, illness, death caused by non-human agency - pointing the
bone - or physical attack. The penalties for unauthorised sorcery are illness or death caused
by human sorcery or physical attack. Cohabitation with certain kin incurs the penalties of
illness and wounding; that is, attack with spear or knife intended to draw blood. The penalty
for incest is battery; that is, attack with club or boomerang. The abduction or enticement of
women incurs the penalties of illness, wounding or battery. These penalties are applicable to
virtually all Australian Aboriginal tribes and the hit men I am referring to are known as the
red ochre law men who come from the Northern Territory to administer law in the
Kimberley. They are the ones enforcing these penalties. The crime of adultery incurs the
penalties of illness, wounding and battery.
The SPEAKER: Order! I cannot believe the manners of some members. Itris about time
some members read the Standing Orders. I do not believe that members would behave
elsewhere as they do in this place. How can members consider that it is appropriate to
converse as loudly as I have heard when another member is on his feet trying to address ths
House? It is inappropriate and should stop! This is the last time I will ask for this to stop; I
will take action the next time it occurs. Some members' behaviour is very rude!
Mr GRAYDEN: The penalties for unauthorised physical assault not intended to be fatal, are
wounding by spear or battery with clubs or sticks. For the crime of usurpation of ritual
privileges or duties the penalties are wounding and battery. Theft and intentional destruction
of another's property incur the penalties of wounding and battery. The penalty for insult,
which includes swearing and the exposure of one's genitals, is battery. For the crimes of
physical neglect or the refusal to make gifts to certain relatives the penalties are illness and
battery. Finally, the refusal to educate certain relatives incurs the penalty of battery. In
addition, oral abuse accompanies all human punishments and ridicule is mainly directed at
those offences of omission.
These penalties are more or less uniform throughout Australia and will be reintroduced with
the homeland movement The encouragement for Aborigines to revive their old customs
throughout the northern and central parts of Western Australia and the policing of them is not
being left to the individuals in those localities but to an organised group, equivalent to the
mafia. It seems absolutely unbelievable that in the 20th century thousands of children in
Western Australia are being mutilated. We seem to be prepared to accept that. I ind that
extraordinary. Most of the practices I have outlined died out before the turn of the century
and in the central areas of Western Australia most of them died out 30 years ago. Now all of
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them axe being revived only because money is being poured into communities so tha:
everyone who wants one can have a Toyota, a two way radio, unlimited petrol and food.
They can at any stage go wherever they wish, form communities and receive maximum
support from the Government. The Government is ensuring that the Aborigines revive these
traditional customs and practices that belong to the dim red dawn of human evolution. I
cannot image what would happen if a witches' coven in the metropolitan area cut a
cockerel's throat and sprayed blood around the place.
Dr Watson: That is absolutely different.
Mr GRAYDEN: What would happen if a child was mutilated by that group? What would
happen if one of those witches used a razor blade and slashed a child repeatedly across the
chest and back, knocked his incisor teeth out, mutilated his sexual organs or removed all his
hair? We know what happened in Queensland recently. Some people held what they called
a bad taste fancy dress party. It was not a mad hatter's party where people had to wear silly
hats, but a party designed to raise funds for the local Aboriginal community. Two policemen
went to that party and, as part of their costume, wore ropes around their necks. What was the
result? Suddenly a furore arose across the nation. Every Aboriginal group in Australia
expressed its indignation. The Prime Minister was so horrified he said that because every
Aboriginal person in Australia received only $5 000 each year, and in view of the publicity
that this incident had aroused, he would spend $150 million immediately on curbing racism
and Aboriginal violence. He said later that he would spend another $200 million. That is in
response to the release of those photographs.
I ant talking about thousands of Aboriginal children who are educated in the western way
suddenly being seized by tribal elders and mutilated in the ways I have described. No
Aborigine who has never been initiated would be accepted by tribal Aborigines who have
been initiated. There would not he one Aboriginal activist in this State who would dare go to
some of the central areas of Western Australia unless he had police protection because he
would know that he would be seized and initiated. Not one Aboriginal activist would submit
to that type of treatment. No Aboriginal activist who has not been initiated would allow his
front incisor teeth to be knocked out at an initiation ceremony.
While it is good enough not to inflict these initiation ceremonies on people who claim to be
Aborigines, even though they have a minuscule amount of Aboriginal blood, it is good
enough to inflict them on these Aboriginal children each year. It is disgraceful. What would
Sir Ronald Wilson, the President of the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission,
say if this evidence were put before him? Would he not take action? It is the clearest breach
one could possibly find of the human rights conventions. It is clearly a breach of article 24
of the Convention on the Rights of the Child which states -

States Parties shall take all effective and appropriate measures with a view to
abolishing traditional practices prejudicial to the health of children.

That article has been embraced by the Labor Party, yet the Government is makting the
practice possible by spending $1.3 billion annually on 230 000 people in this country. That
amounts Co $5 000 annually for each man, woman and child, and that does not include the
cost of such things as the Flying Doctor Service which operates in and out of those
communities on a weekly basis and sometimes more than that It does not take into account
the other expenses which are generated in respect of the 230000 Aboriginal people in
Australia.
I make one plea to the Government: Disregard the edict by the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs and implement the human rights conventions to which I have referred to put an end to
exacerbating the process of child mutilation in Western Australia.
MR AINSWORTH (Roe) (8.43 pmn]: When the Governor opened this session of
Parliament he outlined the Government's legislative program which included an
improvement to the delivery of health services. The Government's aim, as outlined in the
Governor's Speech, to improve the delivery of health services is one with which I would be
hard pressed to disagree. Every member in this House, particularly the country members,
would seek to improve the delivery of health care in his electorate. The country electorates
have a shortage of medical services, or lack of access to them, while the larger country
centres and the metropolitan area have ready access to these services which are taken for
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granted. The lack of general practitioners in the smaller country towns is a matter of great
concern to me and to other country members. Despite die oversupply of genera] practitioners
in the broader community, it is difficult to persuade them to practise in country towns. Local
authorities and communities offer incentives, including the guarantee of employment and
housing, to medical practitioners, but they still have great difficulty in attracting doctors to
their areas.
I was very disturbed to hear a proposal by the Australian Medical Association which sought
to limit the number of medical students and foreign practitioners able to practise in this
country because of the oversupply of doctors. From my experience of country life I have
found it is often the migrant doctor who is prepared to establish his practice in a country
town and to provide a medical service to country people; it is not the Australian born or
trained medical practitioner who is prepared to do that. We have in this State a Country
Medical Foundation to which the National Party has pledged its support and which it has
supported financially, but much more needs to be done to ensure that there are sufficient
medical practitioners to service the country areas.
Another way in which to ensure a better health service delivery in the country is to review
the patients' assisted travel scheme. We have heard a great deal about this subject in this
place today, but there are a few anomalies in that scheme which concern me and the patients
who are forced to travel to other centres for specialised treatment and who are not receiving
the benefit they should. Recent changes to the scheme make it necessary for a patient to visit
his local practitioner to have signed a form which entitles him to visit a specialist. In many
cases a patient is required to undergo tests or to have x-rays taken. After he has gone
through that process his doctor may send the tests away for further examination and on their
return it may be evident that the patient requires specialist treatment, be it a mammogram or
an operation. It means that the patient must be contacted, but before he can visit the
specialist he must return to his medical practitioner to acquire the necessary form. In many
cases the medical practitioner may be located in a town which is in the opposite direction to
the town in which the specialist is located. In this economic climate country people may
consider this trip an unnecessary expense which they can ill afford. Many of the trips which
they would normally take are being put off and fewer people are travelling to their local town
on a regular basis as a result of the economic stringencies placed on them.
That is not the only problem they are finding with the PAT scheme. An elderly constituent
of mine moved from Perth to Esperance for many reasons; housing was cheaper, it was a
better environment and it was a medium sized town with beautiful beaches and scenery.
Prior to her moving to Esperance she had been receiving regular treatment from a specialist
in Perth. Under the rules of the PAT scheme a patient must travel to the nearest specialist to
receive treatment. In this lady's case the nearest specialist is located at Kalgoorlie.
However, this lady is used to the specialist who treated her in Perth and she does not want to
visit Kalgoorlie where she has no relatives with whom she can stay. She wants to visit the
specialist in Perth to whom she is used; she felt comfortable with the medical assistance she
had been receiving. In addition, she has relatives in Perth with whom she can stay. The lady
would have been quite happy with the PATS allowance she would have received had she
gone to Kalgoorlie, which would have been about half the amount she would have received
had Perth been the source of the nearest specialist. However, because of the rigidity of the
system and the fact she had travelled to Perth to receive her medical treatment she did not get
a single dollar. She was an elderly lady and did not want to travel to a town where she did
not know the specialist, so she chose to go to Perth. As a result she received no assistance. I
made approaches on her behalf to ascertain whether the system could be changed so that she
could receive the same monetary assistance she would have received had she gone to
Kalgoorlie. The answer was no. The system is so rigid that it is not working for many
people.
Another matter is the waiting period for specialists visiting country towns. A specialist
attends at Esperance every three months. He has a long waiting list. Some people find they
are having to wait up to six months from the time of diagnosis to visit him. If they choose to
travel to Perth to receive their specialist treatment they are again ineligible for financial
assistance because the visiting specialist is their nearest specialist; so they cannot get PATS
assistance for travelling elsewhere, The whole scheme needs a more humane touch applied
to it to help people who are in areas remote from medical services of that nature and who
have to spend a lot of money to travel to a specialist based at a major centre.
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In his Speech the Governor referred to the Government's legislative program being
committed to reducing red tape. That received a hearty cheer from most people in the
community who are absolutely sick to death of red tape strangling their daily lives by
imposing all sorts of impediments on not only their businesses but also on the business of
living. In the past few years the State has seen a so-called deregulation of the transport
industry. However, one still sees regulations relating to road trains travelling to places in the
south of the Stare such as Esperance which are allowed to cart only certain items. Anything
not appearing in the schedule of exemptions must travel by semitrailer or solid truck; in other
words, by smaller vehicle. That increases the cost of the goods carried. It may be of interest
to members to know that Esperance, which has a reasonably large regional population, is the
most remote regional centre in the south west land division, being just over 700 kilometres
by moad from Perth. That is a long way from major sources of the supplies that community
requires. At the moment road trains are granted permits to carry same items such as fruit and
vegetables, freezer-chiller items, and a diverse range of extraordinary products which do not
make sense to me as exempted items. These are such things as polythene pipe, fertiliser,
recycled glass, empty vegetable crates, and so on. Those items are unrelated and are not
large, so the cost saving from carting them by road train would not be great. However, I
suppose it is worthwhile.
I will focus on the items that are not pernitted to travel by road train and therefore are not
carted at the lowest freight rate to remote communities. They include steel and roofing iron,
plumbing supplies, tiles, wood panelling, general building materials, motor vehicles and
parts, oils and greases, office stationery, tyres and transport equipment, newsprint and a host
of other items. All of those items in their various forms are used by businesses, which means
that the cost of running a business in a remote location where those restrictions apply is
higher than it should be. Ignoring the fresh fruit and vegetables and freezer-chiller items I
mentioned previously, everything else, from packets of Weeties to bags of flour - the basic
ingredients for bread, the staff of life so-called - and household appliances, is not permitted
to be carried by road train. In addition, home furnishings, clothing and a whole host of other
consumer items are not allowed to be carried by road train. This results in the cost of living,
that is, the very business of eating and living in a home, costing more.
On the other side of the coin, included in the items travelling from Esperance to Perth which
are not permitted to be carried by road train are cartons of dried flowers and recycled paper.
We have a fledgling industry in Esperance trying to get its product to market at the cheapest
possible price so that it can compete. We also have increased exports and diversification of
local industry - all the wonderful things we keep hearing about it - which for some
extraordinary reason cannot be carried on road trains; do not ask me why. People in our
community want to do the right thing and recycle their paper so that it is nor wasted and they
are doing the ecologically correct thing. However, to get that recycled paper to Perth costs
so much on a single axle truck that it is prohibitive, yet that paper cannot be carried by road
train. In a day and age when we are trying to pull this country out of its economic slump it is
ludicrous that such items cannot be carried on certain vehicles travelling to and from
Esperance because if they could catty these items that would minimise the cast of goods to
businesses and daily consumer items to people in the region.
The Governor also talked in his speech about the Government introducing legislation to
provide infrastructure and infrastructure services at internationally competitive prices. We
all agree that that is a laudable objective. However, we see the SEC, for instance, increasing
charges by various means. One such means is the abolition of the contributory extension
scheme which was in place, I think, until December last year. The old contributory extension
scheme for people in remote and rura areas was set up for a group of consumers and a price
per consumer was struck by the SEC. Once that price was struck the consumer had the
option of either paying 50 per cent of the cost immediately and the balance over 30 years by
quarterly instalments or paying one up-front charge. That 50-50 option has now gone and
people who wish to join existing schemes for which the price has already been worked out
and which have this share cost arrangement in place, sometimes for many years, are being
asked to pay the full cost up front. In some cases that cost is not merely a few hundred or a
few thousand dollars.
I joined such a scheme while still living on my farm some years ago. If I were to pay the
cash cost of that scheme today plus the little extra to have the electrician put in some
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additional wiring it would cost me $20 000. Clearly such costs are beyond the scope of
everybody in the country who wishes to be connected to power they are well and truly out of
the reach of almost everybody. This is certainly not providing infrastructure and
infrastructure services at internationally competitive prices - quite the reverse. One of the
items not included in the Governor's speech as a Government objective was consumer
protection for small business. As many of us are await, small business is one of the major
contributors to our economy through its operations and the fact that it employs a large
percentage of the work farce. However, there is no consumer protection for very small
businesses which are being targeted by many unscrupulous traders at the moment. I will give
one example of the sort of thing happening to small businesses, particularly those in the
country which do not have ready access on a daily basis to help and advice about who is or is
not a reputable trader.
One of my constituents in Kuhin has developed two small businesses very successfully in the
last few years, despite the rural downturn, and has risked his capital in doing so. He has a
small restaurant and a general store, and he wished to place in the restaurant a soft serve ice-
cream dispensing machine - the sort of thing one sees Mr Whippy vans selling in the
metropolitan area. He rang a supplier of reconditioned machines in Perth, a man called
Russell Wylie who was trading as Hol-N-One Sales or Hol-N-One Softserve in Osborne
Park. After two or three telephone calls to Perth my constituent decided to buy one of these
machines. He was given a quote, which he accepted, and Mr Wylie delivered the machine to
Kuhin very early one morning. He installed the machine, but after it had been running for
about an hour it still was not freezing the contents of the machine as it should. However, the
storekeeper was told that that was because the mixture had been shaken up during the trip
from Perth and because the machine had not been running long enough to get the mixture to
cool down. He accepted that as a valid reason. He was also told that, because the supplier of
this machine had left Perth very early to get to Kulin, he had forgotten to bring the warranty
with him, although on the telephone he had assured my constituent that there would be a
warranty. Members can guess the rest - the machine did not work. All up, with stocks,
supplies of cones and so on, advertisements sent out in the mail and some sign writing, the
storekeeper spent around $6 600. and to date he has not sold one ice-cream because the
machine will not work. Of course, when he rang the supplier in Perth he was told there was
no guarantee. He was also told that the machine was okay and that therefore there was no
claim anyway. A little while later, when my constituent instituted legal proceedings, lo and
behold, there was no-one at all at the premises at Osborne Park.
That all started in September 1991. In February 1992 a court summons was finally served.
The person who served the summons did so by an interesting means, which I do not have
time to go into now. He finally tracked down Mr Wylie, who had a silent number at his
private residence. It is interesting to note that the premises in Osborne Park of Hol-N-Qne
Softserve is still listed in the telephone directory. If one cares to ring the number one f inds a
recorded message still asking people to leave a message and their business inquiries will be
attended to. There is also a Melbourne number for the company, but the phone rings and
no-one ever answers. Perhaps that is a silent number tool
It is very difficult for small business people in this situation to have any legal recourse,
because it is very costly to undertake court proceedings for an amount of $6 000 or $7 000,
and if the amount is $11 000 or $12 000 it is even worse. Local court claims are restricted to
a maximum of $10 000, and if the claim is more than that and one goes to the District Court
it costs in the region of $2 000 a day by the time one has paid everybody involved. So these
unscrupulous traders are working on the fact that because the items they sell are worth only a
few thousand dollars and the legal processes are so costly, many people winl accept the loss
rather than pursue the matter at law. These traders are getting away with it, yet because these
small business people are not regarded as consumers under the legislation they are given no
protection whatsoever and the unscrupulous traders continue to rip off the public; there is no
other way to describe it. They continue to act in the most irresponsible and unscrupulous
manner possible and are given the green light because there is no legislative framework to
protect their customers, purely because of the legal costs involved in chasing up small
claims. The situation is particularly bad for country businesses because they have the added
impost of long distances they must travel to meet lawyers or whoever is involved, and they
cannot personally go around at a moment's notice to chase up these so-called suppliers of
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equipment. This area needs some urgent attention because, particularly in this economic
climate, small country businesses, and businesses in general, cannot afford those sorts of
losses. It might mean the difference between staying in business and going out of business if
one makes that sont of investment and it becomes a financial loss rather than a profit-making
venture.
Another area I wish to touch on tonight, which certainly was not mentioned in the
Governor's Speech, is that of school teacher housing in country areas. In the last few months
I have heard of two cases of school teacher housing in areas reasonably close to me where
the security of the housing and its location has caused severe problems for the teachers. One
case involved a group of houses which back onto an alley which has absolutely no protection
and no reasonable lighting to illuminate it. At the beginning of the year a female graduate
teacher who had just moved to the area was raped, which was not a very good start to life in
the country. In the ocher case a teacher living in a house adjacent to some less than desirable
characters had his jaw broken in two places due to the house's location. These are
Government Employees Housing Authority houses, of course, and again that was a major
trauma for the individual concerned. While I hope these two incidents are isolated incidents,
it seems to me that such things are quite likely to occur again if something is not done about
it. While there are obvious detriments to some teachers in coming to the country - for
example, young graduates who have not been in country areas before have some fear and
trepidation about serving in country areas at any time - if they hear of the sorts of things I
have mentioned they will be even more reluctant to come. If they are to come willingly to
serve the country population, and especially the children, it is very important that when they
are chosen for country service they are convinced that they will be housed in adequate - I do
not mean luxurious - accommodation, and in a manner which will ensure their reasonable
comfort and safety. In the two cases I have mentioned, neither of those things was available
to the teachers.
Additionally, when these sorts of problems arise and people want to transfer to another
Government house in the town, even where some GEHA houses are available, because they
have been earmarked as the property or province of other Government departments, it is very
difficult to obtain them and transfer the teachers there. If the teachers are able to transfer at
all it is usually on the understanding that the minute an employee of that other Government
department needs a house the teacher must vacate the premises; so obviously their move will
be very transient and certainly not very satisfactory to them. On top of that, in some towns
the suitability of the houses is just not sufficient - not only the type but also the condition of
the housing. 'I have instances in some towns in my electorate where the housing is of such
poor quality or of such limited size for a married principal with a modest sized family that
people are deterred from serving in those towns. This is at a time when we can ill afford to
lower the quality of education in country areas, because already it is recognised that the level
of tertiary education of country students is lower per capita than it is for city students.
In closing I touch on a proposal which I have heard in this place on more than one occasion.
This relates to the Cascade Road at Lake King, which is a road with a rather colourful history
as most members would be aware.
Mr Trenorden: So it does exist?
Mr AINSWORTH: Oh yes.
Mr Trenorden: One of the Ministers became rather upset about chat.
Mr AINSWORTH: Yes, and so did one a Government department. This road is being
gazetted, and it is interesting to note that if this gravel road were finished to road train
standard it would be capable of serving a mining area which is just coming into production.
The Forrestania area, which is south west of Hyden, and which currently produces gold, is
about to start producing nickel concentrate, and this product is to be shipped out at
Esperance. The mine is expected to commence production in November of this year and will
ship 80 000 tonnes, or 95 000 wet tonnes, of nickel concentrate out of the Esperance port
each year. However, the road which could service that mine has not been funded to be
utilised for this purpose. The alternative route will add an extra 55 kilomnetres to the road trip
fhum the mine to the port, and will involve 1200 road train loads annually, both full and
return trips, using the South Coast Highway from Lake King to Esperance.
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No studies conducted by the Main Roads Department have looked at the moving of the
minerals from the Forrestania site. The studies considered the savings involved for the grain
growing areas but took no account of the potential benefits of this road for mineral
processing purposes. One of the major shortfalls of the Government study was that no
consideration was given to the fact that putting the road through in a satisfactory condition
would reduce traffic on portions of the South Coast Highway and on portions from
Ravensthorpe to Lake King. This proposal would remove from the South Coast Highway
virtually all road train trafic, which would extend the working life of that highway for
maybe 10 years. This would also increase the safety for the motoring public, who are not
likely to use the Cascade Road. There is no meason for tourists to divert down this road, and
this proposal can only add to the safety of the South Coast Highway. The majority of
Eastern States road trains uses the South Coast Highway because they cannot travel to Perth
from Cuolgardie on the Great Eastern Highway. I seek support from the Government to
initiate work on this road in the near future.
MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [9.13 pm]: When I heard the Governor's Address a couple of
weeks ago I was impressed by how similar it was to the Speech made last year, and how
similar our problems have been over that time. Undoubtedly the State is worse off than it
was last year, but the Government's approach to the problem is the same as that of last year.
In my contribution I shall refer to issues affecting our economy which are not in the public
arena.
It is a matter of concern that we constantly hear that the world is in recession, and that that is
the reason the Australian economy is down. The suggestion is made that all we can do is
wait until the world comes out of recession, at which time Australia will also come out of
recession. It is important that Australians do not foal themselves regarding where we stand
in the world at the moment.
A concerned constituent sent me a publication - for which I am grateful - called Asiaweec, of
which most members would be aware; it is a substantial publication printed in Hong Kong.
The early pages of the magazine contain a list of trading nations of the world. I will recite
the countries which have a negative growth in gross domestic product: Afghanistan, minus
2.2 per cent; Australia, minus 1.9 per cent; Canada, minus 1.5 per cent; Mongolia, minus
16 per cent; New Zealand, minus 2.8 per cent; Peru, minus 4.7 per cent; South Africa,
minus 0.9 per cent; the United Kingdom, minus 2.1 per cent; and the United States of
America, minus 0.7 per cent. Obviously, the last two economies are very important;
however, the point is that nations within our region are doing a great deal better than us.
Let us consider a few of those nations: Bangladesh has a gross domestic product growth of
3.5 per cent; Brunei has 4.5 per cent; Burma has 5.7 per cent; China has seven per cent; Fiji
has 5.5 per cent; Hong Kong has four per cent; India has 5.4 per cent; Japan has 4.5 per cent;
Laos has 9.1 per cent; Malaysia has 8.9 per cent; and the list goes on.
Mr Strickland: China will double its GDP by the year 2000.
Mr P.J. Smith: Most of the countries you mention have poor civil rights records. In that
time China will probably double its death rate.
Mr TRENORDEN: What do human rights have to do with this? This is typical of this
Goverrnent: It claims human rights have a lot to do with the gross domestic product! That
argument is typical of those which come from members to my left in this Chamber. The fact
is that our economy was put into recession by our illustrious Prime Minister, Mr Keating,
because when he was the Federal Treasurer he said that this was a recession we had to have.
Mr P.3. Smith: Many Liberal and National Party people said, "Yes, we had to have this
recession." You advocated it; the member should have a look at his Fightback package!
Mr TRENORDEN: What a load of rubbish! We must realise that within our region only
New Zealand and Australia have experienced a negative growth in GDP. Recently we have
seen the collapse of the Japanese stock market, and people are talking about a crisis in that
country, with its GDP falling from 4.5 per cent to approximately two per cent.
Let us also consider foreign debt. The listing in this magazine indicates that Australia has a
$101 billion foreign debt; however, Taiwan, which has a similar population of 20 million
people, compared with 17 million in Australia, has no foreign debt. What resources does
Taiwan have apart from the enterprise of its people? Absolutely nothing. That contains a
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fundamental message which must be picked up by Australians. We must also consider what
is happening to the demand for our commodities. Three: years ago, a troy ounce of gold was
worth $394. All of these figures are in US dollars. It is now worth $354.
Mr Lewis: I think it is about $340.
Mr TRBNORLDEN: These are February figures. It has gone dawn in recent days. Three
years ago, copper was worth $3 296 a tonne and in February was worth $2 206. Three years
ago aluminium was worth $1.12 a pound and in February it was 57g. Three years ago nickel
was worth $17 700 a tonne and it February it was worth $7 680. Interestingly for the
National Party, three years ago wool was worth $4.50 a pound and in February it was worth
$1.93. Again, interestingly for the National Patty, three years ago wheat was worth $4.39 a
bushel and in February it was worth $3.99. The list is more substantial than that. For the
information of the member for Pilbara, iron ore is not on that list because, in Hong Kong,
iron ore is not the issue that it is here. However, its price is going down from that of three
years ago. Unless Australians recognise the real position outlined by this magazine, we are
doomed to be the banana republic that Paul Keating spoke so fondly about a few years ago.
Mr P.J. Smith: He did not speak "fondly' about it. He said exactly what you are saying now.
Mr TRENORDEN: He did his best to create it. I wonder how, when he talks about "one
country", he spells "one".
Mr P.3. Smith: That is a racist comment.
Mr TRENORDEN: It is a banana republic comment. I relate one to the other. 'he point is,
this nation's outlook is very bleak. A million people are unemployed. We need to initiate
change and if we do not the past will repeat itself. There is a real danger that the Japanese
economy will take a dive from the 4.5 per cent growth rate quoted in this article to a two per
cent growth rate. What will that do to an economy that exports 50 per cent of its products to
Japan?
Mr C.J. Barnett: You will appreciate that, in Paul Keating's statement, he predicts a 4.5 per
cent growth rate for the Australian economy next year.
Mr TRENORDEN: He has never picked a correct figure in his life and that figure is not
correct either. He has a perfect record at being wrong.
What will happen to our economy if the country which buys 50 per cent of our exports
decides that those commodity prices have to reduce further because it does not want as much
of them and it does not want to continue paying those prices for them? The obvious answer
is that this nation is looking at another recession. Our recovery is very brittle and, unless
Western Australians realise that they are sailing close to the wind, they are doomed.
This magazine refers to population figures and so forth. However, Mnother statistic that is
important is the prime percentage interest rate. Two years ago, the Hong Kong rate was
10 per cent and it is now 8.5 per cent. Two years ago the rate in Sydney was 20.5 per cent
and it is now 12.5 per cent. The only cities listed above Sydney are Manila with 27 per cent,
Bangkok with 14 per cent, Jakarta with 27 per cent and Bombay with 16.5 per cent. The
interest rates in Hong Kong, Singapore, Seoul, Taipei. Zurich, Tokyo, London and New York
are well under ours.
Mr Minsan: What was Jakarta's?
Mr TRENORDEN: The current interest rate in Jakarta is 27 per cent according to the
magazine. Last week, the interest rate in Bangkok was 14 per cent, and six months ago it
was 16.5 per cent when ours was 15.5 per cent. However, two years ago, the Bangkok
interest rate was 13.5 per cent when ours was 20.5 per cent. Our input costs to try to
compete with other countries to which we are trying to sell the commodity products to which
I referred a few moments ago are making our position worse on a daily basis. If we do not
realise that that is our problem, we are indeed in trouble.
I have a couple of statistics relating to productivity to put things in perspective. Australian
miners are 29 per cent more efficient than United States miners and Australian farmers are
51 per cent more efficient than farmers in the USA. However, US manufacturers are 280 per
cent more efficient than Australian manufacturers. Recently, the Prime Minister said that
inefficiencies in manufacturing have to be propped up. All of a sudden, because of a by-
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election in the middle of Melbourne, that inefficiency has to be propped up at the expense of
the mining and fanning industries. Those industries have already made their efficiency gains
through pain, blood, sweat and tears. However, the manufacturing industry will not have to
make those gains because of an election for the Federal seat of Wills, if we do not realise
what drives this nation and get out and get involved in the changes that ame needed we are
doomed.
Some months ago, I wrote to the Leader of the Federal Opposition, Dr Hewsan suggesting
that we should have a venture capital system in Australia. I do not want to spend hours
discussing it, but, if someone in our system wished to set up a business, he would approach a
bank, the bank would look at his equity situation and, if it was all to its liking, it would give
him a loan. If it was not, the bank would not. That is the system as we know it. This nation
produces three per cent of the marketable ideas of the world but only 0.25 per cent are
actually set up in Australia. The rest get a start elsewhere in the world. Part of the reason for
that is the lack of venture capital. The British venture capital association lends huge amounts
of money to industry and creates many industries and many jobs. If I approached a venture
capital company in the UK, it would not give me a loan on which I have to pay principal and
capital repayments; it would take an equity position in the project. Therefore, if!I had an idea
or a commodity. I would approach a venture capital company and it would take
approximately 30 per cent of the holding and provide me with the capital on which there
would be no capital or principal repayments. We should all understand how cheap it is for
people to get off the pround in that situation. The only negative for people who take money
in a venture capital company is that somebody else is involved in the company. However,
one of the main reasons for business failures in this country is that the people with the ideas
are not always the people who are good at running businesses; in fact, they are often poor at
running businesses. Therefore, having someone who will supply the marketing ideas and
control the cheque book goes a long way towards making the business viable. The company
supplies all sorts of information that is not readily available at no cost.
As soon as their businesses expand, they sell out to the original principal or to a shame market
equity position. The venture capital company makes a profit from those sales. Twenty per
cent of those companies in Great Britain are very successful, 20 per cent fail and the
remaining 60 per cent are average. This system ran very smoothly during the 1987 stock
market crash and it did not affect the venture capital arrangements. If we are to get into these
world markets it is important that Australia finds a way in which individuals can cheaply get
into export and value added industries. If we do not do that, Australia is doomed. We have
only a handful of industries in this country which we do well and I have referred to mining
and agriculture earlier in this debate. To talk about having a manufacturing base in this
country is pie in the sky and it will not occur within two decades. To pursue that for the sake
of a few votes and to pull down the blinds so that the rest of Australia cannot see the truth is
not a responsible attitude to be adopted by the Federal Government. We must deliver to
Australians what is good for them and what will assist them in the future.
To argue that Australia is the clever country is ludicrous. It cannot be proved that Australia
is smarter than the Taiwanese, the Japanese, the English or the Europeans. Being smarter is
about capital input and being up to date with technology and we are not doing these things.
It is not likely that the Australian economy will be smarter than that of other countries. I
suggest that Australia should urgently consider introducing a venture capital industry. It is
not a matter of our saying that the banking industry is not dealing with Australians properly.
As I have already explained, a venture capital industry is a totally different prospect fro~m a
standard bank.
To relate what I have been saying to what is happening in this State I will highlight what this
Governent is doing on Anzac Day, which is a public holiday and on which, therefore,
businesses will be closed. Anzac Day falls on a Saturday this year and the proprietors of
businesses will pay their employees for not working that day. However, this Government
has decided that the following Monday, which has been declared a public holiday for public
servants, will not be a normal trading day. Therefore, if a business trades on that day the
employer must pay his employees two and a half time their salary for the privilege of
opening his door. To many people it is not a privilege. If an employer operates a business in
a shopping centre and it is stated in his lease that he must open his dooms when the major
businesses in the centre open, he has no alternative but to trade and pay his employees two
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and a half times their salary. Remember, he must also pay his employees for not working on
Saturday. It is incredible that the Government should adopt that position. It runs against
total economic logic. This Government should be condemned for burying its head in the
sand. Many of these businesses are struggling to keep their doors open because they are
paying interest rates which are much higher than those their counterparts are paying in other
pants of the world.
We have heard a great deal about the Government's Advantage WA package during the lead
up to the Ashburton by-election. I must say the package does not excite me. I can see no
difference between that package and the package which the Government intaoduced last year.
The package states that any person wishing to open a business in the city is eligible for a
10 per cent reduction in costs and in the country he is eligible for a 15 per cent reduction in
costs. I have been writing letters for a month now to find out what that means and I have not
been successful. No-one can tell me how it will be applied. It is most likely a cruel piece of
rhetoric, which is common from this Government.
I refer to a couple of issues in my electorate which have got under my skn. One of my
constituents who is self employed appeared before the court for two and a half days and he
was paid $100. He was told that if he wanted more than that he had to prove to the court that
he lost business during those two and a half days. He is a one man band and he does his own
quotes and undertakes the work required. It is impossible to prove what work he lost and
when he argued his case he was told that the court did not have to pay him the $100. A wage
earnier is paid for lost wages, but if an individual works for himself he is discriminated
against. That is an appalling situation This person is fully reliant on his business. He was
told that the court was being generous and it could have paid him $25. It was a laughable
situation which should be rectified quickly.
Recently the Minister for Agriculture withdrew $50 000 from the funding set aside for
agricultural societies. These societies are run by volunteer groups of people who work hard
and they are constantly involved with environmental issues, including soil degradation, salt
affected country and other agricultural issues. I understand that $50 000 is what it costs to
run these societies for one month, which is equivalent to the amount being spent to keep the
brewery in its current state of disrepair. The country people are angry about this decision of
the Government's and the Government deserves the rebuttal it will get from them. I am also
concerned about award based superannuation which is largely driven by the union
movement. If the people who work on a casual basis have paid on their behalf up to $120 a
year into their award based superannuation account it is eaten up in administration costs.
There is no superannuation entitlement in the fund for those people. Many people work for
only short periods in different industries and, therefore, the small amount which goes into
various superannuation funds on their behalf is quickly eaten up by management fees. Until
an individual's superannuation account reaches a minimum level at which there will be a
positive entitlement to the employee, employers should not be required to forward any
contribution to the fund because it will be of no benefit to the employee. Also, it is an
additional cost on the industry.
A constituent of mine who lives in Wundowie received a notice that he had been caught by a
Multanova. unit operating in Perth. He travelled to the East Perth traffic office, where he
found that the photograph was not of him or his car, and that the vehicle in the photograph
bore no resemblance to his car. We have all heard many stories in this vein. I recall a story
which appeared in The Advertiser in Adelaide to the effect that the Multanova had registered
a lamppost travelling at 73 kilometres an hour. On that basis I am not surprised at the
mistake which occurred involving my constituent. He took a day off work to travel to Perth,
only to discover at the East Perth traffic office that an error had been made. What did he get
from the police? He did not receive even an apology, and he certainly did not receive any
recompense for his lost time and money. I think the police are pushing this issue too far. If
they cannot be sure that the individual to whom they are sending an infringement notice is
the correct individual, they should not send a notice at all. I am sure all members are aware
of the cases which have been reported in the Press. One involved a bitumen carrier which
could travel at a maximum speed of five kilometres an hour and was registered by the
machine as travelling at 70 kilometres; an hour. It is a ridiculous situation and it arises far too
often.
I am concerned about another problem involving Austudy. The Cyril Jackson Senior High
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School accepts students who are repeating their year 12 studies. On numerous occasions
those students have come from a country school or another school and, having applied for
Auscudy, they are refused assistance on the basis that the subjects for which they are enrolled
are available at their original high schools. However, it may be that the grid of the original
school does not meet their study requirements or those of the tertiar-y institution they wish to
enter. It is an appalling situation which has serious repercussions for parents and students.
That is an illustration of the crazy bureaucracy in this nation. I would like to cover many
other issues, but I have time only to reiterate that I hope all politicians in this State and in this
nation will take some notice and will tell Australians how serious our current situation is.
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley) [9.43 pm]: In this Address-in-Reply debate 1, likewise, will
bring some matters of serious concern to the attention of members. A small business person
wrote to me last December and raised the issue of what he regards as legalised theft. It is a
situation with which we are all familiar: A small business person supplies goods and
products to one of his customers. Unfortunately that customer goes into liquidation before
paying the supplier for the goods. The liquidator rounds up all the stock on the shelves, in
the storeroom or wherever it is located, and it then becomes part of the assets supposedly
belonging to the person who has gone into liquidation. The small business person has not
been paid for the goods and when the goods are auctioned he, as an unsecured creditor, rarely
receives any funds in payment of parr or all of the outstanding invoices. In some instances a
supplier can insert a Romalpa clause which states that the products remain the property of the
seller until payment is received in full. The validity of the clause has been tested in the
Eastern States on a couple of occasions. Although it has been in existence for almost 18
years, and has been working during that period, one of the test cases in the Eastrm States has
resulted in the decision that the clause in itself may not be sufficient and that a separate
contract signed by each of the directors who purchases the goods, acknowledging the
existence of the clause on the invoice, may be required. The decision of small business
people to test the validity of this clause in Western Australia. will depend to a large extent on
the cost, and that will be enormous. They regard this practice as legalised theft because in
the process of a liquidation the original supplier, whose goods have not been paid for yet are
taken over by the liquidator, is out of pocket. Often the multiplier effect comes into action
because he may not have paid for the goods himself and that may lead to further problems
for him. We are all aware of the increasing number of bankruptcies, and this is one factor
that we might address and try to overcome.
The Corporations Law is now in operation and the Australian Securities Commission is the
body responsible for enforcing that legislation. Sections 474 and 477 of the Corporatons
Law provide that when a liquidator has been appointed the property that vests with hime or
her is all the property to which the company is or appears to be entitled. If a creditor claims
that certain property should not be vested in the liquidator because it is not legally the
property of the company - that is, it is subject to a Romalpa clause - that creditor may
negotiate with the liquidator to retrieve the property. However, the liquidator has discretion
as to whether to uphold the claim. That discretion tends to weigh most unfavourably with
the unsecured creditors, most of whom ae small business people. The secured creditors are
usually banks with overdraft facilities or other groups involving hire purchase contracts for
buildings, vehicles and the like. Often large companies will supply goods only on a bank
guarantee or directors' guarantee. The small business people do nor usually insist on those
terms. They usually take the risk basically because they need the turnover. That risk is
proving to be a heavy one, and it is resulting in many people not being able to honour their
own commitments.
In 1988 the Australian Law Reform Commission reported on general insolvency and it stated
that a system of registration of retention of title clause - something like the Romalpa clause -
was needed in Australia. This register would strengthen what is regarded as the otherwise
vulnerable position of the unsecured creditor. We have seen an enormous number of
bankruptcies and liquidations, some of which may have occurred through that multiplier
effect of unsecured creditor not being paid for gools they have supplied. Such people have
a right to get their goods back. The liquidator should have a discretion to do this. If a
register of titles were established it would remove that discretion and enable unsecured
creditors who had not been paid for their goods to get them back or be treated as a much
more secure creditor. Even though we have relinquished power over companies in this State,
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we should put pressure on the Federal Government and the Australian Securities
Commission to take the recommendations of the Australian Law Reform Commission on
board and establish a register so that unsecured creditors are given a little better security and
at the very least are able to get their goods back if they have not been paid for them.
Another serious matter is the lack of residential accommodation for children with severe
intellectual disabilities. This relates to residential accommodation for families that have high
support needs and whose children are living at home. A myriad agencies provide such
families with support programs. I suppose that is where the problem starts. Statistics show
that people who are in absolute desperation and have agencies coming in are now using what
used to be in home respite care as regular respite care. Their home is then no longer a home.
For instance, at 7.15 am these people have a stranger in their house. Other children must
relish that stranger being in the house because their presence prohibits the family from being
a family and a parent perhaps yelling at a child such things as. "Get your teeth done" or "Get
your shoes on" or asking. "Have you got your bag ready? Have you got your library book?"
People tend to bite their tongues and not say those things when there is a stranger in the
house.
A case drawn to my attention was that of a carer arriving at a home at 7.15 am and starting to
feed a child who had severe intellectual disability. The mother of the child, who was
supposed to be receiving respite, was making the carer a cup of tea and trying to deal with
idle chatter. The whole idea of respite care is to give such mothers the respite they need.
The policy seems to be to provide residential accommodation as a last resort and that
children's residential services are the least preferred option. That is the approach not just in
Western Australia but all over Australia. That change has occurred over the past 10 years.
We may now need to rethink our policy on out of home placement for children who have
severe intellectual disabilities and high support needs.
I will give a couple of instances of families similar to many families in Western Australia
and around Australia. The first instance involves frustration, anxiety, tension and depression
being exacerbated by a myriad agencies providing consistent in borne care. The people
providing such care are well qualified and well meaning. However, they tend to aggravate
stress and pressure rather than alleviate it on the carer. I will describe the circumstances
involving one child to give members an idea of the pressures that these families are under. in
one family the child is not toilet trained, is non verbal, has few communication skills, has
epilepsy, is a compulsive eater requiring constant supervision, has no leisure skills and poor
coordination and finds play perplexing. Mobility is also a problem. This picture describe a
wide range of different types of syndromes, not just one particular syndrome. The parent
states -

If I were to tell you about the number of toiletting accidents we have daily, or
describe to you the best way to clean faeces from your newly laid carpet, or from the
lounge suite you would nod your head, and say now I know what she means. How
many of you strip your child's bed daily, and wash all the bedding - not just the
bottom sheet, but the sheets and blankets on top as well ...
... She wanders aimlessly around in constant motion because if she stands still she
falls over. We use a wheelchair to go shopping, or on other outings but it is not
required at school or at home other than to immobilize her when I have had enough of
picking up things in her wake that she has left behind her or while I sit to have a cup
of tea. Keeping her occupied is one of my hardest tasks, and when bored,. . . swipes
the books off the bookshelf, the laundry out of the ironing basket, the toys out of the
toybox, and any other item that is within reach ends up on the floor. While I am
picking up at one end of the room she is venting destruction at the other. . ..
Our television and video have required repair on many occasions, and the video has
been replaced after a particular episode rendered it irreparable.

These people also replaced a wall unit with more suitable furniture. They got a regular
booking for in home respite through HACC funding on alternate Thursday afternoons after
schools from 3.00 pmn to 6.00 pm. The lady wrote an article after having a mental breakdown
thre years prior to writing the article I have just read, and when she was about to receive the
HACC funding. She stated -
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I would like to finish on a positive note by stating that without the HACC Programme
we would most likely have had ... placed in an institutional setting - for term
placement or long term extended care. It has enabled us to provide for our other
children a semblance of family life, if only on occasion, and for my husband and
myself a social life of sorts which was not accessible pre HACC.

That was written when the child was aged 10 years. Between two and a half and three years
later the same parent was yelling in desperation that she could not cope any more. The
number of people coming in for in home respite care and for access to the out of home
respite care is damaging the family and causing it disruption. It could possibly cause a
marital breakdown. Itris causing the older child to have problems. She says, 'Hey, I am also
a person in this family." The youngest child in the family has become so independent that it
does not need its mother to help it in most tasks that a normal child of that age would have its
mother do. The picture I am trying to paint is one of absolute frustration with the system
when a child who has severe intellectual disability and needs high support reaches a
particular age and the family can no longer cope.
That policy changed about eight to 10 years ago, when long term accommodation was
regarded as a measure of last resort. It is perhaps only now, when families have gone
through the system of in home respite care and have received additional supports, either in
home or out of home, that it is time to re-evaluate that policy. I have visited this family on
several occasions, and I do not think any of us can understand the severe strain that was
being placed on that family. It is to the family's credit that the end result is that the child is
now in long term care. That resulted from the fact that that would be far more beneficial for
that child than keeping her in a restricted place.
Some of the problems that faced this family were that there had to be bars to stop that child
from getting into the kitchen because she was a compulsive eater and would eat anything that
she could get her hands on, whether that was out of the refrigerator or out of the rubbish bin.
There was no way that she could be allowed access to the toilet. She had to be constantly
constrained when she went to bed because as a result of her syndrome she was unable to
adopt regular sleeping habits. There were occasions when she was constrained in her bed but
would get up in the bed and drag it across the room just to get to her chest of drawers to see
how many clothes she could scuff into one drawer, and once she had tired of that activity she
would proceed to see how far the clothes could be strewn out all over the floor. Therefore,
there was constant pressure and demand on the other siblings and on the husband and
caregiver in the family, who for 13 years had been at the beck and call and whim of a child
who was almost twice the normal weight for her age. That imposed a huge strain on the
family in lifting her out of the pool and the bath and in and out of her wheelchair.
There are families in Western Australia which are at desperation point and saying, "We thank
you for that in home respite care, and whereas that may have been appropriate at a particular
time, there will be times when the needs of the family change, particularly as the child gets
older, and where will the care and accommodation be when the child reaches adult age and is
severely intellectually disabled?" We need to re-evaluate this policy. I refer to another quote
from the Parent Yokce magazine, which is headed '"Who Has The Power? Service Providers
or People With Disabilities?" It states -

When one thinks about it, who really has the power over our life, work, money and
accommodation? It's not difficult to answer this quesion. .. people in
Administration again!

Therefore, it is up to us to determine when the policy is no longer appropriate for the
circumstances, or for the individuals or families whom we are trying to support. Abraham
Lincoln stated about governments that -

The legitimate object of government is to do for a community of people whatever
they need to have done, but cannot do at all in their separate and individual
capacities.

A resolution by the National Council on Intellectual Disability states -
That the Western Australian government fulfils its responsibility to provide service
options for children with severe disabilities, which are family responsive and
directed, when in-home and out-of-home respite no longer meets the needs of the
family.
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The time has come to rethink the policy on out of home placement for children who have
high support needs and who are severely intellectually disabled.
I turn now to graffiti. In the Kingsley electorate, and I am sure also in the electorates of
other members in this House, graffiti is hitting not only local council buildings and the public
buildings of the State Government and perhaps even of the Federal Government, but also the
homes of private individuals. Some of the homes on the major roads in the Kingsley
electorate have well constructed and expensive brick walls, which have recently become the
target of this type of vandalism which some of the youths in the Kingsley electorate believe
they have a right to place on other people's property.
Mr Court: You do not see a lot of graffiti in Singapore.
Mrs EDWARDES: No. Perhaps it comes down to the fact that we as a community are not
identifying the perpetrators of this vandalism. It is a very simple exercise to identify them,
but we obviously do not place that forn of vandalism very high on our list of crimes.
However, it is very important to a person who has to spend a lot of money to remove the
graffiti from his home, and to local councils who have to spend ratepayers' money to remove
graffiti from their buildings and may even go to the point, as the City of Wanneroo has done,
of using graffiti resistant paint which makes it easier to remove graffiti, although it will not
stop graffiti from going onto the walls. Graffiti is a serious crime, and we need to treat it as
such and to identify the perpetrators and go out of our way to ensure that they are given
community service orders. One of the most appropriate community service orders for the
perpetrators of this type of vandalism is to get them to clean it off. A few months ago, the
police at the Warwick Police Station caught a couple of youths committing this type of
vandalism, and, in conjunction with the City of Wanneroo, required those youths to clean off
the graffiti. However, that happens in only a small number of instances, and until the graffiti
is removed, the youths are happy because they have made their mark, which is exactly what
they want to achieve.
I need only talk to the youth workers in my electorate for them to identify quickly the youths
who are perpetrating this type of vandalism. On one occasion, an elderly couple had graffiti
put on their fence, and I said to one of the social workers, "I do not want to know the name of
the youths but can you find out who they were? This is the address of the property where the
graffiti occurred." Within 24 hours, those youths had removed all the graffiti. Therefore, it
can be done, but we must exercise our mind to ensure that the perpetrators are caught and
have a little more respect for other people's property by being forced to remove their graffiti.
Another thing that is being done successfully in the western side of Wannenoo in Padbury,
and also in Gosnells in the south, are aerosol art workshops. That allows these juveniles to
express their artistic talent, which some of them have, in a safe and legal environment. It
also encourages them within their peer structure to start having ownership of some of the
susceptible buildings they use as murals, such as bus stops and underpasses and, in the
Kingsley electorate, the little green pump stations. I do not think there is a single inch of
green pump station free of graffiti in Kingsley. I repeat that some of these youths do have
talent. Several years ago, through the Wanneroo Community Arts Council, we received a
grant to hold a workshop for graffiti artists. Six of those who came on that occasion and
worked with an artist are now running a very successful business selling their graffiti to
businesses which want walls painted or other projects carried out.
Mr Court: I thought you were going to say that they painted it at night and removed it the
next day. The point you make about graffiti is very true. I saw some new trains introduced
in Melbourne which had been vandalised with graffiti, If we bring new trains in here, the
same thing will happen.
Mr Pearce: I do not suppose you see them in Nediiands, but we have already brought in new
trains here. They are very nice.
Mr Court: If they are vandalised like that I think we need very severe penalties to stop it. In
Singapore and Hong Kong there is no graffiti on public buildings or trains.
Mrs EDWARDES: In Sydney the graffiti on the trains puts people off travelling in them.
Another concern - which I have raised with the Minister for Transport by letter but have not
yet received a reply, although I am sure it is not because of lack of interest on her part - is
that the youths in the northern suburbs have split up the railway stations between them. flat
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is, each gang of graffiti artists has targeted a particular station to use when the northern
suburbs railway begins operating. This is common knowledge out our way. Therefore,
unless special graffiti resistant paint is included in the building specifications for the railway
stations, we willi have very ugly stations not very long after the northern suburbs railway line
begins operating. I have asked the Minister for Transport to ensure that that paint is included
ini the building specifications, because although it will not stop graffiti appearing on the
buildings it will lessen the cost of removing it at a later date and will make it far easier to
remove. Graffiti resistant paint is far mome costly than ordinary paint at the time of
application but it allows the use of a cheaper type of brick, which offsets some of die cost,
and in the longer term all of the costs sre recouped because the building is more resistant to
graffiti.
I believe all public buildings, whether local or State, should have graffiti removed
immediately. If it is continually removed the youths tend 10 lose interest in it. For example,
on bridges across the Mitchell Freeway - for which the Main Roads Department is probably
responsible - graffiti stays there for months at a time. That is not due to non-reporting of the
graffiti but merely to the fact that the department does not seem to get around to removing it.
The immediate removal of graffiti from public buildings is something else we must put into
practice.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Graham.

House adjourned at 10.14 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

TRUCK MECHANICS - TAPE PRE-APPRENTICESHIP COURSES
Career Opportunities

4. Mr KIERATh to the Minister representing the Minister for Employment and
Training:
(1) (a) How many pry-apprenticeship places are available through Technical

and Further Education for the occupation of truck mechanic;
(b) at what colleges are these courses available?

(2) Is the main source of truck mechanics through Transperth, a Government
agency?

(3) What options are available to a young person seeking an apprenticeship as a
truck mechanic who misses out on the Transperth intake?

(4) Considering that tourism is a growing industry, and coaches are an essential
part of that industry, and therefore the mechanical maintenance of those
coaches is essential, what programmes has the Minister considered to provide
suitable opportunities for young people interested in a carver as a truck or bus
mechanic?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply -

(1) (a) There are no pre-apprenticeship places specifically for the
occupation of truck mechanic. There axe, however, currently,
1 991 pre-apprentices studying an automotive pre-
apprenticeship course in TAPE colleges in Western Australia.
This course Provides the first year of the apprenticeship course
in either heavy duty or light duty automotive. Apprentices in
both streams have a common first year.

(b) These automotive pre-apprentices are studying at TAPE
campuses at Bunbury, Albany, Geraldton, Collie, Midland,
Fremantle, Carlisle and Thiomlie.

(2) Heavy duty automotive apprentices come from a variety of employers,
both Government and non-Governiment. At present there are 157
heavy duty automotive apprentices, and only 26 of these arm employed
by Transperth. Ninety are employed by private firms, and the rest
come from other Government agencies - local, State and
Commonwealth.

(3) Young people who miss out on the Transperth intake can apply to
other employers, both Government and private.

(4) As indicated in the answer above, there are opportunities available in
many parts of the State to commence training as a bus or truck
mechanic through the automotive heavy duty apprenticeship.
However, because of the intensive resource implications of this
program, the final stages can be completed only at the Thornlie TAPE
campus.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION - TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS
Errors and Alterations Prevention Measures - Crosschecking System

7. Mr ICIERATH to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:
(1) With respect to transcripts of proceedings in the Industrial Relations

Commission, what specific measures have been implemented to prevent errors
and attentions?

(2) (a) Does a crosschecking system exist;
(b) if not, why not?
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(3) If no crosschecking system exists, what action can an individual take to
establish the authenticity of a transcript?

(4) What action will the Minister take if the contract firm which records the
transcripts is -

(a) in error with a transcript;
(b) in error with the same transcript on more than one occasion?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:
(1) Transcript is produced for the Western Australian Industrial Relations

Commission by Spark and Cannon as part of the contract for Government
generally for that service. That contract requires that transcript production is
to the highest level of accuracy taking into account the physical circumstances
of sound recording of proceedings. Sound tapes are retained by the
contractors for 12 months and are available to be referred to if the need arises.
This contractual arrangement works well for the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission and provides accuracy and security of recording of
proceedings to the commission's satisfaction.

(2) Yes. The original recording in the courts is done on two separate systems
which provides the original and the backup tape. Transcripts are typed from
the original tape and checked by a supervisor, the backup tape is kept for
12 months. The backup tape is available if parties wish to check the sound
recording against the hard copy of transcript.

(3) As set out in (2) above, parties can check the sound recording against the hard
copy transcript. If errors exist they will be corrected.

(4) The occurrence of errors in transcript is of concern to the commission and to
me and serious reoccurring incidences will be brought to the attention of the
Crown Law Department who are responsible for the contract. One error in
transcript has been corrected and new transcript produced. This isolated
occurrence demonstrated that the backup tape arrangements axe invaluable as
a means of enabling the parties involved to check the sound recording against
the hard copy transcript. There has not been any occurrence where an error
has not been corrected.

SCHOOLS - TERTIARY ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS 1991
Student Statistics - Mean and Range of Scores

10. Mr KIERATH to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) How many students at each school - Government and non-Government - sat

the Tertiary Entrance Examination in 1991?
(2) For each school how many students achieved TEE scores between -

(a) 150-200;
(b) 200-250;
(c) 250-300;
(d) 300-350;
(e) 350-400;
(f) 400-450;
(g) 450-500;

(h) .500+
(3) What were the mean and range TEE scores for each school?
(4) (a) Did any schools show an outstanding aggregate performance-

corrected for school numbers - in any subject area;
(b) if so, what were the subjects and schools?

(5) As this is the first TEE year for unit curriculum students -
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(a) what were the mean and range internal assessment scores for year 11
students in -

(i) 1990;
(ii) 1991;

(b) what were the mean and range of chose scores for year I I students in
1991 in unit curriculum and non-unit curriculum schools respectively?

Dr GALLOP rekied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

()()The Second Education Authority, acting in the interests of
Government and non-Government school sector has always been firm
in the view that publication of information of this type in isolation
from ocher relevant information, could lead to misinterpretation in
various quarters and would be harmful to the operation of Government
and non-Government schools. I concur with this view and I am not
prepared to direct the authority to compile such information.

(5) Internal assessment scores are not collected for year 11I students.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS - ONE-VOTE-ONE-VALUE POLICY
Canning Ciry Council's New Boundaries - Beeliar Ward 1991 Representation

1. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Local Government:
(1) In local government elections, is the Government committed to the policy of

one person - one vote - one value?
(2) As in the recently appointed new boundaries of the City of Canning, which

the Minister approved, the following percentages of the quota apply -

(a) Mason Ward 93.5 per cent,
(b) Bannister Ward 87.9 per cent;
(c) Beeliar Ward 118.5 per cent;
and in projections for the Year 2000, which have been cited as part of the
decision, the figures are -

(d) Mason Ward 87.8 per cent;
(e) Bannister Ward 109.1 per cent;
(f) Beeliar Ward 102.9 per cent;
is the representation of Beeliar in 199 1, with 27 -35 per cent more electors for
the same number of councillors as the other wards, fair and equitable for
residents of Riverton, Rossmoyne, Shelley and Willetton?

Mr D.L. SMITH1 replied:
(1) Yes, but as well as population, the Government has encouraged consideration

of communities of interest, geographical features and ocher factors in the
placement of local government ward boundaries.

(2) Yes, although a better appreciation of current ward representation may be
gained from consideration of the quota allocation -

Ward Quota Proposed Number of Counciors
(a) Mason 2.80 3
(b) Bannister 2.64 3
(c) Beeliar 3.56 3
Taking into consideration growth factors to the year 2 000, one proposed
projection could be -
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Ward Quota Proposed Number of Councillors
(a) Mason 3.52 4
(b) Bannister 4.36 4
(c) Beeliar 4.12 4
However, these figures will continue to be monitored and if the populations in
each ward do not more nearly approximate each other within six years, then a
further review of boundaries will take place.

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRAINING FUND -
EXEMPTIONS

State Energy Commission of Western Australia; Northern Railway - Levy Payments
Eligibility

13. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:
(1) Under the building and construction industry training fund legislation, have

exemptions been granted to -
(a) State Energy Commission of Western Australia;
(b) if so, why;
(c) the northern railway;
(d) if so, why?

(2) Has the Government abandoned its commitment to training?
(3) Does the Government intend to only require the private sector to pay the

BCITF levy?
(4) Should the BCITF levy be paid by Government departments to stawutory

authorities?
(5) (a) What other exemptions from BCITF have been granted;

(b) if so, to whom?
(6) What arm ihe reasons for granting these exemptions?
Mrs HENDERSON replied:

The Moinister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) (a) No.
(b) Not applicable.
(c) No.
(d) Not applicable.

(2) No. The Government's commitment to training is evidenced by the
number of initiatives which have been introduced this year to provide
an additional 4 000 full time equivalent training places in vocational
education and training institutions under the WA Vision of Excellence
strategy - WAVE - and with the assistance of special Commonwealth
funding. In addition, the Commonwealth and State Ministers for
employment recently announced a substantial assistance package to
enable out of trade apprentices to be re-indentured and to provide
supplementary funding to employers of apprentices.

(3) No. The levy is applicable to all pants of the building and construction
industry - private and public.

(4) The building and construction industry training fund levy is paid by all
eligible Government departments and statutory authorities.

(5) (a) Two cases of exemptions being panted exist; and
(b) the Appealathon home and the Rocky Bay Village

construction.
(6) The basis for granting these exemptions was that they were charitable

organisations.
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SCHOOLS - BALLAJURA PRIMARY
Enrolmenis - New School Construction Pk=n

16. Mr TUBBY to the Minster representing the Minister for Education-
(1) What is the current enrolment of the Baliajura Primary School?
(2) What are the anticipated enrolments at this school for -

(a) February 1993;
(b) February 1994?

(3) (a) Are theme plans for the construction of another school in this area;
(b) if so, when will it be opening;
(c) if not, why not?

Dr GALLO0P replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the folowing reply -
(1) 681 primary and 104 preprimary students.
(2) (a) 789 primary and 104 preprimnary students.

(b) 537 primary and 62 preprimary students - with a relief school
opening-

(3) (a) Yes.
(b) The new school has been listed as a high priority and subject to

the 1992-93 Budget will open in 1994.
(c) Not applicable.

BETTER CITIES PROGRAM - FEDERAL-STATE ALL.OCATIONS
Usage of Funds

22. Mr CiJ. BARNETT to the Minister for Housing:
(1) Under the Better Cities Program, what is the total level of funding brornt the

Commonwealth to Western Australia and to all other States and Territories for
each year of the program?

(2) How are the funds referred to in (1) to be used in Wester Australia for each
year of the program?

Mr McGINTY replied:
(1) Funding of up to $816 million to 30 June 1996 for the program has been

indicated by the Commonwealth. No division by States or by year has been
made at this stage. Total amounts and amount in any one year will he
determined by area strategies meeting the general criteria of the program,
estimated cash flow and projections for area strategies and the extent to which
strategies have been met in preceding years.

(2) Funding levels not known.

HOMES WEST - RENTAL HOUSING STOCK, 1990-91
Direct Costs For Operations and Mana gemems - Total Income

23. Mr CiJ. BARNETIT to the Minister for Housing:
(1) What were the direct costs - maintenance, renovations, rates, depreciation,

estate management. etc - and the average direct costs - cost per unit - to
Horneswesr of operating and managing the rental housing stock for 1990-91?

(2) What was the total income received by Homeawest from its rental housing
stock for 1990-91?

Mr McGIINTY replied:
(1) Operational costs - -direct -
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Administration 16 506 760
Interest expenses 14 378 592
Maintenance 19651 000
Estate Maintenance 3942 000
Renovationtimprove. 5 688 000
Rates 24488 000
Leases 207 040
Depreciation 17672507
Bad Debts 73000
Oilier Expenses 3720000
Total $106326899

(2) Income from rental housing stock for 1990-91 - $85 969 000
HOMIESWEST - HOUSING CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Commencements and Completions 1985-1992
24. Mr CS. BARNETT to die Minister for Housing:

(1) With respect to the Homeswest housing construction program, what is the
total number of new dwelling commencements and completions for each of
the Homeswest regions for the financial years -

(a) 1985-86;
(b) 1986-87;
(c) 1987-88;
(d) 1988-89;
(e) 1989-90;
(f) 1990-9?

(2) What is the planned number of commencements and completions for each
region for 1991-92?

Mr McGINT replied:
(1) Commencements Completions

(a) 1986 1379
(b) 723 1661
(C) 10D68 690
(d) 1017 922
(e) 1634 1409
M1 633 1 384
Note - Excludes spot purchase.

(2) 1991-92 Commencements Completions
North Metro - Mirrabooka 673 334
South West Metro - Fremantle 504 393
South East Metro - Cannington 472 196
Southern - Albany 42 37
South Western - Bunbury 69 46
Central - Merredin 36 60
North Central -Geraldton 70 51
North Western - South Hedland 55 26

1921 1143
Note - 1991-92 figures are based on December 1991 review.
KEYSTART HOME LOAN SCHEME - INTEREST RATES

New and Existing Home Loans
26. Mr CJ. BARNEIT to the Minister for Housing:

Whaz have been the interest rates charged on new and existing home loants
under the Keystart Home Loan Scheme since the inception of the scheme?
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Mr MoGINTY replied:
Year Interest Rawe Range
1989 17.1 - 15.1 percent
1990 16.7 -15.5Sper cent
1991 14.5 - 12.0 per cent
1992 11.0Oper cent.

INDUSTRIAL LANDS DEVELOPMENT AUTHiORITY - ANNUAL REPORT
TABLING DATE

Auditor Genera's Report
32. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Has the Auditor General pended the audit certificate applicable £o the
Industrial Lands Development Authority's annual report subject to inquiry
and determination of discrepancies between the price paid for land from other
Goverment agencies as directed by Government against valuations as
required to be determined by the Valuer General under the Act?

(2) When is it expected that die Auditor General's report on the financial
statement of ILDA will1 be made?

(3) When is it expected that the annual report of ILDA will be tabled in the
Parliament?

Mr D.. SMITH replied:
(1) The Auditor General has issued an interim opinion applicable to the Industrial

Lands Development Authority's 1990-91 annual report and is inquiring into
the pricing of a parcel of land at Kwinana Beach transferred from die
Fremantle Pant Authority to ILDA during 1990.

(2) The Auditor General's final opinion on ILDA's 1990-91 annual report will be
issued following completion of the above inquiry. The director in charge of
this audit met with ILDA's CEO on 17 March 1992 to discuss his findings.

(3) In accordance with section 69 of the Financial Administration and Audit Act,
ILDA's 1990-91 annual report will be tabled in Parliament within 21 days of
the issue of the Auditor General's final opinion.

UNEMPLOYMENT - PLANTAGENET SHIRE
38. Mr HOUSE to the Minister representing die Minister for Employment and

Training:
For each of the months January 1991, June 1991 and January 1992, what is
the rate of unemployment in the Shire of Plantagenet in each of the following
age and sex groups -

(a) Male -

(i) 16 - 18 years;
(ii) 18 -20years;
(iii) 20 - 25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 -40years;
(vi) 40-S50 years;
(vii) 50 -60 years;
(viii) 60 -70 years;
(ix) 70 and over?

(b) Female -
(i) 16 - 18 years;
(ii) 18 -20 years;
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(ill) 20-Z25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 -40 years;
(vi) 40 - 50 years;
(vii) 50- 60 years;
(viii) 60 -70 years;
(ix) 70 and over?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply-

The unemployment rates by shire are not published by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics in the above format and are therefore no:
available.

UNEMPLOYMENT - DENMARK SHIRE
39. Mr HOUSE to the Minister representing the Minister for Employment and

Training:
For each of the months January 1991, June 1991 and January 1992, what is
the rate of unemployment in the Shire of Denmark in each of the following
age and sex groups -

(a) Male -

(1) 16 - 18 years;
(ii) 18 - 20 years;
(iii) 20 - 25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 -40 years;
(vi) 40 - 50 years;
(vii) 50 -60 years;
(viii) 60 -70 years;
(ix) 70 and over?

(b) Female -

(i) 16 - 18 years;
(ii) 18 -20 years;
(iii) 20 -25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 - 40 years;
(vi) 40 - 50years;
(vii) 50 -60years;
(viii) 60 - 70 years,
(ix) 70 and over?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply -

The unemployment races by shire, are no: published by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics in the above format and ar therefore not
available.
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UNEMPLOYMENT - ALBANY TOWN
40. Mr HOUSE to the Minister representing the Minister for Employment and

Training:
For each of the months January 1991, June 1991 and January 1992, what is
the irate of unemployment in the Town of Albany in each of the following age
and sex groups -

(a) Male -

(i) 16 -l18years;
(ii) 18 -20 years;
(iii) 20 - 25 year;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 -40 years;
(vi) 40 - 50years;
(vii) 50 - 60 years;
(viii) 60 - 70 years;
(ix) 70 and over?

(b) Female -

(1) 16 - 18 years;
(ii) 18 - 20 years;
(iii) 20 - 25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 - 40 years;
(vi) 40 - 50years;
(vii) 50 -60 years;
(viii) 60 - 70 years;
(ix) 70 and over?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply -

The unemployment rates by shirr. are not published by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics in the above format and are therefore not
available.
UNEMPLOYMENT - TAMEBELLIJP SHIRE

41. Mr HOUSE to die Minister representing the Minister for Employment and
Training:

For each of die months January 1991, June 1991 and January 1992, what is
the rate of unemployment in the Shire of Tambellup in ec~h of the following
age and sex groups -

(a) Male -

(i) 16 -18 years;
(ii) 18 - 20 years;
(iii) 20 -25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 -40years;
(vi) 40-S50 years;
(vii) 50-W60years;
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(viii) 60 - 70 years;
(ix) 70 and over?

(b) Female -
(W 16- 18 years;
(ii) 18- 20 years;
(iii) 20 -25 years-,

(iv) 25 -30 years;
(v) 30 - 40 years;
NOi 40 - 50 years;
(vii) 5O -60 years;
(viii) 60 - 70 years;
(ix) 70 and over?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided die following reply -

The unemployment rates by shire are not published by the Ausnhjian Bureau
of Statistics in the above formnat and are therefore not available.

UNEMPLOYMENT - CRANBROOK SHIRE
42. Mr HOUSE to the Minister representing the Minister for Employment and

Training:
For each of the months January 1991, June 1991 and January 1992, what is
the rate of unemployment in the Shire of Cranbrook in each of the following
age and sex groups -
(a) Male -

(i) 16 -lISyears;
(ii) 18 -20years;
(iii) 20 - 25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 - 40 years;
(vi) 40 - 50 years;
(vii) 50 - 60 years;
(viii) 60 - 70 years;
(ix). 70 and over?

(b) Female -

(i) 16 - 18 years;
(ii) 18 -20 years;
(iii) 20 -25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 -40 years;
(vi) 40-S50 years;
(vii) 50 - 60 years;
(viii) -60 -70oyears;
(ix.) 70 and over?
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Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply -

The unemployment rates by shire are not published by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics in the above format and are therefore not available.

UNEMPLOYMENT - ALBANY SHIRE
43. Mr HOUSE to the Minister representing the Minister for Employment and

Training:
For each of the months January 1991, June 1991 and January 1992, what is
the rate of unemployment in the Shire of Albany in each of the following age
and sex groups -

(a) Male -
(i) 16 -18 years;
(ii) 18 - 20 years;
(iii) 20 - 25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 - 40 years;
(vi) 40 -50 years;
(vii) 50 - 60 years:
(viii) 60 - 70 years;
(ix) 70 and over?

(b) Female -

(i) 16 - 18 years:
(ii) 18- 20 years;
(iii) 20 - 25 years;
(iv) 25 - 30 years;
(v) 30 - 40 years;
(vi) 40 -50 years;
(vii) 50 - 60 years;
(viii) 60 - 70 years;
(ix) 70 and over?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply -
The unemployment rates by shire are not published by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics in the above format and are therefore not available.

LEGAL AID COMMISSION OF WA - ALBANY
Office Establishment Funding, 1992 -1993 Budge: - Legal Aid Applications, 1991

44. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Justice:
(1) Will funding for the establishment of a legal aid office in Albany be

forthcoming in the 1992-93 State Budget?
(2) If so, how much funding will be allocated?
(3) If not, why not?
(4) In the advent of no funding for the establishment of a legal aid office in

Albany, will the Minister undertake to provide funding in the 1992-93 State
Budget to provide for Albany to be included in the circuit work of one of the
Legal Aid Commission's offices?
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*(5)
(6)

If not, why not?
In 1991, how many applications were made for legal aid in the Albany
region -

(a) Shires of -
(i) Albany;
(ii) Plantagenet;

(iii) Denmark;
(iv) Tarnbellup;
(v) Cranbwook;

(b) Town of Albany;
through the local private practitioners based in the region?

(7) Of the above applications -

(a) how many were approved,
(b) bow many were declined?

(8) Of the above approved applications, what was their total cost to legal aid?
(9) Of the above approved applications, what was the average cost per application

co legal aid?
Mr DiL. SMITH replied:
(10)-5)

Legal Aid Commission funding is subject to an agreement between the
Commonwealth and the State. Determination of funding priorities is a matter
for the commission which has recently conducted a Statewide study of its
services with a view to determining areas of greatest need. On the basis of
that study the commission will consider its services in general including in the
country. Albany was identified as being the third priority our of three critical
locations for a legal aid presence. The first two are Geraldton and Kalgoorlie.
Both (Jeraldcon and Kalgoorlie will be serviced via community legal cenrs
being established there. A similar solution is likely for Albany but not before
at least 1993.

(6) (a) Shires of -
(i) Albany 185 (includes Town of Albany)
0ii) Plantagenet 9
(iii) Denmark I5
(iv) Tanibellup 5
(v) aanbrook 6

(b) Town of Albany - See (a) (i).
(7) 110.
(8) $58 885.52.
(9) $535.32.

PHILLIPS. NEIL - ABORIGINAL YOUTHS TRALN FARM, ENEABBA
Establishment Submission

60. Mr MINSON to die Minister for Community Services:
(1) With reference to the answer to question on notice 1607(2) of 199 1, has the

Minister received a submission from Mr Neil Phillips for the establishment of
a training farm at Eneabba for Aboriginal teenagers?

(2) ffso -
(a) has this submission been accepted,
(b) if yes, what form does this submission take;
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(c) when is it expected this proposal will be inmplemented?
Mr RIPPER replied:
(1) No submission has been received since the meeting referred to in question on

notice 1607(2) of 199 1.
(2) Not applicable.

SCHOOLS - HIY-AIDS K-l0 SYLLABUS
Abstenuion From Sexual Activivy, Primary Message

66. Dr TUJRNBULL to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) With reference to teaching about lIY/AIDS in the K-l0 syllabus and through

ocher means in schools, is the primary message in such teaching that of
abstention from sexual activity as the most effective defence against
infection?

(2) Are schools who offer any BIY/AJDS education outside the normal K- 10
syllabus (ie such as a talk by a visiting health professional or HWAIDS
infected person) required to seek parental approval before a child may attend?

(3) Are all schools required to uphold the right of a HIV positive child to attend
school and participate in all activities without discrimination?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes. Abstinence from sexual activity is the primary message taught to
school students for their protection from sexually transmitted diseases
including the AIDS/fflV virus.

(2) In Government schools each individual school decides if parents will
be notified concerning student attendance at each presentation by a
guest speaker. Schools make this decision with regard to the
guidelines set out in the Ministry of Education policy titled "The
Treatment of Controversial Issues in Schools". This policy states
that - "If schools are to continue to enjoy public confidence in times of
rapid social change, it is essential that their reputation for integrity and
impartiality should be preserved and enhanced. This will occur only if
discussion of controversial issues takes place in accordance with
prudent working rules which schools have developed for the purpose.
In the formulation of these rules it is advisable to consult
representatives of parents so that the risk of misunderstanding is
minimised."

(3) Yes.
SCHOOL DECISION MAKING GROUPS - ESTABLISHMENT REGULATIONS

Parents' Power and Responsibilities Reduction
70. Mir COWAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:

(1) Why did the recently gazetted regulations relating to the establishment of
school decision-making groups give parents a lesser role and significantly less
power than was promised when the Better Schools program was released in
1986?

(2) When will parents have the power and the responsibilities in school decision-
making groups that were promised in the Better Schools program?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -
(1) The key responsibility of school decision-making groups announced in

the Better Schools program was to set the broad policies and priorities
of the school. The recently gazetted regulations governing the
operations of such groups gives the groups this power. Decisions
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about the authority and responsibilities of school decision-making
groups were arrived at after an intensive period of negotiations with all
the stakeholders.

(2) School decision-making groups now have significant authority in
relation to the educational policies and priorities of the school; there is
no intention to change this level of responsibility and authority.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION4 OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - CONTRIBUTORY
EXTENSION SCHEME (CES)

New Rural Rates and Policy
77. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:

(1) In relation to the rates charged to rural customers for the construction of
electricity supplies, can the Minister outline per extension type, what the new
Rural Contributory Extension Scheme - CES - rates are compared with the
previous rates?

(2) What axe the current rates to rural commercial and non-domestic consumers
per extension type?

(3) Have these commercial and non-domestic rates altered in the past 10 years?
(4) If yes, can the Minister outline what the various changes in rates have been?
(5) In terms of the new rural CES unit rates for domestic consumers and primary

producers -

(a) what is the total unit rate cost of providing each extension type;
(b) what is the subsidy component paid per unit rate, for each extension

type?
(6) Did the State Energy Commission of Western Australia carry out

consultations to ascertain the impact of the new rural CES policy and rates on
rural communities?

(7) If yes, with whom did the commission consult?
(8) What was the response of those people and organisations that the commission

consulted with to the new rural CES policy and rates?
(9) If no to (6), why not?
Dr GALLOP replied:
(1) Old Unit Rates New Unit Rates

high Voltage Single Phase $1.10/metre $5.50/metre
H-igh Voltage Three Phase $8.25/metre $12.00/metre

(2) There are no standard rates which apply to commercial/industrial installations.
Each extension is treated on its individual merits.

(3) The formula for charging commercial and non-domestic extension schemes
was amended on 1 December 199 1. Prior to that, the formula had not
changed for 10 years.

(4) Not applicable.
(5) (a) Unit rates as indicated in (1) above.

(b) An average subsidy of 43 per cent of construction and maintenance
costs applies to new rural CES schemes.

(6)-(9)
SECWA's rural electrification program in the rural south west land division
has been completed- The extension work now taking place in rural areas is
mainly infill of smaller landholdings which are connected to existing
schemes. On average these require only a small extension of high voltage
mains. With the completion of the major rural electrification program it was
timely for SECWA to review and update its costs. These changes have little
effect on the rural farming community as a whole as nearly everyone within
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the area serviced by SECWA's interconnected system is already connected
and their agreements remain unchanged. On this basis consultation with rural
industry groups was not deemed necessary.

UNIVERSI[TIES - CURTIN UNIVERSITY STUDENT GUILD
Corrupt Practices Inquiry

79. Mr AINSWORTH to the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:
(1) Was the Minister asked to investigate allegations of corrupt practices within

the Curtin University Student Guild, particularly those relating to electoral
malpractice during the 1990 Student Guild elections?

(2) (a) If yes, what steps has the Minister taken to investigate these matters;
(b) what was the outcome?

Dr GALLOP replied:
(I) A member of the Curtin University Student Guild sent to me on 21 September

1990 a copy of a submission he had made to the Election Tribunal of Curtin
University of Technology. That member stood as a candidate in the 1990
Student Guild elections. A copy of the submission was also sent to the
Electoral Commissioner for Western Australa, Les Smith, who had appointed
an officer of the commission to be the returning officer for the elections. The
Student Guild regulations are made under the authority of the Curtin
University of Technology Act 1966. Regulations 115010o 1171 inclusive deal
with the Election Tribunal and disputed returns and misconduct in relation to
student elections conducted under the regulations. A copy of those
regulations can be provided if required.

(2) On 5 October 1990 1 wrote to that candidate about the allegations he had
made of breaches of the guild elections regulations in the 1990 Student Guild
elections. I informed the candidate that the tribunal had jurisdiction under the
regulations in relation to a disputed return in an election and misconduct by a
person during the course of an election. I suggested to the candidate that the
complaints be pursued through the tribunal constituted under the regulations
and that it was not appropriate for mec as Minister to be involved in any
disputes about the Student Guild elections when an independent statutory
body existed to deal with them.

HILL, IAN - TAFE DIRECTOR
Quai~ficadions and Experience

80. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
What are the qualifications and experience of the new Director of Technical
and Further Educazion, Mr Ian Hill?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

Mr Ian Hill comes to the position of Executive Director of the Department of
Employment, Vocational Education and Training from the Department of
Corrective Services, where he had an outstanding track record as an
administrator and innovator. Mr Hill's profile is outlined below -

Academic qualifications: Bachelor Applied Science (Social Work),
Curtin University of Technology (WAIT
Graduate Diploma Social Science
(Administration), Cur-tin University of
Technology (WAIT)
Master of Industrial Relations (UWA)

Other courses: Advanced Management Progra - Australian
Administrative Staff College
Company Directors' Course, University of
New England
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Previous work involvement:

Brief work history,

Memberships:

Other:

Harvard/AIM Series 1, 2 and 3 - "Managing
for Competitive Advantage"
Diploma Aeronautical Engineering, British
Institute of Engineering Technology
(London)
Prior to migrating to Australia in 1971,
served in the Indian Air Fare flying fighter
aircraft - held the commissioned officer rank
of Flight Lieutenant.
After short term in civil aviation in Western
Australia joined the Department of
Corrective Services.
Appointed Assistant Director in 1978,
Treatment and Training Division and then
Deputy Director in 1980 of the Department
of Corrective Services.
Appointed Executive Director, Department
of Corrective Services in 1983.
Appointed Executive Director, Department
of Employment, Vocational Education and
Training - DEVET - in 1992.
Honorary Consultant to the Australian
Institute of Criminology
Member, Australian Institute of Company
Directors
Fellow, Australian Institute of Management
Curtin University of Technology School of
Social Work Advisory Committee for the
Professional Courses of Bachelor of Social
Work and the Master of Social Work
Member, Criminal Research Council,
University of Western Australia
Member, Government Functional Review
Committee
In 1988 invited by the Japanese Ministry of
Justice to lecture at the Advanced
Management Program in the Institute for the
Prevention of Crime and Treatment of
Offenders, Tokyo.

TAPE - AWARD COURSES
First time, Full-time Student Applications, 1988-92 - First Choice Enrolments and

Refusals
82. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:

(1) How many first time, full-time students were enrolled in Technical and
Further Education award courses of their first choice in each year fromt 1988
to 1992 inclusive?

(2) How many qualified first-time, full-timie students were not able to be
accommodated in TAFE award courses of their first choice in each year from
1988 to 1992 inclusive?

(3) How many applications were there from first time, full-time students for
TAFE award courses in each year from 1988 to 1992 inclusive?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) Prospective TAFE students are not required to specify, nor are they selected
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on the basis of course preferences; therefore, darn is not collected on students'
'first choice' course.

(2) Not available. Data is not collected on students' first choice.
(3) First-time, full-time student enrolments in TAFE award courses were -

1988 300D5
1989 2988
1990 2653
1991 3 123
1992 Not yet available.

MATHEMATICS TEACHERS -GOVERNMENT SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Employment Statistics No Mathematics Majors Statistics

84. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) How many mathematics teachers are employed in Government secondary

schools?
(2) How many teachers of mathematics in Government secondary schools do not

have mathematics as a major area of their teacher training?
Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) This information is not readily available from the Ministry of Education
records. Since 1988 approximately 95 per cent of all new appointments in:
mathematics have mathematics as their major area of teacher training. The
other five per cent have mathematics as their minor area of teacher training.

EDUCATION ACT - AMENDMENTS
Separation of TAPE and Education Ministry

89. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
In view of the Department of Employment, Vocational Education and
Training Implementation Working Group's recommendation for new
legislation for the department, does the Minister intend to introduce
amendments to the Education Act 1928 to separate Technical and Further
Education from the Act and the Ministry of Education?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) 753 total.
(2) Options for governance will be considered in the context of

negotiations with the Federal Government on future funding and
admninistrative arrangements for vocational education and iing.

TAFE - HEAD OF DEPARTMENT APPOINTMENTS
Senior Lecturer Appointments - Non-permanent Positions

94. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
With regard to the position of Associate Director (Academic) in the Technical
and Further Education sector, how many people appointed at this level are
there who have no previous experience either in TAFE, or industry?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -
None. Every officer recommended for appointment to the position of
Associate Director (Academic) has had experience in technical and futrther
education.

06124-5
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TAPE - HEAD OF DEPARTMENT APPOINTMENTS
Senior Lecturer Appointments

95. Dr CONSTABLE to the Mnister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) What is the total number of Technical and Further Education positions at the

level of -
(a) head of department;
(b) senior lecturer?

(2) How many TAFE positions at the level of -
(a) head of department;
(b) senior lecturer
have not been filled in a permanent capacity?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) (a) 67.
(b) 195.

(2) (a) 26.
(b) 54.
Positions have not been filled in a permanent capacity largely due to
the department's restructuring at the TAPE campus level which Will
progressively result in the Head of Department and Senior Lecturer
positions being replaced by new middle management positions of
Associate Director (Academic) and Head of Programs.

TAFE - LECTURERS
Temporary Employment Statistics

98. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) How many temporary lecturing staff have been employed in Technical and

Further Education continuously - that is, with contracts renewed each year -
for -

(a) over 15 years;
(bi) 10to14 ycars;

(c) five to nine years;
(d) three to four years;
(e) one to two years?

(2) What are th *e numbers of men and women in each of the categories in (1)?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -
(1) (a)-(b)

Nit.

(c) One.
(d) 136.
(e) 178.

(2) (a)-(b)
Not appicable.

(c) One male.
(d) 94 females, 42 males.
(e) 91 females, 87 males.
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TAFE - TEACHERS
Full-time Employment Sea tistics; Permanemt and Temporary Statistics; Women Statistics

99. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) What is the current number of full-time teaching staff in Technical and

Further Education?
(2) How many of the teaching staff are -

(a) permanent;
(b) temporary?

(3) How many of the permanent teaching staff are women?
(4) How many of the temporary reaching staff are women?
(5) How many of the full-time temporary teaching staff at TAFE have undergone

teacher training?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) As at 16 March 1992, there were 1 715 full time teaching staff.
(2) (a) 1 217.

(b) 498.
(3) 311.
(4) 272.
(5) 201.

DISABLED - EMPLOYERS' EMPLOYMENT QUOTA
Legal Requirements

105. Mr SHAVE to the Minister representing the Minister for Employment and Training:
(1) is there a legal requirement for employers to engage a specific quota of

disabled employees?
(2) If so, what is the quota?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply-
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable..

CRIME - EXPENDITURE $742 600
Mirrabooka, Marangaroo, Noilamara Program

108. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Comm unity Services:
(1) Will the Minister provide details of the $742 600 that was reported in The

West Ausitralian of 26 December 1991 to be spent on programs aimed at three
crime hot spots -

(a) Mirrabooka,
(b) Marangaroo;
(c) Nolianiara?

(2) Would the Minister ensure that details of areas and programs on which the
funds would be spent are listed?

(3) In each case would the Minister list to whom the funds will be paid?
(4) From what program would that money be allocated in the Consolidated

Revenue Fund budget papers?
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Mr RIPPER repied:
(1) The program which was announced on 24 December 1991 was to cover the

suburbs of Balgai, Koondoola and Girrawbeen as the prime areas and also
cover Mirrabooka, Marangaroo and Nollamnara.

(2) (a) Bridging project for Koondoola and Girrawbeen Youth - $90 000.
(b) Automotive Skills Training Project for youth will attract youth from

the six suburbs mentioned - $40 000.
(c) Aboriginal spant and recreation activities officer will cover the six

suburbs - $25 000.
(d) Troubled youth support services cover substance abuse and psychiatric

support and will cover the six suburbs - $323 000.
(e) Research into drug abuse amongst youth will mainly target

Koondoola, Girrawbeen and Balga -5000.
(f) Truancy program Girrawbeen - $53 000.
(g) Mentor scheme coordinator, Balga - $38 000.
(hi) Employment, education and training program for Aboriginal youth

which covers the six suburbs - $125 000.
(i) Centre for coordination of services including rental, operating costs

and coordination costs - $43 600 - being negotiated between lotteries
and community based organisations.

(3) Refer to 2(a)to (i) -
(a) Koondoola and Girrawheen Youth Incorporated.
(b) Koondoola and Girrawheen Youth Incorporated.
(c) Ministry of Sport and Recreation.
(d) Health Department.
(e) Koondoola and Giinawheen Youth Incorporated.

(f) Minis try of Education.
(g) inistry of Education.
(h) To be determined.
(i) To be determined.

(4) Funds for allocation are across Departments of Health, Community Services,
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority, Ministries of Education, Sport and
Recreation.

SUPERANNUATION AND FAMILY BENEFITS ACT 1938 - AMENDMENT
110. Mr MacICINWON to the Minister assisting the Treasurer:

(1) Has the Government given consideration to amending the Superannuation and
Family Benefits Act 1938 as referred to in question 1570 of 1991?

(2) If so, when will the Act be amended?
(3) If the Act is not to be amended, why not?

Dr GALLOP replied:
(1) Yet.
(2)-(3)

The necessary amendment is not scheduled for introduction during the current
sitting of Parliament but will be considered in tlw context of an Acts
Amendment Bill scheduled to be dealt with in the spring session.
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SCHOOLS - WEST THORNLIE PRIMARY CONSTRUCTION PROPOSAL
115. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:

(1) Does the Government intend to proceed with the construction of the West
Thomnlie Primary School?

(2) If so, when is it anticipated construction of this school Will commence?
Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) This school will provide relief for Forest Crescent Primary School, which

currently caters for students from its catchment area and also children from
the new Forest Lakes subdivision, the older established areas of Canning
Vale, and the newly developing parts of that Locality - Livingston and
Waratab Estates. At this stage there is no clear priority between a new school
in Canning Vale and the proposed West Thorrilie Primary School. It is
projected, however, that the Forest Crescent Primary School could need relief
in either 1994 or 1995. The Ministry of Education is monitoring residential
development and student numbers in the area and will decide early in 1993
which school will be constructed first.

TAFE - DISABILITY SERVICES UNIT
Assisted Students' Disabilities

117. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
Will the Minister detail the disabilities of the 300 students referred to in (4) of
question 1936 of 1991. as being assisted by the Technical and Further
Education Disability Service?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply-
Disabilities assisted are either physical or sensory including hearing and sight
impairment.

SCHOOLS - HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN
Unit Numbers, Staffing and Class Integration

119. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) How many units for hearing impaired children exist in Western Australia in -

(a) primary schools;
(b) secondary schools?

(2) How are these units staffed?
(3) Do the students in those units integrate into regular classes?
(4) If not, why not?
Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply-
(1) (a) There are no units for hearing impaired children at primary level.

Instead, intensive visiting teacher support is given in appropriate cases
involving up to four support visits per school week. Students
requiring greater levels of special educational assistance on account of
their impaired hearing are provided for at the Cottesice School for
Children with Impaired Hearing. This school shares a campus with
the Cottesloe Primary School and thus affords extensive opportunities
for integration.

(b) Theme are four units at secondary level; two for profoundly deaf
children using signed communication and two for hearing impaired
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children using oral communication. The units using signed
communication are at Swanboume Senior High School covering years
8 to 10 and at Belmont Senior High School covering years I11 and 12.
The units using oral communication are at John Forrest and Melville
Senior High Schools which cater for years 8 to 12. In some cases
children using oral communication may attend the Belmont Senior
High School program to participate in the specialised courses offered
there.

(2) The Swanboumne Senior High School unit has one class served by a teacher of
the deaf and one full-time aide with signed communication skills. The
Belmont Senior High School unit has two classes served by-two teachers of
the deaf and two full-time aides with signed communication skills. The John
Forrest and Melville Senior High School units each have two classes with two
teachers of the deaf and two 0.4 full time equivalent aides in each location.

(3) Extensive integration is provided for in each unit setting in accordance with
the special needs of each student.

(4) Answered by (3).
TAPE - "DOUBLE CHANCE' PROGRAM

Available Places and Applications - Course Refuisals
123. Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:

(1) How many Technical and Further Education places were available for the
"Double Chance" program this year?

(2) What number of places were available in the previous three years?
(3) How many applications were received (or places in this program this year?
(4) How many people were not accommodated in TAFE courses applied for this

year?
(5) How many from Mandurah?
Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) 360.
(2) None.
(3) 414.
(4) Approximately 2 800 candidates are on college waiting lists for full-time

TAPE courses. This is not a tre indicator of unmet demand, as the statistics
always include some double counting, as candidates put their names on
waiting lists at more than one campus. Furthermore, following a candidate's
placement on course, or at university, her/his name may still remain on
waiting lists at more than one campus. Statistics on unmet demand for part-
time courses are not collected.

(5) The number of candidates from Mandurab on waiting lists is not known.
There were no candidates on waiting list for full-time courses at the Peel
TAPE centre in Mandurah.

STATE OBSERVATORY, HICKLEY - TOURS
Visitors Statistics 1988-91

129. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister for Services:
(1) (a) What is the total number of tours of the State Observatory at Bickley

scheduled each week;
(b) how many of these tours are scheduled between 9.00 am and 5.00 pm;
(c) how many evening tours are scheduled?

(2) (a) What is the waiting list for daytime tours;
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(b) what is the waiting list for evening tours?
(3) What was the total number of visitors to the Observatory in 1988 - 1991,

inclusive?
(4) What is the annual cost of running these tours?
(5) (a) Is a fee charged for these tours;

(b) if yes, how much is the fee;
(c) if no, why not;
(d) if no, has the Government considered charging fees for these tours?

(6) How many full-time and part-time staff are employed to conduct the tours?
Mr McCIINTY replied:
(1) (a) On average, 24 tours each month.

(b) About 14 tours per month.
(c) Between 10 and 12 per month.

(2) (a) There is no waiting list for day tours.
(b) There is currently a waiting list of 380 bookings for night tours due to

poor weather this summer. No more bookings are being accepted until
this backlog is cleared, which is expected to take until December
1992.

(4) Approximately $65 000.
(5) (a) Yes.

(b) Night tours: Adult $7.00; children and concessions $4.00.
Day tours: Adult $4.00; children and concessions $2.00.

(c)-(d)
Not applicable.

(6) No staff are employed for the sale purpose of conducting tours. The five ful-
time astronomical staff each spend a percentage of their time conducting tours
as part of their normal duties.

SCHOOLS - GOVERNMENT
Remedial Teachers Employment Stallstics 1985-92

132. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) How many remedial teachers were employed in Government schools in each

year from 1985 to 1991, inclusive?
(2) How many remedial teachers are currently employed in Government schools?
Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -
(1-)-(2)

The Ministry of Education does not appoint remedial teachers to its schools.
Each primary school has a support teacher allocation which is used to provide
instruction time for school identified programs. In some instances remedial
teaching is part of the support teacher program but the employment of
teachers in this area is a school based decision. In secondary schools the
reading resource program has 71 full-time and 26 part-time teachers. Part of
their duties is to provide remediation to students but this is only one aspect of
their role.

COMMUNITY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT FOR - CHILDREN
Parent Discipline or Abuse D)etermi nation Criteria

135. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Community Services:
What criteria are used by the Department for Community Services for
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determining the difference between a parent applying discipline to a child and
a parent abusing or assaulting a child?

Mr RIPPER replied:
Physical abuse is defined as any non-accidental form of injury or harm
inflicted on a child by any person having custody, charge or care of the child.
This includes injuries such as cuts, bruises, welts, bumns, fractures,
hacinatomas and death.
Excessive corporal punishment which would be considered as abuse or assault
includes actions by the parent or caregiver in which -

a physical punishment is administered to a child by the caregiver in an
attempt to discipline a child that results in either short or long-term
physical harm to the child-
it is apparent that the parent/caregiver did not control his/her reaction
by stopping the punishment before it caused injury; or
injury is caused to the child.

The following factors are taken into account -

Age - for example the younger the child, the more vulnerable.
Child's overall medical and psychological condition including any
handicaps.
Pattern or chronicity of similar incidents.
Severity of harm.
Natur of the harm.
Location of injury.
Hlistory of any previous incidents.
Intent of the alleged perpetrator.

ABORIGINES - CANBERRA TRIP ASSISTANCE
Refiugee Status From Juvenile Justice Laws

136. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) Was any State money used to assist those Aborigines who travelled to

Canberra recently to seek refugee status from the juvenile justice laws passed
by this Parliament last month?

(2) If so, how much and on what basis?
Dr WATSON replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

SCHOOLS - MARGARET RIVER HIGH
Upgrade of Facilities and Buildings

140. Mr BLAIKIE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
Would the Minister provide details of when the Margaret River High School
will receive its long overdue upgrade of facilities ie library, service areas etc.,
and buildings?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

The upgrade of facilities at Margaret River High School will be considered,
along with other priorities, for inclusion in the 1992/93 capital works
program.

SCHOOLS - EAST BUSSELTON AREA
NewPreprimary and Primary School Plans

142. Mr BLAIKIE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) Has the Government given any consideration to planning for a new

preprimary and primary school in the East Bus selton area?
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(2) If so, with what results?
Dr GALLOP replied:
'The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) The Ministry of Education has earmarked a preprimary and primary school
site adjacent to Armitage Drive in the eastern part of Busselton.

(2) No timing has yet been allocated for the establishment of the proposed school.
This will depend on -

(a) the rate of growth in student numbers at Busselton Primary School -
which has had no increase during the last three years - and-,

(b) discussions on future strategies for preprimary and primary education
in Busselton, involving the Ministry of Education and the local
community.

SErrILEMENT AGENTS ACT - AMENDMENTS PROPOSAL
152. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:

(1) Is the Government proposing any amendments to the Settlement Agents Act
1981?

(2) If so, what is the general nature of those amendments?
(3) When will those amendments be presented to the Parliament?
Mrs HENDERSON replied:
(1)-(3)

The Settlement Agents Supervisory Board is currently reviewing the
provisions of the Act with a view to making a submission to Government
suggesting amendments. The review is not complete and I have not received
any indications of the nature of the amendments suggested.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT - WARD BOUNDARIES
City of Wanneroo, Changes

158. Mr MacICINNON to the Minister for Local Government:
(1) Is the Minister attempting to have the City of Wannerno change its ward

boundaries?
(2) If so, why?
(3) What changes is the Minister proposing?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) To align variance in the number of electors a maximum of 15 per cent and to

improve the ratio of councillors to electors.
(3) For 1992, North Ward representation should be one councillor and South

Ward representation should be five councillors. A mome comprehensive
review has been requested for the following year.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - WANNEROO CITY COUNCIL

Inquir'y, Local Governent Act Sections 683, 635
159. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Local Government:

(1) When did the Minister order the inquiry into the City of Wanneroc under
Sections 683 and 635 of the Local Government Act 1960?

(2) Why was the inquiry launched?
(3) How many complaints have been lodged with the Minister about each area of

the terms of reference listed which initiated or caused the Minister to list those
matters in the inquiry?

(4) Who was responsible for drafting the terms of reference for the inquiry?
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Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
(1) An inquiry under section 683 was ordered on 10 January 1992.
(2) Following the receipt of a number of submissions from concerned members of

the community in Wanneroo.
(3) As this is an independent inquiry all written and verbal submissions will be

reported on by 30 June 1992.
(4) The Minister for Local Government in conjunction with the Department of

Local Government and the Crown Law Department.
COMMERCIAL TENANCY (RETAIL SHOPS) AGREEMENTS ACT - REVIEW

RECOMMENDATIONS
Governent Action

162. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for State Development:
What action does the Government intend to take as a consequence of the
recommendations contained in the review of the Commercial Tenancy (Retail
Shops) Agreements Act 1985 as tabled by the Minister on 3 December, 1991?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
In December 1991 1 wrote to the industry groups seeking their comments on
the recommendations in the report. As well, advertisments requesting public
input on the report were placed. Written submissions were to be received by
28 February 1992. 36 submissions have been received which are being
processed by the Small Business Development Corporation. The Small
Business Development Corporation will report to me shortly on the industry's
reaction to the recommendations and any other developments. I will then be
in a position to consider what action will be taken. Should that involve
implementation of a or some of the recommendations, due allowance will be
made for further necessary deliberations with industry, the outcome of
working groups, and the relevant statutory processes. My policy of
continuing industry consultation will be maintained by the Small Business
Development Corporation.

WA ADVANTAGE PACKAGE - ENTERPRISE BARGAINING LEGISLATION
COMM[ITMENT

165. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:
(1) What legislation will be forthcoming to implement the commitment given by

the Premier in her WA Advantage document relating to enterprise bargaining?
(2) Exactly what form will this legislation take?
(3) What issues will it address?
Mrs HENDERSON replied:
(1)-(2)

An amendment to the Industrial Relations Act 1979 is being prepared but its
final form is not yet determined.

(3) It will address all matters necessary to facilitate enterprise bargaining in this
State.

RETAIL TRADING HOURS ACT - REVIEW
167. Mr MacK]NNON to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:

(1) When will the Retail Trading Hours Act 1987 be reviewed in line with the
legislative commitment to do so?

(2) What form will that review take?
Mrs HENDERSON replied:
(1) The Act requires that a review be conducted as soon as practical after the

expiration of the period of five years following the coming into operation of
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the Act; that is, 1 September 1993. It is proposed to complete the review by
that date.

(2) No decision has been made at this time.
RURAL AND INDUSTRIES BANK OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - ADDITIONAL

CAPITAL INJECTION
169. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister assisting the Treasurer:

(1) How much extra capital will the Government have to inject into the R & I
Bank of Western Australia Li.mited to meet the Reserve Bank's new
requirements for the capital base?

(2) When will those funds have to be provided?
(3) How will the Government fund this commitment?
(4) What will be the cost to taxpayers of meeting this addition commitment?

Dr GALLOP replied:
(1) The Government has agreed to subscribe $75 million of new share capital.
(2) The funds will need to be provided before 30 September 1992.
(3) The Government will fund this requirement through R & I Holdings, the non

banking statutory corporation that is the formal owner on behalf of the State
of Western Australia of the issued shares in the R & I Bank.

(4) There will be no payments from the Consolidated Revenue Fund. R & I
Holdings will service borrowings through dividends and tax equivalent
payments from the future profits of the bank. Part of ft & I Holdings'
investment in the R & I Bank will be returned on its partial privatisation.

SUPERANNUATION - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

Officers Transferred to Other Government Departments or Agencies - Payouts Procedure
171. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister assisting the Treasurer:

(1) When officers are transferred from Government-owned business enterprises
(such as the Western Australian Development Corporation) to central
Governiment departments or agencies, what procedures are applied to that
officer's superannuation moneys, provided for separately whilst employed in
those business enterprises?

(2) How much superannuation money was accumulated by the WADC and EXIM
Corporation at the time that their liquidation was commenced?

(3) What is the amount corresponding to the amount in (2) outstanding today?
(4) Have any officers which transferred to central Government departments or

agencies received lump-sum payouts of their superannuation moneys
accumulated whilst employed by Government-owned business enterprises
such as the WADC and EXIM Corporation?

(5) (a) If yes, which officers received such payouts;
(b) how much did they individually receive?

Dr GALLOP replied:
(1) In the case of the Western Australian Development Corporation - WADC -

the trustees of the fund determined that the fund should be wound up at
30 June 1990 in line with the winding up of the affairs of the WADC.

(2) The superannuation money accumulated by the WADC at 30 June 1990
amounted to $67 123 representing the 15 per cent contributions tax due to the
Australian Taxation Office.

(3) There is no superannuation money accumulated by the WADC at 19 March
1992 as the 15 per cent contribution tax has been paid to the Australian
Taxation Office in accordance with the assessment received.
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(4) In the case of the WADC there were four members of the WADC
Superannuation Fund prior to the commencement of die wind up of the
corporation. These four members were paid their accumulated benefits at
30 June 1990.

(5) (a) In terms of a sale agreement executed on 14 January 1991 between the
WADC and the Western Australian Tourist Commission - WATC -
the WATC acquired the business of EventsCorp from die WADC. In
terms of that agreement the EventsCorp employees resigned from the
corporation and were offered employment by the WATC. There were
two officers who accepted the offer of employment by the WATC who
had been members of the WADC Superannuation Fund. These
officers were Terry Penn and Pauline Green.

(b) The amounts paid over to approved rollover institutions on behalf of
these officers were -

Terry Penn $55 780.49
Pauline Green 20 114.57

TAFE - RENAMIUNG
Letterheads - Shreddings, Cost and Replacement Cost

173. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
As a result of the renaming of Technical and Further Education as the
Department of Employment, Vocational Education and Training (DE VET) -

(a) how many TAFE letterheads were shredded,
(b) what was the cost of these letterheads;
(c) what was the cost of the replacement letterheads?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The inister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) Approximately 20 to 25 reams.
(2) Between $300 and $400.
(3) Between $300 and $400.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - FORMER
MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT EMPLOYMENT

174. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:
(1) Does the State Energy Commission of Western Australia employ any forner

members of Parliament in any capacity as consultants or employees?
(2) If so, who are those former Members?
(3) For what purposes are they employed?
(4) What remunerations or benefits have they been provided for this work in each

of the last three years?
Dr GALLOP replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Mrt Tom Jones.
(3) Consultant to SECWA in the Collie community.
(4) In line with Government practice details of personal contrcts am not

divulged-
MUJA POWER STATION, COLLIE - REDUNDANCY PROGRAM

175. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:
(1) Has the Government embarked on a redundancy program at the Muja Power

Station in Collie?
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(2) If so, when did that redundancy program begin?
(3) (a) How many employees have been made redundant under this program;

(b) at what cost?
Dr GALLOP replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) 26 August 199 1.
(3) (a) 43.

(b) The redundancy program was approved on the basis that there was no
net cast to SECWA during the financial year 1991-92.

STATE ENERGY COMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - LI COMMERCIAL
TARIFF
Increases

195. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:
(1) By how many did the State Energy Commission of Westerni Australia Li

commercial tariff increase on 1 March 1992?
(2) Are further increases due on 1 January in -

(a) 1993;
(b) 1994;
(c) 1995?

(3) If yes, what are the anticipated increases for each of these years?
Dr GALLOP replied:
(1)-(3)

The LI commercial tariff was restructured on I March 1992 along with other
commercial and industrial tariffs. Eight-five per cent of customers on the Li
tariff were unaffected by the restructure because their usage was less than 165
units a day. Changes in costs to the remaining 15 per cent will depend on
their level of electricity consumption and the adjustments they make to their
load patterns. Many consumers have experienced, or will experience,
reductions in their electricity charges by changing to new and existing time-
of-use tariffs, or by changing their load profile. The tariff restructure is
planned to continue until 1 January 1995 to ensure customers are given ample
opportunity to adjust their energy use patterns to take maximum advantage of
the revised tariffs. Further Government, SECWA and community
consultation will be undertaken prior to each stage.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

HAMERSLEY IRON - DAMPIER SALT
Paid Stop Work Meetings - Minister for Productivity and Labour Relation's Attendance

29. Mr COURT to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:
(1) Is it correct that the Minister spoke at paid stop work meetings at Hanicrsley

Iron and Dampier Salt last week?
(2) If yes to (1), was the meeting called for Trades and Labor Council union

business but she, in fact, campaigned for the Ashburton Labor candidate and
the company refused to pay for the time lost?

(3) If yes to (2), after dhe company refused to pay for the time lost, was a one day
strike called?

(4) Does the Minister believe it is proper to nmn a political campaign in an
employer's time with the resulting strike costing dearly in lost production?
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Mrs HENDERSON replied:

Yea, I addressed several meetings last week in the Pilbara. I went to those
meetings at the invitation of the organisers who requested chat I address those
assembled. The people involved had received information about industrial
relations matters and were interested to hear the Government's perspective on
industrial relations. I was more than happy to provide that perspective and the
information sought. I attended those meetings specifically at die invitation of
the people at the work site. I do not know what business occurred at those
meetings after I left. I did not stay for the whole of those meetings. I was
invited to address meetings at Dampier, Pannawonica, Wickham and
Hamersicy Iron, which I did. I was more than happy to fit in with those
meetings. I understand those people have regular meetings to discuss those
sorts of matters. I did no: question the people involved about the matters they
intended to deal with after I left their meetings and they did not inform me
what would happen after I left.

PREMIERS' CONFERENCE - FEDERAL TIED GRANTS
Premier's Position

30. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier:
What is the State's position on Commonwealth tied grants to be expressed at
die next Premiers' Conference in May?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
The Leader of the National Party is one member of this House who from time
to time encourages me to keep the Parliament informed on relations between
the Commonwealth and the States and what die State proposes to do about
certain matters.
I take this opportunity to inform the Parliament that we wil be going to the
special Premiers' Conference, which I think the present Prime Minister
prefers to call something else, to clearly push the position that there must be a
reduction in the number of tied grants and duplication of services and that the
States need an increase in funding used to provide education, housing, health
and all the sorts of things that a State must provide. We have been squeezed
by successive Commonwealth administrations of all political persuasions and
the Premiers must now as a group insist that this item is not taken off the
agenda.

Several members inteijected.
Dr LAWRENCE: Do members opposite appreciate that one of the consequences of

their agreement with Hewson to abolish payroll tax in this State will be to
accept yet another form of Commonwealth handout determined by the
Commonweath on its terms, which specifically disadvantages Western
Australia?
I want members opposite to fully understand that the proposals being put by
the Opposition here - at least by the Liberal Opposition; I am unsure to what
extent they are endorsed by the National Party - and Dr Hewson, if
implemented, would result in a five per cent reduction in prants to the State,
which would be a hideous cut in the State's expenditure. That would reduce
significantly the State's ability to provide services important to the people of
Western Australia. How on earth do members opposite justify that? Dr
Hewson says, in a cavalier fashion, that tt can be overcome by contracting
out, yet every time the Government makes quite proper moves to say certain
things can be done by public servants and others by contracting out we find
the Opposition standing behind the CSA saying, "This is a terrible
Government, it cannot do that to you." Despite that, the Opposition is
proposing at least five per cent of our services should be treated in that way.
A Federal Hewson Government would cut those amounts by five per cent
That does not take into account the $40 million the State would immediately
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lose because of the way in which he intends returns on payroll tax will be
calculated, or the $70 million the State would lose in general housing grants.
Members should understand that while we are having that fight with the
present Commonwealth Government we would have the same fight plus a bit
more if Dr Hewson ever became Prime Minister because our revenue
flexibility would be reduced to almost zero. The State would have little
capacity to raise revenue and would constantly be going to Canberra with its
hand out saying, "Please, sir, can we have some more money?" If that is
where members opposite want to put this Parliament and the people of
Western Australia, I repudiate that entirely. We will fight a hard fight at the
Premiers' Conference and are grateful we are not fighting it on the terms the
Opposition is trying to set.

DAYLIGHT SAVING REFERENDUM - YES VOTE TICK, NO VOTE CROSS
Electoral Commnissioner's Direction

31. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:
(1) Is the Minister aware of a direction to returning officers from the Electoral

Commissioner indicating that a tick in the box will be a valid yes vote at the
forthcoming referendum whereas a cross in that box will not be regarded as a
valid no vote?

(2) On what basis has the Electoral Commissioner made that determination?
(3) Does the Minister believe that was a correct decision?
Dr GALLOP replied:
(1)-(3)

I was not aware of that particular determination by the* Electoral
Commissioner until about two minutes ago when the Leader of the National
Party told me he would ask this question. Matters related to precise
interpretation of the Electoral Act in the context of an election are left to the
Electoral Commissioner: Certainly the Electoral Act which was initiated by
this Labor Government and which passed through this Parliament has
underpinning the general philosophy that the Governent wishes to
encourage people to exercise their vote.
We have attempted to make the legislation such that more votes are included
as formal than was the case before because we believe that the express
intention of a voter was clear to the polling officer on many occasions but was
defined as an informal vote because of some silly regulation. In general
terms, I do not interfere in questions of interpretation by the Electoral
Commissioner. I will look into the general matter raised by the Leader of the
National Party. The philosophy of this Government on electoral matters is
different from that of the Opposition. One interesting example of that
difference is revealed by the attitude of Hon Norman Moore who seems to
want to take us back to 1977. I am sure the member for Kimberley could tell
us much about 1977 and the attempt by* Liberal "observers" who went to
polling places to intimidate - and I ami using a precise word - Aboriginal
voters.
It would seem that Hon Norman Moore, a Liberal member in the upper
House, does not know the Electoral Act, because it says quite clearly that
when electors take a how-to-vote card into a palling booth and say, "This is
the way I wish to vote" - as electors are entitled to do in the electorate of
Victoria Park at the Association for the Blind of Western Australia, for those
people who are visually impaired or fully blind and simply must vote in that
manner - that is allowed under the Electoral Act. If Liberal "observers" try to
deny those people their legitimate rights under our system I am sure the
electoral officers employed by the Electoral Commission will ensure their
rights are carried out on 4 April, both in the Ashburton by-election and in the
referendum.
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FREMANTLE PORT AUTHORITY - EMPLOYEES
Inlformnatdon Cover-up Allegation

32. Mr MARLBOROUGH to the Premier:
(1) Is it a fact chat the staff of a major public sector agency have been involved in

a massive cover-up of information?
(2) Is there any substantiation for this allegation?
(3) If so, what action does the Premier propose to take?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:

A very serious allegation has been made. I can only presume that the member
for Peel is referring to a speech made to the Fremmndle Society at die
beginning of this month concerning the Fremantle Port Authority. Thie speech
was delivered by one Mr Storey, who is a former employee of the Fremantle
Port Authority. The member for Melville probably has some cause to know
about this gentleman, as does the member for Fremantle.
There is no evidence for the allegations presented at that time by Mr Storey,
or by anyone else, for that matter. It is important for those of us who seek to
criticise organisations to do it in such a way chat it can be sensibly addressed,
not the sort of grand, bizarre allegations which, I must say, typify Liberal
Party members and obviously in this case pretending candidates as well.
Those who seek to criticise the Fremantle Port Authority, such as the Leader
of the Opposition, the member for Appiecross and the member for Coctesloe,
seem to have difficulty in finding supporters in their own party. I point to the
member for Melville, who I think has some pretty good things to say about the
speech by Mr Storey. I point out that he may not be the candidate who will
run against the member for Fremantle, although he was the only one to
nominate. It shows what a good job the member for Fremantle has done in
shoring up his electoral support that, firstly, there is only one nominee; and
secondly, that nominee is erying to dismantle the economy of Fremantle.
What an extraordinary thing to do! Like the member for Contesloe, he wants
to have a port without ships in order to free it up for the trendies, and hang the
workers, small business, and those whose livelihoods depend upon the
authority.
However, Mr Storey was taking his lead from the Leader of the Opposition.
Again, I think it pays to look at some of the documents floating around under
the Liberal Party banner. In the Fightback junior document he states that the
Liberals wil invite tenders for a private container port in Kwinana. That cook
a few people by surprise. He said the project would allow better land use than
currently is the case. Certainly it would do that, but also it would destroy
Fremantle and associated businesses, going I think into the electorate of
Melville. In other words, again, goodbye ships and hello trendies. Who do
members opposite represent? The people of Fremanrtle, the businesses and the
whole society is set up for the port
However, this did not last for long, because before long the Leaider of the
Opposition attended a meeting with both the Federal and Scate members for
Fremantle, was sandwiched in the middle of two pretty fierce debates, and
backed down at a million miles an hour.

Mr Taylor. They did not back down.
Dr LAWRENCE: No, they reaffirmed it- They half backed down, which is typical.

They back down just far enough to give the impression that they areteying to
accommodate the point of view being put at the time. If die meeting was
going t other way they would bend just that far in the other directon. In
any event, the Frenyansle Herald saw it as a Liberal back off, which I think is
pretty clear.
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Apart from members on this side of the House, the member for Melville is the
only person who comes out of this with any credit. When he saw what
Mr Storey and the Leader of the Opposition were recommending, and when
he understood what Fighcback junior was all about, he quickly put out a Press
release saying -

I believe that Fremantle should be retained as the State's principal
port, -

Hurrah! The Press release continues -

- particularly in view of current reports from employer groups that
enterprise agreements will place the port on a sound footing for the
future.
Mr Shave said all indications were that the port would soon become
more cost effective.

We have said that for a long time. The Minister has argued that, and we have
been arguing that too. The member for Melville also said -

Fremantle already has a lively industry - the Port - we should be
working together to ensure its viability and future.

Hear, hear! Perhaps the member for Melville should tell the Leader of the
Opposition and the Liberal Party's putative candidate for Fremnantle,
Mr Storey, and I think the member for Contesloe as well.
The member for Melville also said in his Press release that there can be no
justification for moving the port's activities to another area& We agree with
him about that. In fact, the Government's position is very clearly to make
sure that the port authority becomes more efficient.

Several members interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: Members opposite do not like it. but I will finish answering the

question. Members opposite should support the Fremantle Port Authority and
the retention of Fremnantle as our major port, and should stop carynonwh
nonsense about moving it Out. If they really intend to have Mr Soy for their
candidate, we will welcome it.

Government members: Hear, hear!
BURS WOOD PROPERTY TRUST - FOREIGN OWNERSHIP

33. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
(1) What is the cwrrent foreign ownership level of the Burswood Property Trust?
(2) If the level of foreign ownership has exceeded 58 per cent, will the Minister

explain when and how that occurred?
(3) What procedures are in place to ensure that the level of foreign ownership is

accurately policed?
Mrs BEGGS replied:

I thank the member for the question. I understood that it would be asked,
given the debacle over the introduction of the third supplementary agreement
in this Parliament some weeks ago. As I said at the time, and as I explained to
the member for Floreat, 1 was personally very disappointed, as I had sought to
gain bipartisan support for that before submitting it, and I had actually had
those approvals from the National Party and the Leader of the Opposition
prior to submitting it

Mr Court That is not correct.
Mrs BEGGS: I think it is.
WrCourt: You may think it is, but itzis not correct

Mrs BEGGS: Then it became a real difficulty in the Parliament I accept that the
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Parliament has the final say, because that is the way the Burswood bland
Agreement was drafted in the first place. During the debate on the third
agreement in another place, Hon Peter Foss made the claim that it was quite
possible that some of the exemptions that had been granted were invalid. I
state to the House quite categorically that that is not the case. In terns of the
foreign ownership component, exemptions have been granted up to
58 per cent, and under the compliance agreements that are in operation it is
essential that anyone registering any shares or a transfer of shares must sign a
declaration, and the Office of Racing and Gaining conducts regular audits to
ensure that people are complying with the requirements of the Act. It is
possible that from time to time people may not tell the truth when they
register a transfer of units or shares. We are conscious of that, and on that
basis we are always making checks to ensure that the Act is being complied
with. That is not to say that from time to time it may not be. So in answer to
the member for Floreat's question, we are committed to the 58 per cent level
and, as a matter of fact, the Premier has stated not once but on several
occasions that the ideal situation was that that should be reduced.
We have debated in this Parliament many times the reasons that those
exemptions were granted. I did not hide the facts that the exemptions were
given. On every single occasion I brought those matters to Parliament, which
had an opportunity to debate the issues, and on many occasions it did. As far
as I am concerned the limit is 58 per cenL I do not give a categorical
guarantee that from time to time people will not try to go around that upper
]imit; however, checks and balances are in place and to the best of our ability
we will do everything to ensure that people do not exceed the 58 per cent
limit

The SPEAKER: Order! I explain why I will give the next three or four questions to
the Opposition: It seems most unusual for me to make this mistake, but I have
just recognised that I have allocated only one question to the official
Opposition. Although members may jump to their feet so I know who wishes
to speak, the next questions will go to the Opposition.

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX - PILBARA HOUSEHOLD $7000 PAYMENT
Federal Opposition's Fighiback Package - Australian Labor Parry's Claimns

34. Mr C.J BARNE7T to the Premier:
(1) Has the Premier and/or the Australian Labor Party claimed that a typical

household in the Pilbara will pay around $7 000 to $8 000 in goods and
services tax under the Federal coalition's Fightback package?

(2) Can the Premier truthfully claim that the OST will apply to residential rents,
education, health and local government rates as was claimed in material
distributed by the ALP in the Ashburton electorate?

(3) Has the Premier made it clear to the Ashburton electorate that such a "typical
household" as used in the ALP's example will receive an income tax cut in
excess of $8 000 under the Federal coalition's Fightback package?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I am surprised that the member camne back for another go at that. I think I
have already demonstrated why the people of the Ashburton, the Pilbara and
Western. Australia should view the Federal Opposition's package with grave
misgivings. In its assessment of the package the Federal Treasury, having
examined all of the apparent - I emphasise. apparent - benefits and
compensation provided within it, concluded, and this has never been disputed
by the Federal Liberal Party, that 70 per cent of households would be worse
off under the policy.

Mr CJ. Barnett: Answer the question.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am getting to the question. Apart from Dr Hewson's document
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claiming a generalised benefit due to the abolition of fuel excise and
wholesale sales tax, it does not separately identify the costs of the GST to
remote communities. Now that we have had a look at the document, I can see
why!
I draw members' attention to the fact that although the member for Cottesloe
is complaining about what he regards as misrepresentation on rent, education
services and shire rates, he does not complain about all the other things
mentioned because they are true, as are the ones he is complaining about.

Several members intrj~ected.
Dr LAWRENCE: If members opposite look at their own package, they will see that

short term and indefinite rents are included; with fixed term rents it depends
upon how the package is read. Clearly, all the costs of housing and
construction, those of maintaining the housing for rental purposes, and those
of the financial documents which must be drawn up, must apply to the owner
of the property, who has no choice but to pass them on to the consumer.
Members know that they are not exempt in the sense that credit will apply.
However, members opposite also realise that Government services such as
electricity and water supply, and things such as rubbish collection by local
government, might attract (1ST. They wefl might, but for as long as I am
Premier of this State we will fight in every court in the land the application of
Commonwealth taxes to State businesses. We have been fighting that fight
for a long time in Western Australia, and we will not roll over because of a
change of Government or a change of nme of this tax.
Have members opposite not been watching what has been happening in
relation to various banks in this country or the challenges mounted by the
States against the steady inroads the Commonwealth has made in taxing State
Government businesses and organisations? We have resisted this and we have
won, and we will continue to resist it.
I indicate to the people of the Pilbara that, yes, to some extent our assessment
is exaggerated -

Several members inteijected.
Dr LAWRENCE: It is exaggerated because we will not allow the application of the

GST to electricity -

Several members inteijecteL
Dr LAWRENCE: - and water supply charges, and I hope that local government will

join us in resisting the application of the provision of the taxes to its services
as well. Mark my words, that is what Dr Hewson intends, and that is what
members opposite endorse.
We stand by the assessment made: People will be substantially worse off
under that package. The Seaman's Union currency note gives a pretty good
idea of what we amr looking at: A $5 note will be worth $4.25 under the
Fightback package. The corner of the note is clipped off. We have probably
underestimated the effect on the remote regions of the area, as they would be
the real losers in this package. If they were not, members opposite would not
be concerned about our raising these issues and would not be running scared
in the Pilbara.

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX - AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY CANDIDATE
FOR ASI-BURTION

Incorrect Figures Admission
35. Mr MINSON to the Premier:

Is the Premier aware that the Australian Labor Party candidate for Ashburton
has now admitted that the GST figures used recently by the ALP in
campaigning in Ashburton are incorrect?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:
I would be interested to know from where that question came.

Mr Pearce: Did you talk to him directly?
Mr Minson: He made a statement.
Dr LAWRENCE: How does the member know that he said that? I will recount a

story for die House: A member of the Press Gallery, not the Liberal Punty,
was heard to say earlier that the Government was on the run. The ALP
candidate for Ashburton had a conversation with the journalist, who kept
saying "Did you, or did you not?" The, journalist reached same conclusions
about the answers to this question. It now appears that the conclusion has
come back through the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. I presume that that
is from where his question comes.
Does the Deputy Leader of the Opposition know that the Ashburton ALP
candidate has conceded chat a question mark may hang over same of these
issues? I am aware that he has done so, and I concede that fact too. However,
goodness knows what people will pay for education services under a GST;
who knows what people will pay on local government charges? Members
opposite must examine their own package. Opposition members have
indicated that we are wrong, but they should come into this Chamber and
show us where we are wrong. The member for Coutesloe has conceded that
rents are taxable and that the costs will be passed on. The Federal Fightback
package clearly indicates chat local government work will be subjected to
CST, as will water and electricity supplies. I challenge members opposite to
read the Federal Fightback document and to come back and tell us where we
are wrong.

Several members inteijected.
Dr LAWRENCE: Clearly, exemptions will apply to private school fees. However,

questions must be asked about amenity charges in Government schools with
things such as uniforms, excursion fees, books, paper and pencils. We do not
know what would happen to these, items with a GST. Therefore, we can
assume - quite reasonably - chat "we do not know" means yet.

The SPEAKER: Order! Ianm sorry that this is so unkind on the Leader of the
National Party, who is a role model for all members. If all members were to
behave in the manner in which the Leader of die National Party has, we would
probably continue having questions. However, under the circumstances I will
leave the Chair until 7.30 pm.
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